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Mahfil eintery

. M. RASHER

Leading Pakistani poet
speaks out on modern
Urdu literature

Mahfil: Although your name is intimately associated with the "new" poetry
Of Urdu, you are not considered a "Progressive" poet. How would you
describe your poetry, .esBeciallY in contradistinct on to the Progressive
poetry of the late Thirties and Forties? In,muc of your poetry, you show
a definite Western influence.' Which Western ets influenced you most and
why?

.

Rashed: The movement for the "new" poetry with which I am associated
was in the first instance a step towards the liberation of Urdu poetry from
the tyranny of form; and, secondly, it aimed at bringing poetry closer to
the realities of modern life. The ghazal, the most common traditional
verse form, had served a very good purpose-over the centuries, but had
largely beconle inert both in form and ontent. It was.on the one hand a
prisoner of rhyme and meter; and, on the other, was hidebound by certain
standardized symbols, images and myths, which continued to repeat themselves
from poet to poet. In the ghazal, it was always the same hungering lover
talking of his unending suffering to an ever-indfferent, cruel beloved,
and in this seeking his personal catharsis. The beloved, in turn, was soMe-
times a harlot (who could ever talk of his love to Q noble woman relegated
to the harem?),and more often a male companion in aomosexual relationship;
a feudal lord, on whom the poet 'largely depended for his existence; a spirit-
ual leader: or, when the poet soared a little_higher, a male-Godl with the
usual Our'anit attributes of the Divine Beini, ranging from the Prbfoundest
love and kindness ta extreme injustice and nkindpess.

A part of the s mbolism of the ghazal;tmllt around the imaginary "love
affairs" o the an.a, or nightingale, and the rose, and the moth and the
candle, an aroun, the relationship between the saqi,_or the cup-bearer,
and the ev r-thirety drunkards, had, over this long peiiod of.time, become
an extravagant-Cliche.

the
myths, mostly drawn from stories of t e Quran,

which are practically the same as t ose of the Bible, or from otherr Islamic
lore, constantly repeated themselves the Fall Of Adam; the assi"on of Mbses;
the iconoclasm of Abraham and his fiance of Nimrod; Christ as a super-
healer; the Virgin flary as a paragon of chastity; Joseph's masculine charm
and"the illicit of `of Potiphar's wife for him; Mansft Hallaj, who was
hanged for decl J.ng h4mself "the Finite Truth"; e of Majnun for
Laila, the Arab eauty, the love and sacrifice orFarhad for Shirin, the

6



Persian queen; and so on and so forth.

These myths and symboS had together lent some semi-ethical texture to the
traditional poetry; and the traditional poets, in their discourses about
their suffering souls, had also evinced some understanding of the psychology
of love and jealousy and its influence on man's spirit'-,alternately subli-
mating and corrupting and had developed some kind of humanistic approach

.

to life, which should rank some of them, such as Ghglib, among the world's
great teachers

But this complex of myths and symi5711s4 as I have already said, had; already
become jarringly repetitive, and had ren.dered Urdu poetry out of tune with
the times, as even Hgli, the first "modern u poet had felt, more than half
a century ago. Particularly, it no longer help in an interpretation of
human equations in the light of modern experience, r in relating poetry to

the ne.14y emerging social, political and economic pr lems. The problem of
the "new" poet thus was, firstly, to write "as himself, or as an individual
rather than a typeLand, secondly, to talk about the suf -ring sobl of
mankind as a whclerrather than of a chronically unhappy 1 ver. New sources
of knowledge had opened up new themes and new visions of rea ity, and the
new poet was obliged to bring his new sensitivity to bear on em. Any

other course would have been utterly unrealistic

I have talked at some length, about the nature of our traditional pTelty-----9,2

that npu.would understand the nature of the "revolt" of the new poe
against it.--This new spirit in Urdu poetry was inevitable, as much a it.

was inevitable in the poetry of any other language. It simultaneously threw
-----up three poets, who in their different ways sought to interpret modern fe.

Miraji made bold experiments witR-Tormbrought the language.of-poetry c oser
to everyday speech, and unravelled some Of .the mysteries of the subcons,c'ous

17
in the light of the new psychoanalytical discoveries; Faiz, Using mos of the
traditional cliches, symbols and ,myths, even as Iqbgl had dOneevi ed anew
emotional response to current human problems in line with'theso istAoc-
trine; and I, in my small way, 'experimenting with new rhymearr gements,
tried .to stress some of the current problems, the foremost a ng them for me
being the alien rule, religious dogmatism, moral tekessio s, etc., whii-C11--- ad

continuously dwarfed the Asian soul; and to achieve this; I drew upon my
personal experience alone, rather than the experience of others or on any
ulterior doctrine .

.....

Since we thrie began to write, a large numbei'oLpther poets have carried
forward the new trends in different measure - some stressing the form, some
the diction, some the content. But, while the ghazal still'lingers, the

efforts of the new poets have largely rid'Urdu poetry, even the ghazaZ; of
most of its traditional trappings,giving it a new lease on life, a fresh,
air to breathe in and a courage to explore new paths. -

Without any attempt to provide a solution for them, Ihave tried to respond
to the modern Asian's problems, both emotionally and intellectually, through
an esthetic and moral release from the past; even a rejection of ik,t. The

Progressives, as a rule, were not directly concerned with a breakaway from
the past as such; and secondly, they insisted on a single- minded ideological

I.....
....
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purpose of po try, as a truth unarguable and evident. Some of my poems, ,
_ both iriAlara(That Which Is Beyond), the first collection; and in Irn men

Inna:":',1 (A Stranger in Iran), the second collection, have no doubt some
points' of resemblance in their content with the poetry of the Progressves;

,but the main point of difference lies in our approach to life and its prob-
lems.

While they stood for a complete suspenSion of choice on the part of the
writer, in favor of a preconceived doctrine, I belLeved that a poet who is
honest to his craft, must wi-ite in the light of his individual perceptions
alone My poetry .isel of devoid of a personal ideology and a intense
sensitivity to human situation, but it is not linked to any political doctrine
imposed from outside. While the Progressives had a single yardstick to
measure every human situat'ionl I preferred,to react to them in the light of
my personal experience and the sense of values born out of that experience.
I believe that reality has more than one shade, and their reflection in
literature must depend entirely on a writer's own super-sensibility. The
most manifest streak of my poetry is thus the confidence in individual per-
ception, even in the aberrant, evatic self of man, which, I think, more than
his righteous self can provide answers to human questions.

Furthermore, unlike the Poetry of Faiz, there is no profusion of sensuous
effects in my poetry, because I feel that sugh effects either distract from
the main theme or obscure the reader's vision. Also, unlike All Sardar
Jefri, another Well-known Progressive poet, I neither Ifarangue, nor preach;
nor do I indulge in common sentimentalism, as many lesser Progressive poets
did. I try to achieve my communication through concrete images contained
within a 'poetic substance. Some poems, particularly those about Iran during
the War, were even deliberately bare and austere in comparison with the
poetry of Faiz and a few other's.

As regards your question about the Western influences on my poetry, I suppose
many wrrt rsof my generation could not avoidep: in fact, it is surPris-
ing.that we could rain some of the Eastern influences! It is difficult to
say which of the ,1-estern poets influenced me most, and even more difficult

= to say why. I o not claim any special erudition in Western 'poetry, but I
have nibble at many English poets, and at some European poets in their
.English t nslations. Ironically, though, the We tern poets I have read the
most h e influenced me t least. It is, therefdt-e, a wrong presumption
that'in order to get to the mea g of a poet, one should first examine his
reading list, The Western influen on our society and literature did not
enter through Western literature alone: the movies, the radio, the news-
papers, and most of all the Western system of education, played a large role
in our pers'bpalities and our way of thinking and thus our literary creations.
All this brought about new consciousness among us which went a long way
towards transforming our classical, oriental sensitivity into a modern, rather
semi-Western sensitivity. I,caxiot blam any Western poets for my failings.
I just had them.

Mcthfil: Your worki, particularly AUwara, have come undet fire from the
Progressive camp. What is the nature of their criticism of your works?
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2r ."-SLI; The criticisT of the Progressives against my poetry largely
stemmed from my independent attitude towardslitetature and life, but most
of their criticism was based on certain \in my second collection, Iran

.2..jnah'f., rather than exclusively on gems in Mawara. IE is difficult
to believe that in my condemnation of al : -n rule,\or moral and social repres-
siSn and of religious dogmatism, the Progre ives did not discover some,
elements in their own way of*thinking. 'In fac un it the publication of
the second collection, in which I' had criticized s..: of their Most cherished
idols, many even claimed me as one of th But, they soon
realized that I was not talking in their terms, nor in language. Some
of the poems in :.'&,:ara and many in Iran nien Ajnabi were outsp -nly opposed
to the Progressive thought; in these I had read tendencies towar 'total-

itarianism and regimentation. It was thus inevitable that I should come-
perso4a non grata with them as a group and make it easier for them to
me for my other failings. Yet, it goes to theif-credit.ai well as my own,

°that our friendship has always continued on an indiAdual basis.

.Beginning with Krishan Chandar, who had'otherwise contributed a useful
introduction to :/.11,Jara, many dubbed me as "escapist." Krishan was. at lease
gederous enough to call it a "negativeescapism," implying that it was a
kind'of "strategic retreat" on my part in order to continue the "fight."
But other Progressi "critics" conveniently dropped the qualifying word.
Even Krishan Chandar' verdict was based on four or five poems, particularly
Rags (A Darice), Bekardr,Rat ke Sannate Men (In the Endless Silence of a
Boundless Night), and inlAdkushi (Suicide). .

Now these poems were no, escapist poems'at all in the tense that, they were,

neither autobiographical (in spite of the use of the first person singular),
nor Were they intended to provide any justification for escapism. At their
worst, they were dramatic monologues, in the manner of Browning, /et us say,.
which, in voicing the thoughts or describing the plight of three escapists

of different type, were designed to bring out the sadness of escapism. To

describe an "evil" is not to adore it. They were thus a part of the. grotes-
queness of the Indian situation under an alien rule, partly to show loss of
man's communication with nature, as in Rags; and partly to point o the .

breakdown c esthetic and spiritual values, as in Intigam (Revenge) and in
fry.42%.37-,.:,Itn which an office workerts routine rapport with existen e ends

up in an ablupt disillusionment; and even the breakdown of'sexual c
cation,, as in .5--karan Rat ke Sannate Meu' These pOems'and Others must be
read as a unified metaphor of the Indian-life in those days, when the alien
rule was cotra-ing our souls,:and social and moral repressions all around

-us were stunting Our. spiritual growth`.

Another point of criticism of my poetry was related-to its style and diction.
Some critics, bOgh Progressive and non-Progressive, have regarded my poetry
largely esotefic, and have found my expression ambiguous, even obscure. One
-reason for, this perhaps is that I was not born to the rdu language, 0
mother tongue being Panjahl. Forme me prpbleMof Lan wage is thus nearly

ame as it must have been for Joseph Conrad, let us say. When you are
of Vr.p to a language and have to use it for yoUr literary ex ression, yOu
f \miss,the colloquial flavor. I received most of my educe. t on in Persian

.

o.
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and Arabic, and it was but natural for me to be influenced by these two
languages, which have many common features with Urdu; but their excessive,
use in an Urdu work can_easily_ render it beyond the reach of the common
man. Another, andto me more plausible, reason for( this obscurity was
the intenSelypersonal nature of my experience, which expressed itself
without the 'usually familiar trappings of Urdu poetry. I would have indeed
been more easily "understood" if I had talked in terms of the cliches of
Urdu poetry. Still another reason could be,my own inability to find the
right word for the right poetic thotight. I da'not rule out an occasional
breakdown of communication 0.0. my part,

A-few other critics, again f.rop both groups, have discovered elements of
"obscenity" in my poetry. I look upon obscenity as a problem/of the

ralist or the judge, rather than of the creative writer. Yet, except for
Tnt , there is hardly a poem in my two collections Which Wobld be
morall .r legally reprehensible. Even In that poem'there are no four-
letter wo s, As I have said earlier,lin my poems I talk of love in terms
of normal, n tural love bet.Ween man and woman, and, in order to do so, I
occasionall .e imagery verging on sensuality. Indeed, one of my points
of departure fr m the tradition, was the freedddto treat themes of love in
an unihibitedma er and as a healthy passion_- as against the morbid,
unattainable desir of the traditional poet. I am no believer in mysticism
or in a hypocritica camouflage of emotions, as the traditionalists were,
and as even some of e Progressives are. Love in my "poetry is.desiiable
and attainable, Neve helesg, in a part of the world where.eVen the word
"kiss" is tabooed for a l practical purposes, it is not impossible to find
obscenity in the slightest show of emotion and the minutest reference to
physical love.

Such criticism as I have just mentioned does not disconcert,me, because I
feel That it is at least honest and justifiable. But there have been and
are critics who are either ignorant or dishonest or dogmatic 1n their
approach to poetry. For example, Hayetullah Anseri, possibly a Progressive,
published a full-fledged book on my poetry some twenty years ago and with
an amateur, rudimentary knowledge of modern psychoanalysis, he was at pains
to unearth psychologiCal complexes - sadism, masochism, Oedipus complex, and
so on and so forth. *

Another young critic, in a completely irrelevant reference .to my poetry in
an essay 'on Akbar Allandbadi, ruled out my poetry as "soulless" and a
"complete farce" a harsh view, which if not dishonest and'prejudiced, must
be regarded as perfunctory. Still another critic, who is notorious for. his
dogmatic and astounding views on poetry without being a poet of any conse-
quence himself, said, "Ussiu ghazaL is semi-barbaric form of poetry," etc.,
and he lashed at my poems for an imagined lack of brevity and coherence and
ridiculed every word used by me, while he had himself failed to read those
poems in a dOherent manner and had missed the nuances of many words. Such
critics exist in all languages, :apd Urdu is no exception.

On the other ha'nd, there are critics likd Dr. Wazir Agha, who made a bria-
r/ant study of the elements of revolt in my poetry; or Afteb Ahmed, who in
two serial articles analyzed my themes; or Salim Ahmed, whojn his book.

mar
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Naf, Nazm Xi r Pra Adami (New Verse an'd the Complete Man), proved hoW, in
rejecting the traditional romanticism, I had sought man's fruition in
physica.1 love, arid' how love in my poetry was .the search for the harmony of

what he called "the upper and-lower parts of the body,1! against the tradi-
tional poet's love which strove to'destroy both.

N,

Alc272:''What is the nature of your cri cism of the Progressives? you
think that they have outlived their effectiveness?

-

:4to. Rash'ed: The Progressive movement in Urdu began some thirty years ago
with the publicat'on of a "Manifesto" by a small group of young Urdu writers
in;4London. This w s followed by the publicaiion in- India of a' collection of
short stories, Anga (Sketches, or Hot Ooals? contributed by some dozen
writers. This book was banned forthwith, beCa e it wig considered to con-
tain many "obsCenities" and its attitude towards religion was flagrant;y
offensive ' In spite of, this, I must say,, the book did not create much sense:,
tion If at all, it should have been banned for_its banalities rather than
for "obscenities,"

The Progressives had'basically two aims inview: firstly, to write for and
onbehalf of the proletariat, rather than for the eliterand, secondly, to
use literature for creating hatred against the upper classes, feudal lords,
and the clergy: The early writings of the Progressives failed to make any
profound impression on our literature, because, I guess, some'of the giants
of- Urdu literature, such as Ghalib, Hall and Iqbal, had already brought
abaut'a revolution in thought, which was too strong at the time to yield to
any other influence. Nevertheless, gradually, a group of writers, who were
influenced by the Marxist ideology as peached by the Progressives, began to
emerge and to receive encouragement and approval. A Progressive Writers'
Association was formed, and a group of publishers found thatftee literature
produced by these writers enjoyed ready market, especially among young
readers who were looking for shocks and sensation.

I have never been a member of the Progressive Writers' Association, but, as
I said earlier, have had very close relations with many Frbgressives individ-
ually As you would recall, I dedicated my first coll'epidh to Faiz, and
when his first collection, Naqsh-e-Faryddi was published', I contributed' an
introduction to-it,----Thea,_Krishan Chandar wrote an introduction to my first
_collection, Mdwara, Upinda?',Nath Ashk, who is not a writer of ,the. same

calibre as Krishan Chandar, and is perhaps only a half Progressve,.dedicaeed
one of his novels to me,

My criticism of he Progressives springs from the view that literature is not
and should not b produced under exterDal direction, tb serve a specified'
ideology or pecified group. In fa et, dictating,th courSe of literature
through/party manifestos always dismays me. To me it means that a certain
group of people, whose bona fides are not clear to me, have taken it upon
themselves totell ve what to write and how to write it, so that my literary
productions may serve their purpose, haweyer laudable.

4
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This is to me a denial of my freedom tb write, even of my freedom to think
for myself. This makes "Progressivisth" "a"misnomer; for literaiurt, in order,
to contribute to human sublimation and progress, spiritual progress if you
like to call. it that, Must,be written under conditions of utmost freedom.,,
No politician is wise enough to lay down the course of a writer'sthonghts-,;--
and emotions To others. I do not value akthing more than theapility to'
view and interpret 'the world around me and life as a whole, if I wish to,
and to react to human probleffis in their univer4Aal cont xt or in my personal
context, as I may "Choose: In'so far as the Progressive strove to aw
writers out of trielr--cocoons,zand,strNpsed that they mil t have a soci
responaibliity beyond their normal literary responsibility, the Progressi s
served a useful,purpOse,-for litertute and life are interrelated, and one
cannot exist without the other. Literature cannot be created in a vacuum
and cannot exist to cuum. But, in so far as they preached that
the writer' Had no peisonallwilland he must suspend this choice like char-
acterakn,a melodrama, #ey aimed at .creating literature to fit a pattern.
Thus, I have no quarrel with the P ogressives in so far as they believe,
that literature should reflect a solsiai consciousness, but I do differ' with
them when this .social conscio ness their view must be completely imper-
sonal. This is indeed the denial of the whole creative procesS and of the
raison d'e:re of all creative act/ivity, P

Nevertheless, among the Progressives there are-good writers and there are
bad writer's; there are those wtio perceive life in,its enIrety, and those
who miss it C 0omplet lyhere are those who bring new wisdomiNto bear on
their interpretaio of man's destiny, and hosewhose finerrsenses are
blinded `by slogans;,there are tbose who sublimate as well as edify,

,

thoe who merely.milarafigue. This, however, provides no .crit ign for judg7,
ing what you call their "effectivenessor fqx tinding out 14 ther they
have outlived it or not.

The effectiveness of the Progressives, in my view, lies in the "proliferation"/
of their movement, because it is 'as a consequence of their movement, that
writers today, even many ghazal-WriXers, cannot afford td close their eyes
to'theiraocial environment and to the problems, of man as a whole. No doubt,
thg ProgressiVes did not succeed in:41inlng up every writer to promote the.
Marxist doctrine or the cause of the-proletariatfas they ,saw it; but their
movement has, gradually spread enough conscious:ll'ofthe exiating human
situati9d that any writer today who wishes to rite for hinCsarIf-atbne Orito,___
indulg in self-pity or a morbidly personal nostalgia, must feel a sense of
guilt in doing so It was more than a-LOincidence that the two movements in
Urdu, one forj'the change of form, and idiom and the other for the Change of
content, arose together and\ then converged to producethe,knew"writer of
today ----.._

,--"

,::=-Today,\ it is no longer fashiona ble,kor anyone,to call himself a "Progressive,"
with a sense of superioritytoxito dub anyone a,"lieactionary" in an obviously
derogatory sense. Today, no writing can produce much echo unless it is
directly or indirectly related to the_Itle the people. /At the same time,
there is a growing resistance to_thethear literture can be dictate
and many writers veSadesSully deed a 1 ressUres from outside QgPstrying to ct them. Most theorists among-the Progressiyes_have gone the
way-of all theorists; the few who linger-are-often-a-iiiile apologetic about
their "Marildesto" and about the production Ans4r written directly to prove
the dicta,dicta, of 4e "Manifesto." _ ----- `, ---"---

,
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Would you care-to comment on the poetry of Faiz Ahmed Faiz, wh is

generally considered the foremoSt Progressive poet, and whom you mentioned
as one of the three pioneers'of modern Urdu poetry? HOW did the Urdu
literary community re4dt to his winning the Lenin Peace PriZe in 1962?

u

"i,That

were jour personal re/actions? -

Mr, Rasped: Beginning with my introduction to Faiz's first collection,
great deal has been written on is poetry. While the old masters of Urdtk,

."verse, Josh Malihibidi and HafizJellandhari are still alive and prosper4pg,
Faiz remains [he mist popular Urdu poet today who, after Iqbel, is the befit'

known abroad
o

My opinion that "Faiz stands at the junction of romanticism and realism," ''

which I expresSed some twenty-five years ago., still largely holds true.

Faiz has inherited the wistfulness and sadness of the disappointed lover of
the traditional ghazca in a large measure (this.may be one reason why he
feels very much at home in the ghazal form);` and, to tta-S-, I presume, must o

have been added some influence of the English ,romantic poets, particularly
Shelley and Keats, (wha were a part'of our discipline at the University),
because they seem to have left a clear mark on his .'imagery. His soft
sentimentalism and his repeated reference to "pain" immediately remind one
Of the two great.E nglish romantic poets. From the Persian and Urdu ghazal,

he has bonrowed the Whole complex of symbolism, myth and even phraseology
which, in spite of his apiierent contemporary consciousness, render him a
m/stic in line with.Hefiz andSaadl, who were no less conscious of their

'own immediate environment.

.

But, in using the traditional parlance, he does not always seek his personal
catharsis alone, as the traditional poet did. His method is to awaken first
within himself and then in the mind of his reader a pain and pathos which
would link his experience with the experience of.mankind as a whole. Thils,

he enables the time-worn cliches of the Persian and Urdu ghazal to acquire a
renewed sensitivity and to be recharged with meaning, so that the solitary
suffering of-the disappointed romantic lbver is transformed into the suffer-
ing of humanity at large. The traditional poet was often .a mere lonely

prowler, but Faiz stalks his quarry, using the same old weapons of the
ghazdZ-writer, wit4h-a clear awareness of a multitude behind/him. This.

explains his constant reference, even appeal, to "comrades" and "friends" in.

his poetry.

The symbols of wires and the tavern, whiLi were sed b.y the traditional poet

to express "spiritual ecsta y" or the stale of communion with the spiritual

leader or with the Divine eing, are in Faizts,Poetry the symbols of the new
urge and the new aspiratio s of man; the allusion to the Cross, which in old
poetry, represented the pe Sonal affliction'of the lover, is the suffering
and sacrifice of the common man for a supreme cause. In the ghazaZ, the

cruel, indifferent beloved Was referred to as a "murderer;" in Faiz's poetry,
this beloved,, the murderer, ie. frequently the constantly illusory goal of
struggling humanity, or the persecutors of the new crusader - the colonial
rules, repressive, laws,. the violation of human rights and fundamental freedoms

etc"'etc. There is no special emphasis in Faiz's poetry on sex, but he
,constantly etploys many sex symbols eager red eyes, snow-white bodies, tall.
feminine figure, smiling lips, etc:_- which lend an element of "juiciness"

*

4
to his poetry where no subtle political meaning is in ended.

4
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Faiz i-s,a Progressive poet, no doubt, but what distinguishes him, from the
ordinary Progressive is that he has not turned his poetry to serve a
functional purpose. He does not directly cater to the proletariat, and
does not indulge in the usual oratorical outbursts of the Progressives,
His images are largely ornate, but together they combine to create a
single emotional experience By retaining the familiar symbolism and
phraseology of the g;2azal, he has facilitated his approach to the reader,
which the other Progressives would perhaps achieve either by using thg
idiom of everyday speech, or by more direct expregsion, or by simple
oratory.

Faiz approaches his reader at two levels at the same time: the level of
the ordinary lyrical poet, with a direct emotional appeal; and the level
of a socially conscious poet,.in terms of a political metaphor. His reader
has thus to make a slight mental adjustment to arrive at the underlying
meaning of his poetry, particularly when Faiz's poetry is not a poetry of
intensely subtle personal experience, which the ordinary reader would find

. difficult to share with him

As the time goes, however Faiz is becoming increasingly repetitive, and his
poetry which in the past only echoed some of the traditional emotions in
traditional phrases, now echoes itself back and forth. The themes have
begun to circle around one another, and the silky words in which they were
clad have become even fluffier, His technique of lulling his reader into
a euphoria, by the use of constantly repeating sensuous effects so that
he might see the visions of man's future, has turned his poetry into an
extravaganza which is beginning to li-Laken its impact. Unless Faiz permits
a widened personal experience, arenwed understanding of human psycholo-
gical processes and a new philosophical outlook on life to refertilize his
poetry, my-feeling is that it might turn into a paper-white narcissus or
calendar art!

I am afraid I am not aware of the reactions of theUrdu literary community
to Faiz's winning of the Lenin Peace Prize, I, however, imagine that it
must have been a mixed one. While many must have felt proud that a poet
of-the Urdu language was thus honored, some must have inevitably looked
upon it as a political award. I personally do not believe in literary
awards and prizes: the greatest awards for a writer are the freedom to
write and the creation of,such social and political conditions as would
enable him to reach the largest number of readers in unfettered freedom.
Literary prizes do 'not essentially lead to better creativity; in fact, often
they lead to a complaisance on the part of the writer thus honored. Some '
official and para-official prizes even have an element of regimentation,
and are motivated by a desire to corrupt writers, to line, them up with a
political ideology to the exclusion of any independent thought in the name
of common survival It is unfortunately often difficult to perceive this
influence

Mahfz,l,: Another figure who, like yourself, is rather, was -
influential in Urdu poetry, and like yourself spearhead of modern Urdu
poetry, but also not a Progredsive, was Mira i. What do you think of his
works? How wolid you describe hig influence on the most recent poets?
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Mr, RIshad: I have so far gone along with you in making a,distinction,

-between,"Progressive" and "ndn-Progressive" poetry, but I suppose we have
now reached a parting'of the ways on this:' This distinction is All too
artificial and perfunctory, and I believe thai-rt-Merely serves the pur-4' .

pose of camouflaging, the political intent of a certain type of poetry in
order to Mislead the naive. To call poetry "communist"..or'"leftist,"

i

which this type of poetry in fat is, would have naturally limited the .4.,
desired psychological impact. I believe that any poet who reppesents,
modern consciousness, in one way or the.6thgr, is Progressive, and thus
Miraji, whose themes originated in certain aspects of modern life, must
rank as a Progressi ove all. Considering, however, that over a
period of time, t e lefti is have themselves modified their stance over
many poets, including Gh lib and Iqbal, I have reasons to be optimistic.
that Mfraji tot would some day be included among their ranks It would
not help Miraji, but it might enrich the Pxogressiv .

).,

1

ourI look upon Miraji as the most remarkable poet of our time,- most ingenious,
most prolific, most individualThtic - and the most Maligned. 'The leftists
rejected him outright, investing him with all the sinister qualities Which.
he neve possessed negativism,' defeatism, morbidity, eroticism, obscenity;
ambit . etc., etc. All this because there was nodrumfire in his poetry -'-'''',.

,,

advanc: the left.ist cause, or any,cause, for that'matter
4

. 1 ,

.

,

.

Miraji was, in the'first instance, a poet who gave up formal prosodic tteVices,
not for the sake of mere experimentation, or for a conscious breakaway.froM

.

the past, or to .Lpe&r net and modern, but because his subject-matter demanded
-., .

an entirely new strectural basis Without a freedom in lining, diction, and
the deployment of latiguage in general, which is'possible in frqg verse alone,
he could not'ohaveturned his abstractions into the vivid pictures and sensa- .
tions that enrich his poetry Also he employed the dramatic monologue tech-
nique extensively, uging the first person singular for the character portray-.
ed in.each-poem Careless critics have interpreted his poems - as well as
,some of Mine, as k. said earlier - as mere autobiographical accounts, forget-
ting that the special advantage of the dramatic monologue is that they

.

enable the poet to stand at a convenient distance from his haract rs, with-
out identifying hunself,with any one and without getting ino,lved 1 their
"affairs " ?,. .

1, V

Undoubtedly, Hfraji's draMatic monologues were born out of the complex of his
own personal experience, as much as all poetry,is, and also represented his
individual philosophy 6f life.' But accusing him of a penchant fox personal
experiences for erotic purp6ses is doing him less than justice Since his

,purpose Was never to persuade or to abuse any intense.'emotional reactions,
And in talking' of, sex -he even talked sot!:o voce, almost stifling his voice
under highly personal covert symbolism,it is wicked to say that he was'
morbidly obsessed by sexual themes or Was deliberately obscene. Although
his poetry is rich in sensuous effects,- he Scrupulously avoided the orna-
mental.trappings of the canventional verse, on the one hand, and even the

t.. J7.,

semblance of sensationalism, on the other Thereare no extravagant sex
scenes in his poetry, and while sex no doubt was his principle subject for

...-'
.k

poetry, he does not evoke any voluptuous responseS, as, for example does the
poetry of J.f.sh Mallhabadi, a more or ltss'officifl y recognized ,Progressive,
nordoes he indulge in juicy words and phrases, ev n like F.J.z. He does not
use any

%
rhetOrical devices_ro dazzle the reader, as .Ali Sarder Afri does;

, :. ,

_-----;
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.
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and his language i,s so. Close to its Hindi genus, as well as o modes of
common speech, that, except for the subtlety of his srmb ism, he is far
closer to the proletariat than any "Progressive" poe

Thele is also no morbidity in"his tvatment sex or its variou aberra-
at the secretiveness an the

prudery surrounding sex were at the oot of the disintegration of mo am
man, or/so-called civilized man is p15-etry was an attempt at deliverin
man of the filth and ugline and vice which his subconscious had
accumulated over the age . flinsji's poetry, is a Protest against the havoc
which moralism has pl ed with the sgrit of man,turning his subconscious
into a mere "ghost d." His poetry is not malalistic, of course, in the

../' established sens of the word, yet in so far as it challenges the hazards
of convention moralism, it is an attempt at remoralization of man. In-
order to sa man from any further disintegration, he calls him back to !,

himself d to Nature, where his primitive self. used to be. In one of c's,

his e ays, Mirali has viewed this inter disintegiation of man as the root-
.Wc e of the present-day international tensions and conflicts, which leads'

to great wars - thus justifying his own crusade against it. But, he was
no poet of crusades, conscious, pre-planned crusades, which are the pastime
of the leftist writers alone.

,

Y
.

i.
,

His poetry symbolizes the eternal quest of Man, as a pilgrim and.not as a
citizen, for the discovery of the lost Self, through, a renewed rapport with,
himself, a ,harmony within and without. It is thus no matter of surprise that
he draws most of his symbols frcim Nature - the sea and the clouds, brooks
and fountains, 'hillocks and mounds,- forests and gardens, trees and wind, etc;,
and for his imagery he reverts to the ancient India of'Krishna and, the gopis,
its datk forest nights,'caves, temples, witches, ghosts and cobras - the days
when Man, in his primitive existence, was closer to Nature, and thus to
hiiself, than he is today.

Yet, psychological complexes as a problem of the modern man are his favorite
subject, and `he uses them to illustrate how modern civilization, the super-
creator and nurturer of these complexes, has reduced man to a mere fraction
of himself. Sex, which is the symbol of man's whole existence, can, in his
view, resile and sting back like a ,Cobra when an attempt is made to cover it
under the lids of. romanticism, platonic love, or hypocritical moralism.

It is true that many readers still find it difficult to understand Mfraji's
ipoetry, for his poetry'cannot be measured by the normal conventional standards,

nor by any :preconceived notions abbut the purpose and place of poetry in life.
Some knowledge of modern psychology and, more than that, some tespect for the
great discoveries made by Freud and other great psychologists of our times on
the relation Of,sex and the subconscious, are indeed necessary to build a
response to this unusual poktry. Undoubtedly, M#aj4 always writes from
intensely persorial experience, bill in poems like Sumandar ka Buldwa (The Call
of the Sea), Uneha Mn (A Tall Building), Chal-chalao (The Passing Show),
Ek thi Aurat (There wa a Woman), etc., this experience transcends beyond

,,,

the poet's person and is immediately linked with the spiritual destiny of the
modern man, which is the a tainment of complete harmony withNature and
himself, more with himself t n with Nature', to save himself from disintegra-
tion and 'death.

.

J

tions. Fundamentally convinced as he wa

IC
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While many younger poets, among them Zia Jallandhari, Mukhtar Siddfqf,.
Majid Amjad, Muhammad Safdar and others, mpst of them members of Halqa-e-
Arbab-e-Zauq, of which hirajf was the founder, share MfrajiNrs method and
technique,in different measure; particularly the use of run-over lines,
his rhythmic patterns, his preoccupation with mythology, and his independent
spirit, few of them possess his super-sensitivity,'his peculiar philosophy
of life, or his dexterity in the treatment O'f\sexual themes withih,an ,,
intricate pattern of symbols and images/. For 'single-minded moralists,

e Mfrall will perhaps always remain .a security hazard, and will always be,
kepC,out of the textbooks by the virtubusschoolmen, but hig impact on
Urdu poetry will always be keenly felt.

.11ahf::.: You have,, said that Mfrajf was, among his other great qualities,
the founder of Halqa-a-Arbab-e7Zauq, which, I understand, means "The Circle
of Men/of Taste," and which is supposed to have stood for the independent
spiri of the writer. What is of this society? What do you
thin' of its recent-t cy to function a the apologists for the Islamic .

reli ion in an amic state? Isn't it rather unusual for an "art for art's
sak i s ., of literature to transform itself into a school of religious
apologetics?

Mr. 5J-6;4: 1 have always heldifalqa-e-Arbab-e-Zauq,,or Helga for short,'-
in the highest esteem. I was closely-associated with it when it was first

founded in Delhi some twenty-five years ago, more or leas-as a substitute
for the so-called Delhi Cultural Society, which I had rather unsuccessfully
tried to form with a similar purpose - the independence of the writer - but
to be comprised of writers in all.the available, languages. Mfrajf wisely
sawthat it was difficult to bring writers of different languages together
under the same roof; particularly those of Urdu and Hindi. ).1e, therefbre,

concentrated on a society which would be devoted to the,cause of the Urdu
language and literature alone, and thus succeeded in formin- the Halqa.

I look UPon'the Helga as a society of what one may call "the ell=rounded
men of Urdu letters!! as against the men\pf-letters cut to a measure; men'
who believe Ghat'the,cause of literature itlaesi served by a writer who under
all cirzumstances is,ailling to maintain his spirit of independence, and who
does riot sacrifice is individuality `for ,the sake of a political creed
externally imposeippen him; or for any""plolitical expediency. It is, there-
fore:a mistake tnake Helga for a mere "art for art's sake" school in-the
sense of an Ivory Tower. While retaining'their independent spirit, members

,N of the Helga have at alL times shown Vital interest in life and its problems;
.and' have according to their individual lights, reflected them in their
literary ,productions. o.

The doors of the Helga have indeed,been kept-open to all varieties of writers
and writings - esthetic:leftist, religious, mystical, traditional, modern,
and so on and so, forth - as long as it happened to be good literature. The
society has many special features: it Has no regular president, no permanent
executive, no membership_fee and no business office. Everything is done on
an ad basis: the president is nominated for each meeting; an executive

)
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is form when needed; mei:abets are individually called upo to subscribe
when a specIfic program heeds financial support; and the priv house of
office of a member may b&"reqUisitioned" as business office for a ecific
transaction. More than that, the Society has never sought official favors
or monetary help, and has seldom cared for or'received an official frown -
except perhaps once, when its Rawalpindi chapter was order&I closed down
because it was felt that the weekly meetings were being crowded by political
extremists. Despite this, the Helga has functioned well for these twenty -
five odd years, with its Lahore chapter having proved the most active, while
the other ones in Delhi, Karachi, Rawalpindi, Peshawar, Dacca and London,
operating rather spasmodically.

One must. however, admit that the record` of thd Halqa's accomplishments teas
stayed all-too on the humble side: regular Sunday afternoon meetings; which
tthis day follow'the same pattern as laid down by the illustrious founder;
annual meetings, accompanied by a mushaara (poetical Symposium). attended by
special invitation; a rather sporadic publication Of "annual" poetry .select-

. ions - to which have lately been added similar selections of short-stOries,
essays' and discussions.

What lends the Helga its intrinsic worth is not itS'output, but its emphasis
on modernity in literature t its encouragement of all'experimentation, and its
inveterate "weakness" for free and frank criticism. One rule of the gaMe
which the Halqa-has sctupulously observed throughout its existence has been
thahrno writer, however 'great or influential, who cares to present his work
in any of the Ealqa's meetingS.2 will be spared criticism and that,that

1

criticism will be honest *Id objective: This rule has no doubt chagrined
many an established writer who is accustomed to solicAtouS.complAlents or
polite comments, which are coupon in my part of the world; but hasp on the
other hand, turned the Helga into a training ground for the younger writer
Who must inevitably get some "spanking" rom'his senils before hran either
realize his' worth or fa4,1 by the_roadsi e.

As regards. the second part of your,Auest,ion, frankly, I and not abiare of arty
somersault on the Halqa's part:. in fact_such somersaults some ow do not
fit'intc its pattern at all.. How could,it ever, as an organization, become
one thing or the other? As I have already pointed Out,,itis not right to
take the Halqa-fOr-a mere Ii/ery Touter, because it has at all times shown a '

ynanrac interest in life and its problems. But, it cannor, at the same time
ever go to the extent of issuing a "manifesto" calling upon alL its,members,
to write -on one theme of the other; or in one way or the other, for the simple
reason that this would not fit into its pattern of approach to literature,
Much less would it call upon its members to,become-apolOgists for Islam or,
for any purpose for that.matter.

I can well imagine that some members'Of'the.Hafkaf-,aS well as certain other'
writers, today write on Islamic themes, and whether.they do so as apologists
or not, lit is their own business. Islam, after an., is Air important dimension
of the kfepi all average Pakistani. The majority of Pakistan's population
is Muslim. The country has inherited a culture which has its roots in the
Islamic way of life. Thus if a writer views_ life from the Islamic angle, he
is only reflecting life .the-way .it appears to him. When you sdyapologists
for the Islamic religion, I hope that you do not mean religio4 fanatitS,
because that would indeedipe a disaster. Otherwise, if a Pakistaniriter
treats Islam, let us say, in the same manner as scores of estern writers

qt,
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from Dante and MilOn down to T. S. Eliot, have treated Christianity, it does
not amount to an apologia for Islam. There are references -1 Christian lore
even in the poetry of Auden and Dylan Thomas in English, and an Urdu we have
already writers like Hall, Akbar and Ighal, who have written erectly about

Islam, while no Urdu poet of the past has written poetrYmi out allusions to
Islamic myths.

It is not clear to me what you base your conclusion on, when you say that the
Helga has transformed itself into a school of religious apologists. I am
aware that there are quite a few Urdu poets today who draw upoh Islam for
their themes - Islamic religion or civilization or history. For example,
Jilani Kamran, who has introduced a neo-romantic attitude towards Islam, a
certain kind of wistfulness for Islamic personalities and places, with such
poeps as Par.js.lrerl)Jia .(The Colporteur), or the poems in which there are _

extensive' references to Fatima, the Prophet's daughter, or even some of his
poems directly inspired by the Indo-Pakistan conflict of September 1965; or
Mukhtar Siddlqi, whose Siharfi (Poem of Thirty Letters) is an attempt at
reinterpreting Islamic mysticism, and whose other poems have a close,Bearing,,
on Islamic civilization and its' differefacets; or all those poets o

several years ago brought out a spate ofrwar poetry" - partly patrio
partly religious.

I admit that this last variety of poetry, which was not even agood apologia
for Islam, mostly represented patriotic fervor or religious fury, and with
the exception of Ahmed Fardz's poem, Main kyOn Udds Han? (Why Am I Sad?),
which read a universal grief in the tragedy of Indo-Pakistan war, a grief
which-is of all mankind and which transcends national sentiments as well as
national boundaries, there was hardly a good poem produced.that year. Most
of the other po ms which,I happened to'read were oratorical outbursts poured
out in hadkneye phrases. For instance Jafar Tahir's long. "ear poem,7 which
was in fact a s ries of poems, sebod out for its lack of sincerity, for its
mechan' al use f torrential words, in the manner of the old marsIa (elegy)
writers, and for,iEs overtones of religious frenzy. I am referring to 'these
instances to $ho that eien'if yoke are "an apologist for the Islamic reli ion
in an Islamic \st e," as ou say., you have to be a good writer, first and
last and 1 tr4s at Ce Helga has not decided to judge literature by any
different stanAa . Maertheless, these 104ividual efforts which aimed
prevailing "IgTlam c" sentiment) provide no indication. that the Helga has 41

,

undergone any rqt morphosis. I hopefully believe that its official policy
still is and will always be to'strIue for unfettered independence of the
writer. 1

1 1

Ma'f Your an w r to my last question happily answers a part of the quest-
ion which I was ng to ask now. I would, however, like to have your views
on this subject 4 some detAil. What do you,'then, think the ends of poetry
o ht.to be, particularly from'the point of view of a citizen of an Islamic
sta ?,

Mr. H.tsh,1. I am afraid your question is based on certain presuMptions which
are not 'proven, en you ask what the ends of poetry ought to be, particular-
ly from the poin of view.of a citizen of an Islamic state, you presume in
the first instan 4 that poetry has specified ends - ends which can be spelled ,

out in advance; secondly,°thdt ends of poetry, if there are any, must change'

1
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tom place to place or'that they must be geared to the policies and programs
f a state; thirdly, that the point of view of a citizen of an Islamic state,
i matters of literature, must be different rom that of a citizen of a non-

I lamic state; and lasty that Pdkistan - for we are talking of Pakistan in
t e context of Urdu poetry - is a state with an explicit religious denomina-
t on.

I am not sure, therefore, that I can handle this question` to your entire
satiafactkon. Aftholigh it seems to me to be .irrelevant-to our discussion
on the ends of poetry aa such, we must get clear on the nature of Pakistan
as a state. I would prefet to call it a Muslim stat , rather tha any
Islamic state, A majority of its population professes-the faith of Isla
Islam is the main cohesi e force between its various regions and p-03,449
theimoral:basis and justification to its existence. The country has inherited
national culture, which is the product of a fusion of Arabic, Persian and

Indian elements, which themselves were influenced by Iglara in different ma-,.

,res. /But to %411 it a4 Islamic state is to call it a theocratic state,
wiii-ch4Okistan dlioes not laim to be. Religion is not praCticedany the better4
or any the worse in Paki
made by the State are re
substance. More specifi
there.

Blts, I do not wish to,st
A 'rgely it elevant to ou
we' king an answer
state of, which he is. the

interfere with or influ
of, that state

tan ,than in any other country of the world. Thetlaws
ated to religion only in their broad moral and social .

ally, they Islamic penal code is not administered

etch this point too fa , for, as I. said, it is
discussion on poetry. Tte main question to which
is whether a poet owes an responsibility to the
subject; and whether that' state haslOny rA.ght to
ce liferature in.any.way, irrespectiVe the nature

,
.

iIn the first,instance, believe-that the ends of poetry do not and:sheUld
not differ from country to country and stateto state, hand should not be
geared to national.poli ical policies-and prograts, beCause national policies
and programs are shifti g'sands, while it is in the nature V a poet's craft
to follow moreAdzable' urposes of the wider human4.ty. Secondly, the people

t, of one country, whether it is an Islamic state or not, are no different from
the people of another, n so far as they all expect that their loves and

\k,hates, hope 'and fears, sorrows and delights and weaknesses and strong pOints
will be reflett'd'in 't eir poetry, and in so fat as they all undeistarid and
enjoy poetry better wji n it draws for inspiration upon the elements,in.thair
culture with which the, are most familiar and which they most cherish. I
imagine that this is he normal pattern of response tid poetry in all: parts'
of the world, and an slamic stake-whatever that expression may mean - should
be no exception Thu., I consider it natural for a akiatani poet - irrespec-
tive of the nature of Paklbtan as a state - to refle t the life mound him as
it exists, or as he ees it, or as .he may wish ;to s e it. If religion ,4 any
other element of tho ght happens to bethe predominant passion Of the people
of a country, if-ind ed becomes inevitable for its poets and writers to link
their personal experience as well as their love's and hates, hopes and fears,
with that passion, .nd to reflect it in their writings One way or the other.

''''
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This does not, however, mean that alpoet, even if he lives in'a country,
dominated by a single pasSion, cannot have his own v sion-- a V4sion.of
the future or a vision of things as they should be r ther than Of things
as they_are,.a vision transcendi..ng hieimmeiate nati nal surroundings.

A poet anywhere is indeed.better-off when he can writ more about a life
that is to be, than about life as he finds it around because then he
'cad create an illusion, which is the essence of all p etry. . Yet, ironically
enough, even a vision cannot take off from-nowhere '11 visions Are rooted
in the present and immediate reality - a fact that ma es ehet vision, and
thus worthWhile, is indeed this contrast with the pres nt and immediate
reality Finally, on the nature of a ppet's vision depends the relationship
of the illusion and reality emerging from his poetry a well es its worth-
whileness in the context of human values,

But who decides .t e nature of a poet's vision for him?, DDoes`he ;Id

upon others, his -ids, relatives, political iroups overnments eV.,
to. provide a ready-made vi 54 9 Or, is it manufactured in those invisible
I:rorkshops of Poetical inspiration eh are beyond norma1.4iman reach?, It

is indeed in the nature of a poet's vision that'it'should be personal.-and'
individual, and that no other 'individual, however great or influential, no

, group, no state; should, lay OWn rules for shaping that vision, for the
..-- ../-7--simpl, reason that ix then ceises to be a vi,sion,j, It can 'be a politidal7 ..

,( or so al forecastlased-on the-available data, but it cannot be a vision.

O

oet is thus the sole architect of his on visions and must always
remain so if he is td be honest to his craft, and if he cares to'produce
thebest poetry that lies in ,him. Basica4y, a poet writes because he
hasthe.urge to do sp; and that urge, in seeking expression, gathers a
gre t.deal of mo s aroundlit - the moSS of all, kinds of emotions and feel-
ings'and ons abo t its-problems,',dotions about t

nt and future - it hen dresses itself in words, and wor
rhythmic patter s, and acquire new meanings, often, layer

*th all kin

fo

of t ,

ings past,
s begin to
and layer

s of, shades and colors, which make them powerful,.
and sometimes n de dly weapons. Deadly, indeed, because they are capable,
of engendering maiii-T"6. -emotional responses in otheis, which are further
multiplied depending n the sensitivity of the recipient; and these responses
are known to have led o strange actions .

Now, it is this action Whi'eh'many states are concerned about. and even dread,
the. action resul glIrom what began as an innocent vision of an,insignifi-
cant be ut soon transformeditself into words 'in a poem, and acquired,

a ne meaning_,saturated_with emotions_, which created responses and reactions.
At his stage,, the stateCittng in sheer self-preservation,'steps in either
t suppress the poet's'visieo-er to Mold it in a manner that it would no
1 nger endanger social'order as conceived by the custodians of the state,
or the system of government established and nurtured by them. Thus the
state feels even happier if the foet's vision would help preservethe social
order and promote Vhe political system for which it stands, ratAer thalT sub-
vert it.. ,

It then all depends on how immaculate a poet wishes his vision to stay, and
how far be can go to resist the system which strives to suppress, it or dilute
ik. The choice clearly restsrwith the poet himself, depending on the confi-
dence he has in the truth underlying his vision, 'on his sense of responsibi7
lity to mankind, on his broad awareness'of human destiny, as well as his

oti
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strength And ability to sustain his vision against all- odds.-

.The subject afthe fteedom and responsibility of the writer has been dia.-
cussed threadbare, and I am more or less repeatihg what,others have said
before, Still I do not imagine that I have provided you with 6 final, .

answer to your question. The final answer is that there is no final
'an'swer. There are no ends of poetry', yet there are. There is no special
point ofd view of. a citizen of any state on poetry, yet there is. The
states do not like to curb the freedom of the writer, yet they do. 4nd
so on and so forth. -The situation is pretty well confused. Yet, I can
say that I am -Clear.about one thing in my own mind. No state, whatever
its political denomination, has the right to tell a poet to talk about,
violets and stars, until it has created he conditions which make the
violets bloom and the stars shine.

.

, ,

Haw would you describe the literary scene of West Pakistan today,
particularly in the light of what youhave just said? Who are the majOr
talents among the younger generation, i.e., those who have made their debut
since, say,1951?

Mr. Rdished: I suppose in our. discussion so ar, we have already pretty ,.
well covered the literary scene of West Paki tan today. We have discussed
at some length the leftist movement in Urdu iterature which, for"lack of
an organization of its.own,has more or less frittered away, and Halqa-e-.
Arbib-e-Zauq, which is still functionidg 'an', hopefully, still stands fO'r
the' writer as independent spirit. We have-as yet made no,reference to the
Writers' Guild;'-which came into'being 0'1 59, undet direct state-encourage-
ment and patronage with the.declafed objec of "uniting Pakistani writers
under the, present regime for the J,reatfr lory of Pakistan." 'Whatever the
nature of the Guild',s, affiliations'a'nd wh tever its objectives may'be, one
reMarkable achieveient of this orghizata n has ,been that it has brought
writers of all denominations and beliefs nder its wings; irrespective of
the languages they use for their writing;, and has thus opened the doors
for a new dialogue between them.

-

With its resources far'better than 0Oieof,any other literary organization in
the' country, it has also launched an.elaboxate puthiCatiops.program.
Furthermore, the Pakistani-writer ,had never before, seen So much "afflunce,"
in the form of prizes and..awards, 'as `the Guild :through its influence with
the moneyed classes has made possible for him today. Sortie of the routifte
activities of the Guild have closely followed thef.attern sot by other
literary societies, such as weekly meetings and occasi6nal "Evenings- with
So-and-So:" The Guild has also been promoting special sales of books
autogrdloligcrby tileouthots on the spat. It publishes a monthly, magazine
which isa kind ok'literary miscellany of poetry, fiction, criticism, and
news ,of the literary world.'

4
,

But, i imagine that I'am going too far afield from your question, while.-
.

without' some.mention of the Writers' Guild,,, the liteiary scene of Pakisten'-
cannot be considered complete. I guess, you wanted to, know about some,of':\'
the more prominent contours of the literary Scene of'.West Pakistan, part-
icularly in th'e field of poetry;' and besides what we have already gone over,

22'
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y9u are interested in the new generation of poets that has come into pro-,.
'thihence since 1931. I do not undergtan'd the significanceof this date,
exceptthat,with this begins the ,second half of the present century:

Beforwe come to talk of this new generation, it mightbe Usepal to Men-
tion that there are still two eminent poets of the oldestIgeneration
flourishing% nimslisidshiMalihAbAdi and Hafiz Jallandhari - who are the
antithesis of each other both in personality and poetry. WE hav
time to discuss their respective personalities, nor is it perhaps ntirely
gerthane to.ouy present:discussion). As fat as their poetry goes, J h once
wrote fervently patriotic and humanistic verse, but now at a ripe age,
almost as an afterthought, seems i have-become hopelessly nostalgic .Of
his youthfully playful past; Hafiz, n the'other hand, began as.a poet of
youthful lyrical exuberance, and is en ing up as a religiotts revivalist -
his magnum opus being Shahnamave-Afs1 (a history, of Islam in erg >T

' and as a.patriotic poet who...has p rnitted his talent to beatensively used.
by the Government for the' exhortation of the people in general, and the
armed forces in parFicular, to a realization of their national tesponsibil-

4'

ities. -----.,

Of t he Progressives, we' ha talked in detail, patttcularly of Faiz and
his poetry. 'As a supplementa note, it may be said here that there are
afew others of then?, who, for ack of:a common Oatform, have got mixed
up with the Writers Guild and other literary societies, and most of
th mhave ended up'as kind of brinkmen. One of the more significant
lef st poets, after Faiz,iloweveris Ahmaditladim Cgsimi, who has retaine
his le tist fervor along with some objectizLily in the'treatthent of his
subj s. The most distinguishing fepture of-.14,s poetry is an intense
'moral Anguish felt over the contrast between the urban and rural way of
life, and the social And economic euloitation of the peasantrby the towns-

.

min. His poetry lacks drama and wit, but his speculations on the relatioir
ship of man and nature, man and God, and man and. man, lend some philoso7
phical strain to his verse. The conflict between,the Muslim mind on the
evhand and the communist ideology on the other, 041.Tey obvious in his

Poet , but it tits sayed it fronithe usual'leftist fanaticism. Amdng the
.younger, eftist poets, one who has made a mark is Ahmad Faraz, who has
succeeded uch better than ,others in balancin ,sentimentalism with a

pbroad hani and an oriental,sensitivity 14 t

A<xnpng those who eveloped under the shadow of Miraji and Halqa-e-
,e-Zauq, the mo prominent poets are Ydsuf Zafar,Who has now turned what
you like to all "an apOlogist for,theIslamic religion," Qayy6m Nazar,
Mu ar iddiqi, ZiA Jallandhari, Muhammad Safdarand Majid Amjad, all
representing what one may call the middle.gneration of the living Urdu
poets. ,!,It is difficult in thikbrief diScussion to go over their indivi-
dual characteristics, but their dommon features are absolute individualism,
subjectivity and intense preocCupation with the Conflict between life and
death and With nature, both-as a Creator an4 qestroyer.,,Except for, MukhtAr
Siddiqi, who is a revivalist and a metaphysicol,poet, the rest of them
show an original searching mind, constantly seekgg a philosophical answ r

.

to the natural phenomenon`in relation to-mah..%Whire all these poets h e

more or less carrieforward the tradAtion of.the independent spirit, they

F.

.

at.
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have also been accused of maintaining a blissful non - involvement in the
current human scene in their sear the larger human question. Cionse-
qUently they ignore the o lemg.hoth in their 1 society an ond
it.ThSome of them now seem to be "compensating" for this non-involvement
by writing about the conai-c-r-of-a----feago,

Now, coming to, the more recent generation of Urdu poets who have appeared
on the scene during the last\ten ot fifteen years, in spite of,,their own
claim that they are inrevolt against everything that has gone before, they
are by and large the followers of the traditions laid down by Miraji and
his immediate followers. Whatever\the nature of their revolt, I consider
it most encouraging that a group_of'poets has arisen with a courage to
challenge some of the existing rules of poetry and to provide a new appraisal.
of them'in the light of their personal experience.

The-main purpose of poetry, as'stated by some of their apologists, is the
cpersonal delectation of!the reader. ,Poetry, according to them, must enter-
tain before it can sublimate or edify, and this alone can guarantee that
whatever they write wil
civilization, They bel
advocated the revival o
values, religious conc
basic purpose of poetr
speech, so that the d
and some of them have
Mgdho, who has writte
of observation and w
in. so far a as wri
an extensive tendency am
symbols trom the so-call

eventually join the mainstream of literature and
eve in no traction, although some of them have
the ghazal form, and they helievethat no ethical

is or philoSophidal thought can compensate for the
enjoyment,' Most of them use the language Of_common

ance between the po and the reader be minimized,
cceeded in thi admir bly well too, one of them 'being
ittle s ut has lready shown a startling gift

, his poetry is no devoid of a thoughtp4ttern,
ten brilliant satires against humanism. There is
ng them to write symbolically, and to,draw their
d "dream world," which often hampers their com-

municationl for dreams, in spite of their roots in the world of reality,
have an intimately personal character and their-dimensions are in a con-
stant state of fluidity'.

'This newly emerging poetry still largely remains low key,. but the signs of °

'revolt in it are self-evident. It is a challenge to the humanism of both,
"the Marxists and the oriental Metaphysicists, tb the wistful Sentimentalism
of Akhtar Shlrani and of Faiz, to the',intellectualism OfIqbgl and Ghglib, and
to both the former esthetic poets and 'the poets of social r
In many of the new poems, read a passion fOr life A d for human
civilization, but without any sense o the acceptance of responsibility for
either. Some of the poets of.the new generation, such as Zafar Iqbgl,
Akhtar Ahsan, and Mddhal-- whom mentioned earlier, are gifted with extra-
ordinary human understanding, a d thus it is surprising that they tend to
treat life as a mere passing dh*:-.

f'

Another poet, IftikhArJalib, who is endowed with a vision Qf human civiliza-
tion, still'keeps his mind separated from normal human concerns. Poets like
Munir Niazi, Sgqi Farki and Anis Nggi are largely victimssof self-love, and
the scenes of 'violence and fear which they portray canonly lead to a sordid
view of life, born out of neurotic minds. They are basically poets of a
disorder which threatens the ruin of civilization, rather-than poets of a
;new order which *ould.replace the existing chaos. Their` poetry is the poetry

24
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, ..

of what one may call "the social subconscious mind, as against he poetry,
of Miraji', who drew his,images-and symbols from the subconsc s mind of
the indiviYdual. v

'', k .

The age Of grand poetry has passed away in Pakittan, s it has in other
part6 of .the world. The.poetry4 the new generation of Urdu- poets has

u conbIderably reduced its weight. What they are writing today Is',1argeli
chatty,and frivolous, but on.e"may hope that when their present mood of
Self-asertion at any cost' passes away; more,SOlid and sturdy works may
emerg4' / ',

,

..>--------1,

>
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N. M Rasl1ed

Near the Balcony*

' Wake up,:_winsote bedroom's light; -

Wake up frdm your tied of velvet dredths,,

Though,you still cling to night's deliitit.-
CaMe to this window;,: .

/ Mor'ning's lights-
' Caresg' minarets

tose.heights
Mirror my desires. '

Open those drowsy eyes
That awaken lovein my heart;
Look at the minaret;,

Basking in the dawn.

Do you recall beneath their shadows
A shabby mull h
Drowsing in dark basement,
Like his idle
A demon, sorrowful,
A sign of a three-hundred-year shame,
A shame without cure?
Look: as if jungle spirits with torch in hand
Had left -their lairs to prowl,
The crowd in the market rushes madly --
Like a flood.

Somewhere, in each of these men'' hearts
Flickers bride-like --
A spark of soul.

But not one has the power to burst
Into a raging flame:

Among them wallow the diseaped, the poor,
Nourishing'cruelty beneath the sky.
I am only a beast of burden, tired, old,
Oh whom HUnger,',hefty and strong, rides;
\and as other city\fgolk..

Aker passing a nigfft of pleasure,
I too go out to pick up rags and trash

Tr lated f om the
Urdu ay- C lo Coppola
anti M. Qureski

*This poem and the following are reprinted from The Beloit Poetry Journal,
Contemporary Asian Poetry, A Chapbook; XIII, 2 (Winter, 1962-63): 48-50.
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N. M. Rashed

Beneath that fl, led sky.,
4 At night, I to#return to a

Look at my helplessness!

'Again and ogain I return to this window
To look at the minarets
When evening gives theta a departing kiss.

shack.

Introductrons.

Translated,fromthe
Urdu by Carlo Coppola
and M. H. K. Qureski.

Death, meet them,
These simple-hearted who

//Neither pray nor drink,
.Who 'are neither artful nor worldly-wise,
Who .have learning

Of neither,books nor of machines,
Of neither this world nor another.
Merely 'faithless in all things.
Don't be shy, Death;
Meet them.

Come ahead; youelso, come ahead
To meet Death.
Come, you new rich;
Don't bothex to hide your begging bowls;
There is no life in you now, slaves of Mammon, and .of Time.
Laugh with Death; woo him; please him.

a

Death, these are negative men;
More than negative, less than men*
Give them a sweet glance.

4 or

(a 2 7'
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The Death of Raphael*

Translated from *

the Urdu by Carlo
Coppola and Munibur
Rahman .

Weep for the death of Raphael --
The Chosen of God, the master of speech,
The eternal spirit of human sound,
The limitless cry of the heavens
Is today stilled, lila-a word broken off.

/' Weep for the death of Raphael.

Come, lgt us weep for his untimely sleep.
He lies near his trumpet
As if a. storm had thrown him upon the shore,
Sleeping silently by his trumpet
In the bright sand;

His turban, hair and beard
All sand-disheveled; ,

Their folds were sometimes being and non-being.
His trumpet, enkindler

Of time- early and time late, ,far from his lips,
Lost in its own c es, its own Taments.

Weep for the death of Raphael,
He, tumult itself,

The.sign_of hidden voices stretched from eternity to eternity.

J.egions of. angels mout n
For Raphael's death;

The son of Man, dust on his forehead, abject;,"
God's eyes, dark with sorrow; the heavtply alarum, silent;
No ,bugle call from the wOrld'of spirits.

With Raphael's death,
This world, without the nourishment of voice,
THe daily bread of musicians, of instruments --
The singer -- how will he sing? And what?
The strings of the listener's heart are mute.
.How will the dancer whirl and dance?

'The floor, door, the walls of the assembly are quiet;
What now will the pieachet' say?

The threOhold, dome and minatet aTe still;
How will the hunter of thought'spread his snare?
The birds of-house and mountain are dumb.

*In the Koranic tradition, it is Raphael (Istif11),Who wi sound the
.trumget to annouhce the Day of Judgment.

28
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Raphael's death is ti

The death of the listening ear, the speaking lips,
The seeking eye, the knowing heart;
Because of him, the clamor of the dervishes,
The growth of desire in the heart,
The dialogue of lovers with lovers 2?

'-
Who'today are hidden, their voices lost;
Now no more shouts of tanana g:and yarab ha:*
No more cries in the street;
Even this, our last refuge, is lost.

With Raphael's death
World-time seems .to sleep,turned to stone
As if someone had eaten every voice.
Such solitude, that even Perfect Beauty does not come to mind,
That one even forgets one's name.

With Raphall'sdeath
Even the world's' tyrants will forget the vi\sion of speechless

dreams,

Dreams of mastery
,Swelled with murmurs of the helpless.

N. M. Rashed

I

Suicide

Translated from ,he

'Urdu by Carlo- Coppola
and Munibur Rahman <,

*-

goday,I've made a final resolve.
Before evening I
'Had made the wall thin, licking it with my tongue;
But it rose Up again before dawn.

I made my way home
I saw darkness prostrate,
Sobbing-s'ad, clutching the road.

I reachedNpome4ired of men.
My final resolke:
To jump today .from the seventh storey.

t

*Cried of ecstasy shbuted by dervishes,.

) ,

I
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Today I've found life unveiled.
Long now I've been seeing

fickle mistress;
But today under her bed
I've seen blood,
Fresh, shining,

A wine stench entangled in its smell.
She hasn't come back to he bedroom yet,
But I've already made my esolve.
I feel like boldly leaping out-
The seventh-storey window
That opens'onto the roofs and street
Before evening I had made
Theyall thin, licking -it with my tongue;
But it rose -up again before dawn.
Today for sure it will be levelled to the ground.

N. M. Rashed

e

Desire Is a Nun
V

Translated from the
'Urdu by Carlo Coppola
and Munibur Rahman

Desire is a nun, forlorn, lonely, sad.
Desire, a nun who spent her life
Among these monks devoid of...eternity, the guardians of

theltemple,,

In these monotonous month-year halls.
The shadows of darkness weigh heavily' upon the temple;
Blood streams gush from the deity's fa 4

.

-- The nun comes out of the temple aught
Carrying a bright candle and .-

Staggers, striking agaiist the foor", c 5or and walls;
She says to herself: Perhaps the c e flame ,

Will become the similitude 6T the brightness far from
the temple,

The torch of ,the oomingdawn.

; 0 ; ..

-- Desire is a nun, forlorn, lonely, sad:
But'how would the monks know 7- .

onks, lost it themselves, scared, fearing every murmur;

'/-77---..

lti , world they know
\---WhyWhy is forlorn, lonely, sad?

;fir
A .,They 'st..d, slab marble,

. e ,,,,,,p

-.
. '.. .. 'In the li -consumefl deso).ation'of limitless impotence'

Where the ro of man's .compassion do riot grow.

30
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The nun wanders, carrying a.oandl ,

Thinking that someday, because her, ,

Dew will shimmer on.the grass ai the temple door,
THat footsteps will sound upon the pebbles.

C

Mirror, Empty of Sense and Knowledge

'

4

' Translated from the .

Urdu by Carlo - Coppola

and Muni1A,t, Rahman n
, .

, %.* .
1.

he mirror, empty of sense and knowledge -,,
.Hour shall we turn its non-:being into .being?

Being is dependent upon the.tush of nights saner days.` s

!low shall we 'show the'mirror+the mirror's heart2t,

%
'We cry on tbe useless exponse of 'the mfnicfr's
Bare of foliage,' '

to1
And the newly-apreg,flower", without smell. j.

Men are adorned with eyts, lips and ears,
..-4,But deprived of the-pleasure of commotion and of the light

of "I" and "you."

Here, wine,cannol 'flor, like tears,

Nor 'even the brightness of intoxication;
No beauty of revolt in the purity of the mirror's heart,
Nor is its void the road of thought.

The mirror, empty of sense and knowledge.
How shall we,tur its non-being into being?
The mirror ,Isc sea
Stilled by' d'emagician's hand at ,start of time;
Reflect ns force their way, ()ping

The agic of the secluded heart might break because of
them y,

End this deetgy silence might, be shattered.

.0
The mirror in its mysterious Worldi
Lispensito the dripple of time-dew dripping;
It sees the reflection, but falls tongue -tied
Like a buried city. -

How shall we turn its non-being into being,
This mirror, empty of sense and knowledge?

31
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Expression and Access

Trans Zated -from the

Urdu by Carlo Coppola
and Munibur Rahman

-- Brush, instrument, fresh flowers, dancing feet.
There are many pretexts 6)'express oneself;
But with wham should man talk
When there is no excuse for meeting,
And access, always short-reaching,

not the ultimate object of talk?

- - A particle of'the hand of dust
Sometimes like a gamboling spakk,

, Happy with the prick of'some unknown desire,
Helpless because of the burning furnace-flame in its.breast
-- A particle, always separated from,Itself,
Suddenly becomes the deception of voice, and irradiates,
Sometime becomes the junction of light, color, line and arch,
Sometimes becomes the'lord of meaning
- - The lord not'caught in the bondage of'misfortune.

From the brightnesg of this one particle
Start swirling blue, month-year whirlpools
In the hands and feet of some slippy dancer.,
From the astonishment of this one particle
Some potter's dream tuns to poetry;
From this one, deathless particle
The paltry brick finds lasting life,
And roofs and doors,,the nightless dawn.

-. But to whom should a iian talk?

BrUeh, instrument, fresh flowers,dancing feet.
an is left thinking:

When, why, how shall I lift such a hedvy burden?
,Why, .When,, should I- talk?
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The Strings- of Desire

. -- The entangled strings of desire.
The unseen strings, tied in knots.

TransZated from the
Urdu by CarZo Coppola
and Munibur Rahman

-- Last night some peop le descended from the stars;
They say: "Untangle the, strings of your desire;
Untangle them
Like the rays of the stars
Lest such star-arrows rain
That neither desire nor strings remain."

-- The entangled strings of desire.
The passers-by, star-descended, .

Whose leaven is all lights#

Are not aware of desire, nor do they know of
The entangled secret of desire's strings --
The desire of our world, the precious commodity of the

world of annihilation;
But these people, the star-descended,
Are captives in the inevitable strands of eternity.

'

We say to.them: "0 in habitants of Mars!"
(Who knowsfromwhich star or other they come ?)

. Courteously We 'say: "0 respected people of Mars,.
Do you not see the,ColOr of the entangled strings of

these 'desires?"

But they are°probably not inclined towards color,
BeCause theyknoW nothing of them;
They have a different idea about color --
Their union and separation are different --
Their months and years are different.

..

-- With great naiveté we say: J %

0'
"0 respected people of Mars! Haven't you-ever seen.
The color of'entangled arms," Of glances intoxicated by love,
The color of sin . . .?"

.1
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I Too Have Some Dreams

Translated from the
Urdu by Carlo Coppola
and Munibur Rahman

O love, conquering and kindling eternity, I too haveosome
dreams;

I too have some dreams.

Because of this age and its dry rivers,
Because of the vast plains and cities' desolations,
Because of the Marauders, I grieve and despair.
O love, conquering and kindling eternity, I too have some

dreams.

O love, conquering and kindling eternity, I too have some
dreams;.

I too have some dreams

Whose secrets are unknown even today,
Which are innocent of,the repose of position and honor,
Of defilement by road dust;
They do not disappear from life's futile struggle
And are themselves the meaning of being. -.

O love, conquering and kindling eternity,
O soothsayer, learned, noble, old u-
It was you who told us tine meaning of every dream;
Who told us of the conquest of heart-vanquishing sorrow;,,
By your hand every chain of fear crumbled-.
O love, conquering and ki5Oling eternity, I too have some

dreams,
I ioo have some dreams.

(

O love, conquering and kindlingseteeity;
Dreams buried benekth our ancestors %elf-made stories

of night,

Beneath the broken superstition-walls of ruined religion,
Beneath the thoughts of the Shiraz mystic, his wine cup

half-filled,*

Beneath the adversity -heap of a prostrated' culture --

i
Some dreams are free, but overawed by advancing light,
Thdy have no impulse for good,nor courage foi evil;
They are themselves the sweeping of that self,

*hafiz.
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Bashful of themselves.
Some di'eams, seekers of power' from the turning of tools,

Dreams for which the adornment of this world means servitude
to the Provider;

Some dreams, for which man's security means the equality
of sorrow;'

Some dreams, whose practice is'the passion for tyranny,
Which have neithermthe world nor faith.

Some dreams nurtured by light, but their dawn lost --
Fire which leavens the dough of love;. its sparks lost;
Dreams, aware of the whole but ignorant of parts;
Dreams for which the rank of tearful. eye is nothing,
The" heart is nothing; heads are -1, equal .that heads are

nothing,
The expression of skill is nothing.

O love, conquering and kindling eternity,
These are not my dreams; mine are different,.
:.y age is different.

In the new age of dreams, there are-no ants and locust,
no Leo and Taurus;

None has the taste for surrender nor the passion for
tyranny;

Everyone has-a new way.

O love, conquering ar(d kindling eternity, I too have some
dreams.

I'swear by 'emery dream --
Though hidden and veiled,
Concealing in their bOsom a.
Every one of them holds the

meaning and speech
Like lovers whose eternally

attachtent
(0 happy moment).

O love, conquering and kindling eternity, I too have some
,dreams,

New dreams of perfect freedom,
Of the product of every hears-rending effdrt,
Of' bells tolling at the new feast of man's birth,
Of the stages of this earth's grandeur,
Or of a, new heart in earth's bosom.

O love, conquering and kindling eternity, I too have some
dreams,

I too have some dreams-

smiling maiden's speech --
unity of body and thought,

thirsty lips long for

3 5
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(Eh "DANGEROUS" BOOKS

4

on the question of
censorship in East
Pakistan

January 1, 1970, was a momentous day for Pakistan, for on that date she
regained some of her democratic rights. Though the "amnesty" came as a
condescending gesture from a military regime suddenly prthenting a seemingly
mote,benevolent image, it was, to the people of Pakistan, something to be
thankful for. In contrast with this gesture of goodwill, however,there had
been an earlier edict issued in December, 1969, which proscribed the circula-
tion of five Bengali books by-East Pakistani authors and banned their further
publication in Pakistan. These books were:

1. zansk4itir.sankat ("the crisis of culture") by Badaruddin Umar.

2. sanskritik sampradayikata ("the
Badaruddin Umar.

3 sater m9to badMas ("a rogue as
Sayed..

= 4. atleruni by Satyen Sen.

communalism of culture") by

4

truth is") by Abdul Mannan

5. jele.tris bachor o pak-bharater tazgram ("thirty years in prison
- and the freedom struggle of Indo-Pakistan') by TrailokyAnath

*Chakrabarty (fondly called "Maharaj" by the people).,

The first two books are collections of essays; the third, of short stories;
the fourth is a hfgtorical novel; and the fifth, an autobiography. The last-
mentiOned book had .appeared in an earlier version in Calcutta in the early
years of Independence, though the author had opted to stayon in Pakistan as
a true patriot. In 1968 he published an enlarged edition from Dacca, with
a slightly changed title.

One is hard put to understand just why these fve books were banned
together. The authorities considered them anti- Pakistani, but that they
are not. They-may question certain cultural values and interpretati ns of
history, even the propriety bf some administrative measure imposed on the
people of Pakistan; but they never at, any instance seek to destroy the gp-
political reality that is Pakistan. fAt most, thy create an image of 1

Pakistan which may not correspond exactly with tie socio-political setup
now obtaining in.,that country. Perhaps that is not asitnoeuous a stance as
one would like .tib think.

3 6
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. . .

Ba&aruddin Umar deserves detailed notice for the simple reason that he
raises in his essays some fundamental theoretical issues and challenges some'
or the broad premises underlying the creation of,Pakistan. He was at one
time, I believe; a Reader in Political Science at the Rajshahi University

.

in East Pakistan. g6w, I understand, he is a full time politicalGworker, . k,

tbelonging to an extremist group in East Pakistan -- a rather unfortunate matter,

as his.writings betra hardly any violent mood or revolutionary passion.
Before syddenly acquir ng dubious distin6tion as an author of banned books,
Umar had published ano her volume of essays in 1966 titled sampradayikata
'",,...,L,rem.nalisre) and tied cated i't to his mother. That.little volume first
came to the notice of. eaderssin Calcutta in 1967, when a Bengali weekly ,,,-

organized.an exhibition of books, journals and'newspapers from East Pakistan.

the pen or a Muslim author? Of course, it was their simple-mindedness./
the Calcutta literati were somewh t surprised -- what? a book on communalism

from
Not that they have themselves been'vociferous on this issue. The last ..c,

communal riot in Calcutta occurred as recently as 1964,While in other parts
of India terrible things'haPpened in all the subsequent years, but none of
the predominantly Hindu writers has come out with a book that deals ensibly

with this gnawing issue.--Small processions,. letters in newspapers, a
scattered articles -- all temporary resp6ns s. One'hears of a Committee for

Communal Harmony, but never'SeeS :it in actin The Bengali intelligentia, by
an& large, simply hope to wish the problem aw It is not their immediate

concern Also, it does not have the obvious gl or of "internationalism"

which seems to enamor them more. That this que tion was first tackled
an East Pakistani writer should make all East Pakistanis very proud.

e
Um'ar's is a detached enquiry; hence, its valtie is more permanent than

ii it had been merely an emotional outburst. He sets out to state a few
home 'truths but without pretending to- be a prophet,.and is happy,,at least,
in this first bo6k, in the role, of, a researcher. His prose style slightly

reminds prig or Pramatha Chakidhury, but Umar carefully avoids the latter's

ob &ession with word-play and epigram., Umar knows who his readers are --

ordinary, educaeed Bengalis; hence, his style is'direct' and lucid and avoids

being either pungent or sentimental. Though his predilection f6r-.4 dialectic

roach is never concealed, he never eXplicitly,b4ings in Marxist theory.

\ .b.`.

sump day4.kava.must be read-as an introduction to his latter two books -- -

. -------,
those which ve been banned. It is an essay in retrospection History is

analyzed; certain concl4siOns are arrived at. In the later volumes, con7

temporary situations arse. investigated in-the light of those conclusions. He

does-nOt s:,und one note of propaganda in his first book; he presents the
bearing of a ser,rous scnolar, not that of a partisan. That air of copl
detachment could not-tia maintained in the later books. He had to assume the .

role or an activist;, his involVement there is greater. 'Thus, the' three-bookS,

taken together form a mbole.', As a committed and:conscientiWs.intellectual,
he wants to rout some evira, correct, some mistakes, remove-certain vices froIl

his s,:ciecy. Truth, not superstition or blind fifth in some dl One revelation,

his guide He looks around, traces, the recent and the -so- recent past,

an "rtes to catch our history in a particular perspective. .olarly,

317
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' but not pedantic. Quotations are rare in his books, but sources of informa-
tion are listed at the end in an adequate bibliography. Sampradayikata
contains six essays; their titles translate as follows:

1. Self-Determination and Democratic Nationalism (pp. 1 -8)

2. Communalism (pp. 9-18)

3. Communalism and the Theocratic State (pp. 19-27)

4. Islamic Nationalism and Islamic Culture (pp. 28-42)

5. Communal Riots (pp.,43-51)

6. Communalism and Political Progress (pp. 52-61)

The appendix contains a review of Professor Anisuzzamaills dissertation
muslim manas-o,bangla sahitya ("the Muslim mind and Bengali literature.")

As mentioned earlier, this first book contains the seeds of Umar's later
thought.' He begins with the proposition that the democratic nationalist move-
ment on the subcontinent had been, in the main, a middle-class (his,term,
"bourgeois") phenomenon. Thejlindu bourgeoisie dominated the scene 'be,c4use
they had a precious headstart in trade and commerce. They were the first. to

ile'arn the language of the new rulers and immensely benefitted from that act,
while the Muslims, 1.7() had just lost an empire, sat back in aversion. Eventu-
al.y a bourgeois cl s also 'emerged among the Muslims, but the Hindus already
ha the lead. The chance for a fair competition was lost fprever. Inequality
in the economic and political spheres gave rise to a communal inferiority
complex, which,in turn lead to a sense Of communal injustice. From there,
simplg, unadorned, communalism was only a single, inevitable step away. In
Umar's words:

\

\

That the call for self-determination of the Muslims was
in fact a call for the self- determinationk of the Muslim
bourgeoisie, was understood by neither of the two
communities. The Hindus branded the call as communal
and were pleased wih theMselves,i while the Muslims,
ignoring the economic basis of the Pakistan Movement,
raised:the.cry for a religious state. (pp. 7-8)

The state they, had dreamed of, Umar asserts, was not religous in the communal
sense of the term. Therefore, he_concludes, Pakitan, as it has been realized,
as failed to provide'a true and stable bond.between its two parts, though

re or still holds .some`, sway over-the popular mind. Ieeond essay he
elabora-on7-this observation:

Commiinalist-is_not the same as devotion to one's faith. . . .

` Devotion involves individual helief"and-a personal sense of
submission, while communaii-am implies submission to the will

the-cOmmunity rather than: of God. Moreover, true,
devotion is really concerned Pith the other world . . while
communalism reaps itSAarvest down here. You do not have to
oppose or hurt someone in order to be del/cited to your faith.
But communalism thrives on conflicts with and destruction
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0 of other beliefe. (p. 9)

Hence, communalism and religious devotion are 'poles' apart. Hardly any
religious or social liaison occurred between the Hindus and the Muslims
and this lack of meaningful dialogue between the two cakmunfties prejudiced'
them against_each other. The British rulers exploited thiS situation to
their utmost profit. The provision for separate elections on the basis of
communal representation was one such devic. irom then onward, the two

communities could only rarely join hands in some common program of the
nationalist movement. The Lucknow Pact and the Khilafat Movement were
momentary illusions of an understanding; they raised more hopes than they
fUlfilled, In the later elections, Hindu and Muslim candidates began to
depend on the support of their re ective communities and all ideological

- professions .became meaningless. Po tics consisted of decrying the other
community and discovering its sinister tentions. This negative approach
adopted by Hindus and Muslims alike, obstrb ted the path of a greate
popular revolution,

Thar. 4eligion has its-several mundane uses in th- hands of a bourgeoisie
is shown In the third article. TJ'mar ,contends that a tru ationalistmove-
meat should lead to the creation of a nationalist state where religion ne
not have a useful function to serve. But this vision was lost in str :gle
for freedom from its inception. Hindu patriots of the nineteenth cent
thought of independence in terms of a revival of ancient Hindu glory, n whi
the ,:ores of the other communities were defined imprecisely, if not totally
ignored. In reaction to this, the Muslim bourgeois class organized itself,---1:
under the leadership of Saiyad Ahmed Khan and became mare communally oriented.
Religion barred for both the communities the way to sharing a common heritage,
and also hindered:their striving together for a common goal. That is why the'
Muslim upper iniddte-class could not grow a true sense of belonging to a
country in which they had "lived for generations. In the heyday,-of the Waphbi

' Movement,they were even prepared to leave India, their motherland on all
counts, forever. Umar indicts that movement as the climactic point of the
reactionary trend at work. He is also bold enough to conclude:

The dream of Pakistan was, in fact, not a dream of devoted
Indian Muslims to form a trly,religiousis te. It was a
dream of the Muslim bourgeois clais to estab sh a state

- -that served their own terests. (p. 26)

In the next article, Um rightly points out the fact that when Mr. -

Jinnah p"roposed his IT.h-Na on theory, he did not distinguish communal identity
from the national, as the two were the same to him. But Mr. Jinnah had also
shifted his position in his inaugural -address to the Pakistan National Assembly -

on August 14, 1947, In it he did not mention his earlier' doctrine, but prop
claimed:

. we should keep in front of
will find that'in.course of time
Hindus. and Muslims will cease to
religious sense, because that is
individual, but in the political
state.

39

us . . . our ideal and you
Hindus All cease to be
be MuslimsnlYt-in-the
personal faith., of each

sense as citizen -of- one
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Umar finds that after all these years, religion isillor.e a motivating force
in Pakistan. Toehim the reason for this is simple. Once 't e interests of
the MusliM bourgeoisie were given a concrete shape, religion left with
no definite political role. A class-oriented society is never fo d on

gious basis, nor carrreligion reconcile conflicting class interes which,
are the only factors that divide people into sections of socie

tells us that a Bengali Muslim peasant is in no significant wa
of the Pakistani Muslim elite <who still is nostalgic about ---/
n iorebears). The clasa-ele41age is more Undamental than

us identity. "From the ceremonial point of view lone, it is
ference, not the likeness, that is more pronounced betMtro village

Muslim from East Pakistan and one from Madras or Afghanistan." (p. 38) And'
so he concludes: "the accepted argument that the Indian Hindus and Muslims
have diagonally opposed cultures and fhe Indian Muslims form a homogeneoUs
and monolithic communal cultural unit is'hollow and not supported by facts."

° (p. 38) That the' nationalist aspirations of'the two communities asUmed a
communal character Vas most unfortunate, and Umar puts the blame fer-this
turn of events chiefly oni the leaders of the Muslim bourgeois nationalist
movement in his article "Islamic Nationalism and Islamic Culture." It is
perhaps the best essay in the book, rich in ration analysis and fair in
judgement.

The next article seeks to identify the forces atwork behind communal
riots Umar begins with the premise: "the interests of the higher',middle
class -(which is, incident4lly, the ruling 41ass) need riots." (p: 45)
This may smack of easy gener ization, but the appeal of his ;poi analysis
of pertinent facts cat hardly be caped, The news media also definitely
have a hand in fanning communal pass , because they are mainly controlled
by the ruling class. "In the post-indepe ence years, communalism has been
the chief means by which the ruling clan has succeeded in gaggifig the cliass-
consciousness of its own proletari at'." ,(p. 6) The solution he proposes is
certainly daring if we note the tittle it was ma =- the do-Pakistani war
was hardly over:__

To eradicate the communal problem from the Indo -
subcontinent, the endeavor of the two peoples alone Wtand

If
hardly suffice`. The problem is similar to that of penal
water in West Pakistan or flood control in the East. To
reach the right solution, we need the cooperat n orboth
the governments, and friendship and goodwill n the part
of the people of both the countries. (p. )

r-

for Um.

Therefore,
close to a membe
his Arab or Per
their rel

In the final essay, Umar establishes that communalism deters ,

political progress and gives tie class enemy/a/"mask.Of friendliness"
.-:,that deceives the proletariat. The Muslib armer in Bengal was encouraged

to look at the~oppressive Hindu landlord/more as communal foe than as a
class enemy. Thisivitiated the nationalist move ent in the subcontinent.

z Communalism grew out of the clash o the bourgeois interests of the two
_ _--communities. Similar conflicts a e now stifacing in the relationship

tbetween the two wings of Pakist n as we discover West Pakistan forging far
ahead of the Eastern wing in economic prosperity. ,Communalism is still the
chief weapon possessed by the bourgeois interests in Pakistan and "it has
been used, with partial of full success, to crush all democratic movements
since 1947." //
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Umar's secondwbook, The Crisis of Culture, 'has a narrower focus: the
perverting influence of communalism oh our culture. In this bqok, first..
published in November, 1967, h4 seems a bit agitated and his arguments are
somewhat animated. He has apparently, lost the detachment that distinguished
his first:volume. His position has shifted from that Of an academic analyst
to that oi'an active partisan.. But his attack is still restrained and even
inhis bitterest moments his comments remain quite uparliatentary." This
bdok contains sevehiarticles, and though footnotes are conspicuous by their -
absence, there is an adequate bibliography. The articles are on the foll6w-
ing topics:

A

1, The'Crisis of-Bengali Culture (pp. 1-12)

2. Islamic Culture tpp. 13-53)

3. Islamic Education and the Study of the Mother Tongue in
the Nineteenth Century (pp. 54-75)

4. February 21 and Cultural Self-determination ,*(pp. 76-81)

5. The Medium of , Education (pp. 82-91)

.6.
itudentXolitics and Cultural Movement" (pp. 94-105)

,

7.
, Rabindranath Tagore and the Culture of East Pakistan (pp. 106-109)

1

As we ,are now familiar with his
.
hfstorical premises, we can safely predict-

how he islikely to treat these contemporary questions. As we have al;eady
observed; he is a partisan and a publicist,here, bist his emotions never
distort his reasoning. His aim here is to "replace self-interest and
superstition with reason and historical and social consciousness";, he believes
that when the/cultural conscioilsness of the people becomes free from

'Communalism, the cultural firmament of the country becomes clear too.

The 'very first, sentence is explosive in its conten t To conjure up a
cleavage between being a Bengali,and being a Muslim to be communally
motivate (p. 1) Tfie question whether one is engali or a Muslim or a
Pakistani is'a totally-irrelevant one and does of lend itself to any premise
of logic. The two ermanya' have two conflicti ideologies; politically, too,
they are separates tes -- but the peoples 11 themselves Gertans all- tfie.
same. Religion shbuld n leadone to sev one's links with one's heri4age.
Russia does ,not encou ge any religronn , but she would not, part wits the
hesi'page of Tolstov, his pronouuce4 rdligioqs 'stance natwiAkstanding. :ipen
y should a An i'Muslirtnrive himself of el,pe4atiOng" of VidxaSagar;
kimchandra ichael Madhuaudan, Tagore, and araichandra? For Umar,

there is ,crisis of f-cultUre in the day-to-day life of a Bengali Muslim. 'A
.

rcrisi arises only when "the Muslim bourgeoisie stamps Bengali cultdre as
Hi u-culture and tries to banish it from the tate." (p. 11) There is to

,-absolute, independent culture of the Bengali Muslim; language, rather than
,t,eligion, is the primary basis of culture in Bengal. Still, culture is
',:ilnianiestly formed by class alignments, since the culture of a Muslim share-
' croper is differenten'd distant from that of a Muslim landlord. One cannot/
dichotomize Bengali culture into Hindu and Muslim -- as Bankim,gandra stated
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_

long ago in ills review of Mi sharraf Hussain's Bisadq7Sindhu ("the sea
of sadness"), a narrative of the tragedy of Karbala. Only the culture of
the Bengali bourgeoisie is sharply divided on religious lines, but in
Bengali fblk culture the division is much less apparent. This is not to 41
say that there is no difference between the religious lives of, the two,
communities. There- re several differences 6f rites and ceremonies, but
none is fuhdamental in tharacter,lexcept possibly the rite of the dead.
A Bengali MUslim is culturally much closer to a Bengali Hindu than he
is to a non-Bengali Muslk.

,. A

.

rThe third, article is retrospective in character and tries to trace`
the source of the lack of interest which the Muslim Bengalis of the higher
classes display toward their native language. Umar maintains that one of
the earliest leaders of the Muslim nationalist movement, Nawab Abdul Latif,
whose sway. over the commupity was considerable, was.a conservative to the
core. He did not possess any great,love for Bengali as a language, and
requested the Hunter4Commission to provide elementary education in Bengali"'
for the lower-class Muslims who were hardly distinguishable from the loWer-'
caste Hindus. But the.Bengal&lhe prescribed was first to be reformed for
that purpose by adopting scores of Arabic, Persian and Urdu words, words
that he considered relevant to the religious-life of the community. Urdu,
on the other hand,was to be the medium of education for the upper-claas
Muslims. So, it seemed.to the Nawab that Bengali Musliis presented a
divided society, consisting of the highs and the lows. The first group
consisted of the so-called descendants of the erstwhile Muslim: ulers,
religious leaders and preachers who had allegedly come from Arabia, Ira
or Turkey. The other class-,* form .ofthe converts from the low-c te.
Hindus, and Buddhists who wgre\kept lower rung even in the Musl .06cial
structure. Bengali, being the\n tongue of the latter group, was hard
fit for the education of the upper lass Muslims. Richer languages -- 'rabic,
Persian and-Urdu -- were there, more suitable for thatlpurpose. jut' a
view held by the celebrated Nawab still prevails in one section of Bengali _,-"---
Muslids., They want to create a th g called Islamic Bengali.- Umar vehemently6,in
fights this`idea and declares t t there can'be no such phenomenop in language
and literature. The words th represent,the so-called Islamdc Bengali, e.g.,
pani(Iraer")and anda("egg"),are not even. Arabic, Persian or Urdu in their
'ultimate origin. They come from Sanskrit itself. 'he people who insist on
using these words instead of the usual Bengali terms, jol and dim, display-

.

a.

*lb

an ignorance of their own language.

In the fourth article he discusses the language policy of the Government
of, Pakistan. Bengali youths sacrificed their lives for the cause of their
language, and their martyrdom was redeemdaiwhen the nation accepted Bengali
as one of the state languages. But, for, Umar, the movement for Bengali as a

...-Wir:fiffiietia1`langilagaVaa'Orlpipartrpk-Lthe-largeramouement,,far..culat.utalautonom
for East Pakistan. He has doubts as to whether, the said,autono* has yet
been achieved. Notwithstanding its n4Ukrachieved national status, Umar
observeb in'the next article that Bengali is neglected as much now as before.
There are as many covert designs against ,it as there have -been avert attempts
to ignore it in the educational policy'of the government. Scores of "cadet
colleges" have been set up in Pakistan where wards of rich people go after
attending the English-medium "public schools," and go on to select jobs after-
ward. In the upstirt high society of Dacca, parents proudly converse with
their children in English. Hence, for Uhar, the bloodshed on February 21,
1952, is yet to be properly honored; thd restoration of Bengali to its due

42.
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position is till din unrealized dream.

The next article'on tudent politics and cultural movement is a digression
from the main theme, but a quite pertinent one. By way:of sounding a warning,
for everyone concerned, Umar Maintains that the so-calied. student movements e
have no well-defined class character; hence, their'aima,are always full of
contradictions which ultimately help the opposite side. The bases-of.these
movementq are quite often in middle-class sentiments'and invariably lead the
students to individual opportunism, anrarchy andkpoimtless destruction.

- '
, .

In "Rabindranath Tagore and the Culture of.EasvPakistah," the author,
apparently had Co leave his cool stance. 'Those who desire to ostracise'
Rabindranach's literature from East,Pakistan ,(singe his is a "corrupting" '1.

influence on the alleged IslaMic culture there - his crimes: he'wlt a
Hindu and an Indian) -- those people are veritably nuts,'Umar says. If one.
.fias to do away with all'of.the pfe-Pakistani Indian heritage, why gloat. ',

over the remnants'of the civilizations at Mofienjo-daro, Jiarappa and Taxila?
Is it merely because the latter-can bring in .a.lot of foreign currency while
Rabindranath cannot possibly betUrned into such merchandise? If> an "Indian"
author must be kept out at all cost, why is Nazrul Islam wOrshippAaas the 17,10;"

arch-deity of Muslim Bengali renaissanc4? Is not Nazruf More of an "Indian"
since his faMily had opted to stay on in India? To leave 'Rabindranath and
many liberal Muslim authors put of the East Pakistani literary heritage is,
in Umar's view, nothing less than a conapiracy to keep the literature of.
East Pakistan in a constantly underdev6loved state.

The Communalism of Cultur6, his third ,and mostfiecent volume, publis4d
,in February, 1969, deals almost the same material, with some repetition

-d-amd touches of elaboration here and there. But the-attacks are more severe
here, as these articles were-written,in reply to bis critics. The titles of
the :twelve articles are as follows.

1. ,Cultdral Communalism (pp. 17!))'

2. Homecoming of the Muslims (pp. 8 -11)

3, Foeign Words in Bengali' (pP./12-18)

4. Foreigrt Influences on the Culture of East Pakistan' (pp. 19-24)

5. The Opi4 Called Nazrul Islam (pp. 25-32)

6 Literature and Cultural Heritage (pp. 33-46)

7, The Class-Role of Cultural Communalism (6. 47-66')
.;.-*.....-0 ...... ,.,

.8. The:
1,

s oklifiguage.anU, vein 'Reform .(pp.:67=78),
i

.

. ,

.

9. February,21 (pp. 79-80) - v

10. On Gorky's Birth Centenary (pp. 81 42)"

At
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11. On the October Revolutipn and Culture (pp.' 83-85)

12. Th&Historical Background of Socialist Thought (pp. 86-112)

tThe first nine articles are the ones we are concerned with, and in these
he never deviates from his first premise: culture has its primary basis in
economic class divisions. A close second in importance for culture iA
anguage. Religion, which has been useCagainst th people at differen
stages of history, has less to do withctlpure t played t nti-
people role in the nationalist Movements of the to:mc es and still
does in East Pakistan. 'In the second article he retie-ais the old proposition:
the members of the Muslim feudal.class'never thought of themselves as
Indians. In imitation,101'.them and encouraged by them, a section of middle-
class Bengali4Muslimi (local converts) also began to pride itself on its
non - Indian' heritage, more imaginary than real. Thus, they began to behave
like immigrant .n their native land, The struggle to make their language
and .culture indpendent that began in 1947 finally turned into a successful
struggle "to return to the homeland."

A

His proposal in the third article,seems.to be: if we need new words in
Bengali, we should borrow them from richer languages. according to our needs
in themodern age. The present state of the world being what it is, it
would be useless, nay, foolish, to borrow them from Arabic and Persian. In
a similar vein, he asks some embarassingAluestions in his fourth articsles.
How is lipstick closer to Islam and Islamic culture than the kumkwn mark on
the 'Iprehead of a girl? , In what way do van Gogh and Gauguin have more
affinity with the Muslim or "Pak-Bengali" culture than Abanindranith and
Jam.ni ROY? Condemning the attitude of the cultural "brokers" who profess
such apsurd ideas, Umar uses aperfect metaphor: "They want to set upa
reign of, fireflies so they must drive out fhe sun, the moon, the planets
and the stars." (p. 24)

The fifth article' is daring, if anything, in its unflinching outspoken-
ness. He makes a fair appraisal of Nazrul Islam's poetry at the outset,
but goes on to Say that to put up Nazrul as a rival to Rabindranath in East
Pakistan not only looks. silly in itself, but is Irart.of a political conspiracy.
Such an attempt hardly puts_Nazrul in a glorious light, nor does it help one
truly evaluate his poetry. If Nazrul is branded simply as the author of an
"Islamic" literature and the chief architect of a Muslim rerthissance, one
gets only a partial view of that great man. It also means one either ignores
or deliberately leaves out a large part of his creations. Umar7suggests
that some_people may be seeking to make him into a weapom for communalism.
In the next ,article he proudly adds that the present East Pakistani literature
is directly 4inked with the so-called Hindu heritage of Bengali literature.
To ignore thlt fact is nothing short Of "madness.' Even the Vaishnava

-literature and kirtan should not be deemed foreign by a Bengali Muslim:

. , 'We muSt.not.think that.ourpresent culture in East Pakistan
r is an upstart one, that it has no gre'il tradrtio1Wboast

- --- of. We really dO possess a glorious heritage. The Bengali
culture of the past one thouSand years is the life-force of
our culture, which only began its recent history on August
14,-1947. We must not forget that glorious tradition. A(p. 41)

- 44
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The next airticle repeats much ol( what has been said so far and can be
.e

skipped indur discussion.
. .

. .

The eighth article is about the Bengali language movement in East
Paki4can. The movement was first'launched in 1948, when the then Minister
of Educaci n, Fazlur Rahman, proposed to adopt the Arabic script for
Bengali hen there were some who pleaded for a "scientifieLrefOrm of the

, Bengali alphabet. But after the popular revolt in 1952 against the attempt ..

'to make Urdu* the.sole state.,language in Pakistan: the apthorities seemingly
learned their lesson and promptly shelved all the earlier propQsals for
"reforms." But the proposals-were not altogether buried;.their ugly heads
still pop' up here and there. Is there a writer, timer asks in Conclusion,
who feels the Bengali alphabet is less congenial to his crevtivity, that
It cripples or cramps his imagination?

The well got-up, collection of short stories, A Rogue As Truth Is by
Abdul Mennen Sayed, has also been banned, though for allegedly non-political
reasons, Sved's style is what is now being called the'"new style"in\ Bengali fiction -- a phenomenon distinctly of the sixties -- employing a
prose that is poetic but With a suspicion of incoherence. Though the surface
effect is of stream-of-consciousness, it is Jack Kerouac.ana not Virginia
Woolf who is the direct inspiration. In diction and in content, Sayed is
at parw,4xh his Calcutta contemporaries, and predictably questions quite a
.few values that the generation preceding him used to cherish. The Oedipus
complex-is the theme of the first important story in the volume titled "A
Prologue to Matricide." A grownup man who has so far monopolized all the
love of care of his middle-aged mother suddenly finds he has a rivet In
her-forty-fifth year, the bOther has fallen helplessly and painfully in '

\, love The son, furious with-jealousy, begins tsearching for "arguments"
for'killing her. In the end he gets the_gre'en_light from his alter-ego:
"Now yeu have acquired plenty -o -f -i-ai.gdients: from eve. around you. ... .

Thank Godmcw peacefully go forward and kill." Jp. 21) The hero of
the ne. ory, "Fear," has been afraid of everything ever since the day he

r=ed a'timid and half-willing girl of the neighborhood to surrender to him.
He never goes out, stays hiding in a corner of his room -- a self-exiled,
cowardly existence. But eventually he is able to resolve to kill himself, and
so, one evening,_"h*et out for that huge, branching tree near the boundary
wall to Commit suicide; ,a coil of rope in one hand from fear of other men,
and a.lantern in the other from the fear of snakes and darkness." (p. 32)-'

In almost all Sayed's stows, a harmless and weak person, respectable and
normal in the'eyes of the society, abruptly turns violent, He hurts himself
more than others, only to feel himself more deeply, Only to be himself at
least once A .shy, young lecturer of art goes to see a doctor, who tells him
hehas only a month o'r two more to live. In a daze, thE'lecturer comes out
of the doctor's office and wanders into a movie theater. Watching the cheap
Urdu movie, he tries to_shout and whistle with the crowd around him. Later
he encounters a prdstitute, and for the first time in his life makes love,
drinks,'utters obscenities, and ends up vomiting in her room. Lying in his
vomit on the floor he vows, "Within the few days that.are left to me, I will
kick away 'all treasures of ,resa,,e..asurf.red in the past
years," ("Degradation") Another story, "M: remindsone-of titgnruel '
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detac ent of .Manik tandhopadbyay. The daughter of the family has been
'aide to spend the night in the rich guest's room. The father, while dining
on tht.'meat brought by the rich, guest. for the family, remarks, "The meat is
delicious. " - In "The Slave,"\tre Feet the extraordinary character of a
Village old man as seen through the eyes of a small boy. To the boy the

;old man-rel,ates the colorful tales .of his long life -- he has,"kneaded" the
world for,Seventy- years. pne night the boy suddenly wakes up and finds the

'old man,- who slept in ,the next bed, 'standing naked and muttering reproaches
to hiMself, "Control your lust, you fool! There is still time! Repeat the
name of Allah, He is the .all-protector!" "The Key" is another interesting
story. young man-loses 'the key to its apartment and.while searching for
it in the- big apartment building, has a variety of experiences. The key,
however, is not, fond and, disappointeds4ehe moves into another building.
But he says, ad. still looking for the key to my old apartment, I, who
have been locked out by myself,,a for,eigner in my own world. I will, for
the rest of My life, stay in someone else's house and look for the rightkey to my locked room that is my fate." The last story, from which the
volurde got its, title, is another' allego-ry. A. child loses her mother at a
county fair, hears she has been raped, then is, herself carried away by four
persOns, like a coffin to a grave. 'As one can see, 'Several stories have
obvious political significance, and that very thing may be,'in the eyes of
,the authorities, what is wrong with the book. It is an important bobk, a
worthy contribution to the literature of Bengal (though,- unfortunately,
the true. beauty of the stories cannot be guessed from the skeletons I have
given). .

Satyen Sen is, *I am told, a disciple of Maulana Bhaani, but his book
AZberuni has nothing,to do with his political beliefs. It is a historical
novel, based od the life of Alberuni (A.D. 973-1048), who left a chronicle
of his visit to India, There is no love motif in the book, nor is there any
sex; still it makes engrossing reading. The author has a flair for telling,
a story. Why wai this book banned? One can only guess as follows:

./1. M. one place' Alberuni praises the wisdom of ancient
India and pays' tribute to its contribution to Arab
science.

2 The author depicts the character of Alberuni as .a
mixture of Socrates and Galileo, neither of whom was
a darling of the Establishment.

3. At another occasion, Alberuni's lifelong friend Ahmad
says, "When soldiers rule the land, what good can
happen?"

4. During -his stay in India, Alberuni is respectful toward.
the religion and, customs of the Hindus, and when he
leaves, takes wit#1 him several, treatises in Sanskrit.
He shows resentment over the destruction of the temple
at Somnath.

or '
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. IThe autobiography of "Mahara3 11
confainis not a single anti-Pakistan

statement.,-Avetdran revolutionary Who 'has spent close to thirty years
behind bars, the author had stayed'on in East Pakistan at the time of 'the
Partitiontaefuslng to leave the place of his Birth. I fail to understand
why this book fell under the wrath of the authorities. It hardly has the
makings of another "Chen diary. He describes a communal riot at Naogaon,
Sylhet, but blames the Hindus for it,. The author.was nearing eighty when
he was imprisoned again at the outbreak of hostilities between Indian and
Pakistan in 1965. Made again a third class priSoner, the old man asks a
disarmingly simple question: "The Indo-Pakistani war is here and now, but
it isn't I who brought it about. Why then am I in prison?" (p. 377)
Was this question so dangerous to the stability of the regime that the
book had to be banned?

Nobody knows., But later events in East Pakistan have shown that
there were indeed reasons for the authorities to be afraid of these books.
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,Alessandro Bausani

BALUCHI LANGUAGE ,AND LITERATURE*.

A brief survey
of Baluchi,
with examples

A. The Baluchi Language

The .Baluchi language belongs to tie Iranian family of Aryan languages,
one of two Iranian languages among those of Pakistan, the other being Pashto.
The Baluchis themselves consider their language to be only a corruption of
Neo-Persian, a dialect of modern Persian, but European linguists see it
rather as,a modern form of an old Iranian dialect which is not the same as
that which gave Origin to'modern literary Persian. However, it is not very

%clear what exact form it took because Baluchi is seemingly derived from the
group of old Iraniap dialects called "Eastern," but also possesses some
characteristics O1 the Western group. At present, Baluchi is spoken by
slightly,more than 700,000 people in eastern Iran and in the Pakistani pro-
vince previously called Baluchistan. It should be noted that not all of
the inhabitants of this province speak Baluchi. In fact, in the northern
area, Baluchi gives way to Pashto (see the following article), which is the
most commonly spokem language in Quetta, the capital city of Baluchistan
itself. To the east, in some zones of Baluchistan, a dialect of Sindhi is
spoken and in the same'Baluchi linguigtic zone there exists a Dravidian
language island where Brahui is spoken. Baluchi-speaking areas are .-

scattered beyond the borders of Baluchistan, evenas far as Soviet TurkmenisT
tam. One of the most interesting linguistic characteristics of Baluchi is
that it well perserves some old medieval Persian. sounds, even in intervocalic
positions;,.for instance, dden ("mirror") for the Neo-Persian d'inZ. The
numbering sygtem is also interesting as it shows clear traces of vigesimal
numbering: 60 is sai-412-ist, or "three 20's"; 80 is char-gh7st, or "four

-'.20's"; etc. Of course, Modern Baluchi, especially in the mixed speech
areas,. is *evidently barbarized by mixture with Sindhi, Pashto and Persian
because it is not protected by a written literary tradition. Baluchi does
not have a "classical" literature and when it is sometimes written, it is,
of, course, written in the Arabic script. Examples are not lacking, though,
especially in translations of the Bible, of "Roman Baluchi," or Baluchi
Written in Roman script. Educated Baluchis, when they wish to compose in
a literary manner, write in Persian or, in the case of those in Pakistan,
use Urdu.

*
From Scoria delle letterature del Pakistan (Milan, 1958). Translated from
the Italian* by Bernard Blairreproduced by permission of the author.
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Modein Baluchi is divided into two major dialects or groups of
dialects: the first is northern, or northeastern, called "Sulaimani,"
which has Indo-Aryan loan words, especially from Sindhi; the second, the
southern or southwestern "Makrani" dialect, with many Persian loan words.
Makrani refers to Makra, the name of the Baluchi coastal region of Iran
and Pakistan.

B Baluchi Literature -- Prose

As stated above, Baluchi literature is, for the most part, popularl
and not written, and it consists of poems sung at evening gatherings by
minstrels called dorn or Zori, or stories told in prose by narrators,
Northern Baluchi has been studied most attentively and it is in that

. dialect that the "ballads" were collected in the basic work of Longworth
Dames.2

We will first consider the prose. This is mostly narratives or
NcveiZe characterized by (a) stories of Prophets and saints; (b) stories
from the more or less legendary history of the Baluchis; (c) stories of,
fairies and genies:and (d) stories of love and romantic adventure. Some

of,these have been collected from the oral recitations of the people by
European scholari. Among the latter types of stories are those from the
great common Islamic heritage such as Leila and Majnun, Bahram-Gur and
Gu/andam; while others are purely Baluchi, such as the story of,Dosten and
Shtren, of Shah Murid and Rani, etc. TheBaluchis however, even when
telling well-known stories, relive them in an original form with a sense
of fantasy and attention to descriptive detail which seem to be their own
and which have brought some to compare their literary taste with that of
the ancient Arabs. One curious and anthropomorphic tale of the mi'rdg,
or Muhammad's ascent to heaven, tells of the Prophet dining with God in
the celestial world, separated from Himlby a curtain. the hand of God
appears now and then from behind the curtain to take food, and to Muhammad's
amazement, he recognizes a ring on God's finger which he once had thrown
into the jaws of a ferocious tiger that barred the path of his adventurous
-journey to heaven.

/7t,,,

On order to give an example of the narrative technique of a Baluchi
story, we have translated one of them literally. It is a Baluchi version
of "Ille Water of Fife in the Land of Shadows," a motif found very widely
in Muslim narratives. We note that the words at the beginning of the
story seem to place the events in a primordial age outside of known time.
Both the opening and ending are stereotyped and common to all narratives
and fatiles in prose.3

May He be praised; there is none so 'great as God.

Once upon a time there was aking and this king called forty of hi:A.
servants and said, "I am going to seek the Water of Life. Come with me,-
but do not bring any old men. If I see an old man, I will kill him.",
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The servants replielp "So be it."

Now, one of the servants of the king went homet"o pick uphis things
in order to go with'the king. His.father said to FLm, "Son, where are you
going?"

The son said, "We forty men are going with t e king to
of Life, because the king wishes to drink the Wa er of.ife
never die."

Then the father said, "Take me with you be ause I will
you."

seek the Water
so that he, will

be useful to

The son said, "The king has said that if e,take any old man, he will
kill him. If I take you with me, the king wi I kill you:"

But the father said, "Prepare a trunk a d put me inside; thus I can
be useful to you and the king will'not see m in the trunk."

The son said, "Very well; since you insist, I will take you with-me.
But-if the king sees you!and kills you, the blame will be yours. My
strength will certainly not be enough to tear you away from the hands of
the king."

The father' said, ' Our hope is in God; w al will be gill be."
.._

.. -.

,. .

Then the young man lqaded two trunks on a camel; in one he plit,,nis
father and in the other, Ids belongings, and then he went to the king.' The
-others had also prepareZ their baggage, and scarcely had he ar?ived .when .
they all set out on the voyage, 4

, On and on they traveled-, and a day's journey from their country?they
halted before some mountains where the Water of Life was to.-be-IqUnd. They
rested a,While; they late and drank tea. Then the king commandedcommanded ten horse-
men to seek the Water of Life. t Each one mounted his horse and,they entered'
the Land of Shadows4 and they rode their horses.' to the darkness. The king
also went with his men ias far as the Land of Shado t and there they unpacked
their baggage. And now let us, leave the.king and hear about the men.

e'
They departed, but they Land of Shadows confounded their minds and they

became lost. The king waited with his eyes fixed on the road, but they did
not return. The next day the king sent another five horsemen. They left and
did not return.

'.
0

Then the king called his servants around him and said, "Why is it that
two days

1

havl.e. passed since I sent out my men and they do not return ?"

They replied, "Kow can we know why they do not return

The king said, "Alas, if on
he, couldibe today:"

theAswere an old,man here, how ,useful

50



Now the young man who had brought his father went to his father. The---7
father asked, "So, have the men returnedV'

The son said, "No."

The old man said, "Even 'if the king sends' you, do hot
will be, lost." /

se you

Then the son of the old man said to i s father, "Today the king missed
the presence of an old man. He called us an sked why the men he sent out
did not return, but we could not answer."

The old man said to his son, "Go to the .icing and

and I Will bring him to you if you do not kill EIMT1"
'I have a father

So the so of the old man went before the king and'said, "0 ing, 0
Qibla of the Wor :5 I have a father and when-we all came here, he ame
with me because he ves me very much. Now I will bring him to yomri ou .

do not kill'him:"

/

Thevking said, "Bring hiM. I will not kill him." And the son went and
brought his. father.

The king then said, "Two day'S have come to pass since I
bring me the Water of Life, but t an o not. return. .Why does this
happen?"

The old ma d, "Because when they went into the Land of Shadows,
found the water, too it and set out to return from the Land of Shadows, they
could' not find the way because the Land of Shadows has_neither beginning nor
end. It is a vast land out there."

Then the king said, "And what must one do so that they do not lose their
way?"

The old man said, "Do one thing. Command the men to take thirty or
'forty mares; then tie the foals of these mares at the entrance to the Land
of Shadows, then send the men to get the Water of Life."

"Very wise,' said the king.

. , So the king sent ten horsemen ta get mares. They went off 4nd returned
with thirty'mares. The king said, "Leave the foals of the mares and-thirty,
men take the thirty mares and look for the Water dfLife.". They tied the
foals and rode off on the mares.

Now the old man said, "Take knapsacks with you and<ou,will not r ret
it." Some turned back to get knapsacks; others di not. Then the d man
further said, "When you reach the water, put an ing you see i the
skits. When you have filled the sacks and t ned the horses ,-ck, don:t
spur them, but ,lit them carry.you back by e right path."

51
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They said, "So be it," and left for the Land of Shadows. The king
and the old taah stayed behind with three servants. Now let-us leave them
and see what happened to the horsemen.

,N.

The; rode and they rode. At a certain spot'they heard the gurgling
of some water:N,They advanced to the water and filled one or two bottles.
Some took to pick4g up everything they saw. Many pebbles were washed aboutin the water and.ev one who had a place to carry them picked.up the st hes.
Those who did not sacks put some pebbles in their pockets. Othersdid not take them and the made fun of those who did gather the pebbles and
said, "Aren't there enough s nes out there that yoUhave to carry them fromhere?"

So they turned around on thei horses and the horses owed the
correct path and came out of the Lan of Shadows. The men carried the
water, presented it to the king,and th n opened their knapsacks. Theylooked and saw that what they had-thoUg t to be stones had ,turned to gold. '

--They-were-no-longer-stona-s. Now those who did,not carry'anY were sorry and
even those who did carry them complained. Some said, '"Why did I not bring
any with me?"

And others said, "Why did I not fill my clothing with the stones?"
Everyone_lamenfed and was sick at heart.

Then the king wanted to drink the water, but the old man said, "0 King,
Qibla of the World: Come, let is go, you an4 me, to that mountain and

there you may drink you water."

The king said, "Let it be so."

Th= king and the old man went to the mountain and sat down at the baseof a tree. n the king said, "Now I will drink the water from my bottle."

The old man said, "Wa Let us first perforg6our afternoon prayers
and then you may drink the water.

The king said, "go be it." And then the king-andt n made
preparations for praydr.

When they werd about:tc; begin their prayers, something round driven bythe wind hit against a rock and then against another, and each time ,it
strucloi--"Wack, week."

The king finished his prayerand asked the old man, 'bld man: while-you-and I were praying, there was something like a ball of wool which the wind .

blew against one rock and then against another and each time it made a ,cry
and. said 'Wack, wack.' What the devil was it that made that noise?"

t N
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The old man sai "Once upon a time there was a king and Tte,,,like yo
drank this water. Now t ee hundred years have passed And he has not dies.
His subjects have all had en h of him and he has been exiled from his
country end no one loves him any e because he is too old. Ancrthat isa
why he goes wandering around these mo sins, And he is so ht that the
wind blows him from one stone to' the next, ut he never dies."

And now-th king said to the old man, "If thing-s--are,like that, I 11
not drink this Water of Life."

The old man aid, "0 King, 0 Qibla of the World!" You, may do as you
wish; but if you drink, even you will become as that king."

The king said, "I would not think of drinking this water anymore."
Striking the bottle againSt the tree, he broke it, and the tree has remained
green and fresh until this day,. The king departed for _his horsemen and,
leaving that Rlace with IciS-se..xyants, returned to his land and sat again
ort.the throne.

.

And I fled from-there, and I Wish for myself good fortune and for
of you a sweetheatt!

* * *

It is noted that-- traditionally stordes.shotIld only be told in the
evening. If they are told-during the-daytime, the\Baluchis say, they can
bring bad luck to the narrator-or to the house where'this infraction of
the rules takes place.

The "epic ballads,': which almost always tx
and the wars between two principal tribal group

a the Ba1UC
the Rind an

i migrations'.

the Lashari,
form a midway point in Baluchi poetry. These ballads are infuse \with the
imaginative influence of classical Persian ana its very facile and primitive
rhyming system. Some of the ballads can'be-said to breathe true epiC\
qualities into the burning events of the stages of migrat n, the nameS,of
their victorious chiefs, the battles, and the long incursio s on horsebac\
of warriors "who passed like lightning and'returned rolling ike the thunder."
They tell of tribes whith "arose as one, driven by desire fo water and_
destiny," invading new lands "like showers that felt during t e rainy sea-

, son." This epic quality.is Very rare in other Islamic liters ures.

AMOIl'g the mott-famous heroes of these ballads are Nodhb dag and Mir
The ballads usually begin by mentioning the Battle o Karbala,6

and arOldest of:them, judging by ,the archaic expressions, can be dated
in the f fteenth and sixteenth .centuries. Here is an example of one of
the fe collected, from the southern dialect: .

,'The c Aleppo trembled with anger
zi \lifted his head.

When Sultan She Husain was slain
The.lans,conce ved their hatred fox-Yezld.
The Lashari adva from their camp'
nd with them mar e\d the generous Nodhbandag.

5 ))
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Shaihak followed hiM closely with the Rind
And descended beyond Rodbar&
Crossed the Desert of Lar.
And found themsellies before the bazaar of Pahra.7
Bey nd the borders'of Banpur
The went, the men of the harnessed horses,
And omen of beautiful necklaces
With heep and Cows in great herds.
Women with slovenly hair
-Qpptu ed Prince Shaihak, forger of swords.
They generous Nodhbandag
Settlea--in the desert country.
The Lashari halted at Lashar
And the Rindat the bazaar of Pahra.
And three years passed, an,e_by one,
By the will of God, genero and powerful.
And then tame the attack of t Ghazi,
Those Turks on swift steeds.
And the army)icarried the'sword from ran
(There was no, place left even there -fo lions);

They marched .1.ke the lightning and like e wind
And roaring, they marched like thunder
From Kea' to Makran, all the way toIndia,
UP to the rivk in the region of Sindh,
From Sarbaz to the desert Mend,
And Gohar, the heroine, folio ed.9
They went always in search of s earns and lakes,
And they passed beyond Pagaya-land.
Those carrion Sabuki were put to rout,
The Kurds,and the Khalkhali, devourers o en!lo
May the Mail. have nothing to do with the Rin.
May the dwellers of the highlands remain in peace.

th Nodhbandag the Chief, the generous hero,
Shaihak, gallant warrior,

n rose as one, --
The water enraptured them, and destiny too --
And d near rivers and rills

round, the mouths of streams.
ease the Rind

the nude.pla ns of

An
The c
The ion

And they p
Studying the
Kecli did not
When, they stopped

And a year passed en
From the timeShaihak s
Shakar13 likela scintillat
Arose then, fortunate hero;
The minstrelscameto Gat nd to
From Dora to Saghik for'a,while,

From Zig and,:etrom Chambar'to Mala, '4

Up to Hortan and to tie 'bazaar ,of Tanda.

rely

tied at Ashal,
ruby

5
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a.

--And leading them,'Nodhbandag came;
.

\Nodhbandag passed beyond the Hari and-above,
From Ghish-Kaura to bulkaura.14._
They came'down like rainfall in the,rainy, season

. And then toward Kackhi and Sibi.
..-, All the Rind vent away: together.

In addition to 'migration, the next important subject of Baluchi epic
ballads is the "Thirty Years War" (1489 -.1511) betweeh the Rind clan led by
mu Shaker', the son of Shalhak, whom we have already mentioned, and that
of the Lashariz/led by Gwaharam. Other,tribal wars in the sixteenth century
also serve as Subjects for these ballads Some others related tai`
taking of the.Baluchiein 1555 to help the exiled Moghul emperor, Humayun,
Jff -the reconnuest of Delhi. There is no lack of other ballads of later
wars in the-eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, THe Baluchis hive conserved
these ballads in large folios (daftar) writtet in Arabic script. Buller,
in the Ba:uchistan District Gazeteer (Series VII, pp. 81-82), describing the
content of some'of these folios, mentions'

a poem about the migration of the Rind,:ather poems
that give details of the history of vai-iOttifprinces of

ti "mc, one Ballad cf Ghulam All which describes the Battle
of'Malikapinir Ghik'ki against the Taqr Khan, dGeneral
of Nadir Shah, and still another about Otman Kalmati
and the.Battle of Hammal-E-Gihand and the Portuguese, .

As we can see, some of the ballads are recorded even with the names of
thors.

r.

The cycle of Dosten and Shiren is particularly noteworthy among the
poetic da6tan15 about love ,and romance Dosten, a.so,lcaer.of Mir Shaker',
chief of the Rind, is deliveredas a hostage to the Turks. His cousin and
'fiancee, Shiren, waits for him, faithfully for many year.until she is
obliged to marry 'against her will But just as they are about to celebrate
the wedding, Dosten, released from prison, returns, having'ridden his steed
madly through the mountain gorges.

I

Here is how Dostenitellsrhe chief who held him prisoner that his mare
could no longer live in 'the. plains' and longed for the hightends(disdain for
the hot plains of Sind and love for the mountains is a common there of
Baluchi poetry):

"Zanghi is my chief; GwahaYam is my Leader and friend,
owner of marveloqs mares. I swear by your beard, by the new -
sprouted hair of your face, tv mare, pursuer of wild asses,
as sad ' She does ndt want toadrink the watdr of the Indus,
nor eat the reeds and grass of Karjal'of,the Sind She longs
for the herds.ofiwild asses of 4e highlants and misses, the
Odeet pastures, the wild asses of the Pass of Phitokh and wglls
filled witcItesh water. Tht flies and mosquitos of the desert
irritate-her The repts:les do not let her sleep. The Malwari
barl is too coarse for her."

n
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'NOTES

1. Translator's note: 'here, 4pOpular" 1 terature clearly means "oral-"-
Difficulties with 'this will develop 'ter.

2. M. Longworth Dames. Popular, Poetrzf of the Beloches (London, 1907).

3. The tettiof this story with a Russian translation is found in I. I.
Oarubin, Beludzkie Skazki, Serija Iranskaja V. (1949), 79ff.

4. ;teiri.k-khand; literally "house of-darkness." Note the simplicity with
which the fabulous.. narrated.

5. Tibia refers to the direction of Mecca towards whiCh all Muslims bow
in prayer. "Qible of the World" here is equivalent to "Worshipped
by, all men" or "Your,,MAjesty."'

6. Editors' note: Battle of Karbalaln 680 A.D., in which Syrian ruler
Moawiya and hp son Yazid defeated 'the forces of Husain; Moawiya wa
named calif and his dynasty, the Umayyads, ruled until 750 A.D.- This
battle has particular significance to Shia Muslims who believe that
Husain, Ali's sok was the rightful calif.

7. In the Persian. Makran.

8. South of Pahra.

9. Herbine of 'a tribal war sung about in other ballads.

10. Refers to an aboriginal tribe of enemies of the Baluchi; "Kurds" was
an old generic term and is here intended to be the Brahui.

11. The Pakistani Makran.

12. Farther east, near the Sind.

13. on of ,Shaihak.

14.-_ka me4 "mourviin stream."

15. Editors' note: ed.% s A sort of story or romance which makes up
a very la epart of all mic" literatures.

16. bhang is a f of hashish.

17. Translator's note. "oral" is clearly implied, but not stated in the
Italian. In the De essay, "popular" implies another meaning.

S
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In Pakist.gh there is also startinga modern local press and some
poets have begun to imitate the Persian ghazaZ and to use patriotic Islamic
themes Gul Khan Nasir, born about 1910 at Mushki and who studied at
Quetta,should,be particularly mentioned. He has published a,collection of-
Baluchiooetry called buZbEing ("The Cry") an& a history of-BaluChistan
(7.arT;(h7'L-.:.2:Rch::s-c-dn) joh Urdu. One of his poems, nafir ("The Trumpet,Call")
calls young Baluchis to awaken and spring to the defense of Islamic ideals,
including an invitation to imitates the Arabs who "march to the reconquest of
Israel."

Azad Jamaldine, born about 1919, is also from Mushki and in 1953
published A :r? of Defiance, a collection-of Baluchi verse, with a prose
translation in Urdu. He also writes poetry in Persian and Urdu, and, edits
the monthly, banchi,

In spite of efforts to create a "written" poetry and pro in Ba chi,
the most attractive part of the litetature is still the-"popula al)17
themes. We will close this treatise with a brief three-line song:

A sign of death is the burning fever;'
A sign of approaching rainr the gathering clouds;
A sign of love is certainly, a smile. 41
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1. Translator's note: 'here, a popular" 1 terature clearly means "oral.-"-
Difficulties with 'this will develop ater.
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'NOTES

2. M. Longworth Dames. Popular Poet of the_Beloches (London, 1907).

3. The tektiof this story with a Russian translation is found in I. T.
karubin, Beludzkie Skazki, Serija Iranskaja V. (1949), 79ff.

4. itarlk-khan ; literally "house of-darkness." Note the simplicity with
which the fabUlous, tales ---ig narrated.

5. Tibia refers to the direction of Mecca towards whiCh all Muslims bow
in prayer. "Qibla of the World" here is equivalent to "Worshipped
by, all men" or "YodrMajesty."

6. Editors' note: Battle of Karbala*in 680 A.D., in which Syrian ruler ---- ./
Moawiya and h s son Yazid defeated the forces of Husain; Moawiya wa
named calif and his dynasty, the Umayyads, ruled until 750 A.D. -This
battle has particular significance to Shia Muslims Who believe that
Hbsain, Ali's-sql4 was the rightful calif.

F. In the Persian Makran.

8. South of Pahra.

9. Heroine of a tribal war sung about in other ballads.

10. Refers to an aboriginal tribe of enemies of the Baluchi; "Kurds was
an old generic term and is here intended to be the Brahui.

11. The Pakistani Makran.

12. Farther east, near the Sind.

13. on of ,Shaihalc.

14.--ka me4
r

"moulpain straam."

15. Editors' note: '"d5..7, s A sort of story or romance which makes up
a very la e.part ok all mic" literatur6s.

16. bhang is a fo. of hashish.

17. Translator's note. "oral" is clearly implied, but not stated in the
Italian. In the rte essay, "popular" implies another meaning.
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"MLA Seminar on the -i,terature_of South Asia

The Third Annual M.L.A. Seminar on the Literatureof India apdRak stan
will be held in the last week of:December, 1971 at Chicago (please see the
November 1971 issue of the PLMA, the .official journal of ,the Modern language

' Association, for the exact date, time, and glace). The_namesof the speakers
and discussants,w111 be announced later, as soon As the topic and the panel
of speakers and discussants are decided upon. If you are inierested in the
Seminar -- as a speaker, discussant, or, participant -- and/Or have any
suggestions concerning the topics; the format of the Seminar, and so forth,
please get in touch with. Professor V. Gopalan, Department of English,
Indiana State University, Terre Haute, Indiana, 47808, as, soon as possbile.

4'

The last M.L.A. Seminar on the Literature of puth Asia, held on
December --'3D, 1970, at New York, and presided over by Dr. K. S. Narayana Rao
ofyiSconsin State University, Oshkosh, Wisconsin, was devoted' to a scholarly
discussion of:Indian Fiction: A Search for-Form, initiated by Raja Rao, the
well known Indian novelist. The response to his remarks on the'need in I.

Indian fiction today for rootedness in the core of ancient Indian tradition
was as enthusiastic as it was intellectually challenging, and AMerican as
well as South Asian scholars of the literature of South Asia took a lively
interest in the discussion.

A
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Alessandro Bausani

PASHTO tANG66 AND LITERATURE*

A brief survey

of Pashto, with
examples'

-A. The Pashto Language.

Pashto, like Baluchi, is an Iranian language, belonging to the
Eastern branch of this group, and is genealogically related to'ancient
Avestan, from which (modern Persian descends, rather than to ancient Pars,
the language of the Achimeneans' cuneiform inscriptions. Pashto is the
national language of the Afghans l" Ad, since 1940, is on a par with
Persian as the official language of Afghanistan. However, it is not
spoken throughout this 9ountry, as in various, zones of Tajikistan where
A form of Persian as well as. Turkic languages are sp4en. The language
is widespread outside the Afghan state, extending into the area of
Pakistan known as the Northwest Frontier Province with its capital at
Peshawar and into'part of northern Baluchistan. It can be established
from the history of the literature,, and especially from the rich field
of popular poetry, that the most productive tultural centers of Pashto
'are outside the political boundaries of Afghanistan and within the areas
of present-day Pakistan, The total number of Pashto speakers can be
estimated at about four million, including bilingual persons, especially
in Afghanistan, where all educated people know Persian. (It is not rare
for pure Pathans to know only Perian).

Pashto is divided into two main dialects: that of the northeast,
spoken in the areas around Kabul, Peshawar,,andYaghistan; and that of
the southwest, spoken in the regions of Qandihar, Bannu, and Khatak.
One of the phonetic characteristics of the northern.dialect is to pro-
nounce "kh" like the German-"ch' in Nacht, while in the other dialect,
the sound is pronounced "sh" as in "shame." Here the naive pasha becomes
pakhtirt More exactly, the "a" of the first syllable of_the word is
pronounced as the intermediate between u as in "-flute" and a as in

, "father," similar to the "u" in th4. English word "but." Then, at times,.
- reference is made to the "ushto" language and also to "Pukhto." The

Afghan Pashto speaker is called pashtun or pakhtun (plural, pashtaha
or pakhtana). In India and Pakistan the pashtana are known as "Pathans."

While Pashto preserves more archaic forms than the modern Persian
of Iran,2 it has undergone cohsnerable influence from Indian languages.3
There are numerous loanwords from Urdu. Afghanistan has always inclined

*
From Stoma deile letterature del Pakistan (Milan, 1958). Translated

from the Italian by Bernard Blair; 'reproduced.by permission of the author.
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toward the Indo-Pakistan subcontinent. The Khyber, Gumal and Bolan Passes,
pf course, make Afghanistan accessible to the Indus Valley, while it is
divided from Iran by inhospitabld deserts to the west and southwest.

One phonetic characteristic emerging from Pashto is the harshness of d

its sounds and the inclination to consonant groups in initial positions,
such as "khp," "zgh," etc.,...a unique phenomenon of Islamic languages. A
widely known story in India tells of a wazIr who was asked by his sovereign
to give an example of the languages he had heard spoken on his extended
voyages In order'to make the sounds of Pashto apparent, he brought a
metal pan with pebbles in it and began to shake it violently, that unpleasant
noise representing the phonetics of the language!

Pashto, like most Islamic languages, is written in Arabic script inter-
spersed with special diacritical marks. 4

B. The Origins bf Paihto Literature.

The/Pashto language has a literature that is very rich in quantity. It

is esse/ntial/y an imitation of Persian, though in spirit it is rather dif-
ferent from the Persian literature of Iran -and'apprbaches more the spirit of
Indo-Persian and Urdu. This "imitation of Persf.r," as in the case of Urdu
and other Islamic literatures, has been a littIi exaggerated by some
European scholars who perhaps have not taken the pains to examine more
closely the statistic and literary realities of.these "secondary" languages
which can offer some pleasant surprises. These surprises are present, with-
out doubt, in the popular Pashto literature, one of tNe richest and most
vigorous of Pakistan. Furthermore, the areas between the two literatures'
are nct always easy to trace, and, even in the court literature, one feels
a,breath of highland simplicity unknown in other more famous "classic"
Islamic literatures, a

The beginnings of Pashto literature present a problem,
\.
as yet unsolved

with any certainty; that is, the authenticity of some recently discovered
dcquments,especially a-tazkira,4 entitled pata khazana ("hidden treasure").
which may have'been written in 1729 by Muhammad Hotak, a writer at the,court
of Shah Hussein Hotak of Qandahar, who died in 1739. In this tazkira exist
many examples of Pashto poetry which refer directly to the year 139 A.H.
(756 A.D.), the epoch of the Ghors, whereas the prose fragments of the
tazkz.ra4u'.7.-awal-iya ("biographies of the saints") of "'one Suleiman Maku could
possibly carry the beginnings of Pashto prose back to theethirteenth century
of our,era Histories of Pashto literature previous to these discoveries do
not predate the sixteenth century.

One may exclude'a'netionelist pia fraus of the modern.discoverer of the
'pa:a ;,.hazana, Abdul Hayy because if this were the case, Muhammad
Hocak's ,literary ability and his knowledge of the old styles would be down-
right miraculous and, perhaps, even more difficultdifficult td-explein than the problems
ofauthenticity. However, one cannotfhel but think ,,of, at least in the
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4.

oldest fragments of the tazkira, a possible fabrication of the literary
.

atmosphere of Qandahar daring the national rebirth under the Hotaks,con-
sidering the place and period in which the work was compiled. In its
best light, and all things considered, it seems most probable to me that
one could think of such very ancient fragments as a more recent retelling
of definitely very old poetic subjects within the long oral tradition.

The greatest difficulty to attribute the vyarana ("song," fakamya)of Amir Krurt-o a Pashtun aTirsof Ghor of the second century A. H. is,
first of all, due to the fact that it is not certain when the Afghans
occupied Ghor; and secondly, in the words of the foremost European
authority on the Pashto language, Professor G. Morgenstierne of Oslo,
"the language of the vyarana is. . . . suspiciously modern." One can
concur withthe opinion of the eminent 'Norwegian linguist when he writes

. that one can believe
.

-

in the authenticityof the Pata Khazana as the work of
Muhammad Hotak during the national renaissance at Qandahlr
in the firsthglfpf the 18th century when it was important to
vindicate the antiquity of Pashto poetry in comparison to
Tersian. But even if he were a conscientious and zealous tol-
lector of ancient manuscripts and traditions, we cannot expect
to find him to be a critical philologist and historian as well.
He could have accepted the dates traditionally attributed to
the poetry which he found; it is eVen possible that he invented
some of them himself Or'exaggerated out of patriotisnythe anti-
quity of otheks he found. There is no reason to doubt that he
did not really save many preciout poetic relics. I think it
impossible to say how old they are, but- I think it probable
that we do have in the Pata Khazana the oldest Pashto texts
which exist.5

Among ese ancient Pashtp poets of the first and'oldest period, ifin fact it- xisted (this would be the period that spans the Suri, Ghori
and Lodi D nasties which carob to sn end about 1494), the pata khazdna
specificall mentions the Ghori, Amir Krur (died 711), as author of a
-vyarana, or fakhrlya. These are boasts for Warlike undertakings. Even
.f these are not authentic, we wiil'quote one bedguse it is very vigorous
and giiies an idea of the proverbial bellicose nature of the.pebple whose
'literature we are considering:

r 1

I am'efion; there is no greater hero than I throLighout ehe land,
Not in Hind, nor in Sind, neither in Tokhar nor in Kabul,
And not evenin:Zabul; no greater hero than I in this world!
The arrows of my will and My strength come down like thunderbolts

on my enemies;
I enter battle and hurl myself onto the routed and the conquered.
No greater hero than I in the world:
A sphere of fierce destiny hovers over my victories,
The hooves of my horse make the earth tremble and mountains fall.
I make deserts of the lams. No hero greater than I in this world!
The brightness of my sword shines as far as Herat and Jorum;
The people of Gharg and Bamian and Tokhar- mention my names -as a cure

or all ills.

ti
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And'even in Rum everyone knows me.: No rester hero than I in this.
world!

My arrows rain down on Mery and the enemy fears me;
I run over the frontiers of the Heri-Rud and their soldiers scatter

in flight before me.
The valiant tremble-before me. No greaterhero than I in this world!
I have conquered Zarang with the red cheek of my sword;
I have overcome the race of the Sur and I' control it and its lords,

and leaders;
i have raised my kinsmen to high position and power. No greater hero

than I in this world..
I am generous and kind to my men; I provide and care for them;
They aregreatly in my debt. Ng greeter.hero than I in this world.
My rule is sceaIy and without blemish through the 'sublime mountains;
The world is, mine and all the preachers from the pulpits praise

only ly name.
In ala the days, nights, months and years, ,there is no4greater.bero

Ythan,IYin this world!

.

This same period had mystic poets such as Shaiykh Matta Ghorya-Khail
(died 1289), author of the Volume entitle da khuday mina ("the love of God")
which contains 'beautiful mystic poetry such as the one which begins:

i

/
Over the high mountains 'and over deteak.=,----,

at daybreall-irt-deep."rirght,
The clear songs of the birds

. the sad cry oaf lament
Strike my ear as a single 'igh
And the memory of -Thee.

All are a manifestation of Thy love.
When the flowers blOom in the garden

or the rose smiles'in the orchard,
When the ocean roars.with foam --

all are works,of Thy love.
All...the beauties di the world

they are in Thy adoring hand,
0 Sov ereign, 0 Lord of Lords, King of Kings.4. .

. -

For .lack of space and also because of doubt-about their authenticity,
we have passed over some notable fragments of the,pata khazana which
enumerate ancient poets such as.Abu Muhammad Hashim (died c: 910). He could
have been a pupil of the famous Arab scholar, Ibn Khallad, who ift.his
'satiric poetry% .Arham (literal*, "silver coins"), may have translated
Arab satires by such poets as, Kharshbun (died 1020),"the mystic Shaiykh
Taiman (died c 1130), the warrior Malikyar(died c. 1175) and others into
Pashto The oldest example of prose of this period would be, as alieady
mentioned, the biographical work of Suleiman Maku in the thirteenth century...
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of his badla, a popular P o rhyming form:

. ,

- is

al ost all the poets and authors mentione
ac ual-politicalbo

With the establishme t.--6("the Hotak Dynasty :Qandahar where .a%

Is it a aka o 37(:)4r forehead, or is it w'morning star?
s erfl,Midy,or is it your hair that falls lief-Ord-your late? \

Is it clean purenesb sfee1,;or ia-lt-the ey wgfLil;a?' , ,
#'I s i the love of wine, or=the spell of opium of. e gal? .

Is his the pun ent pain-of parting,kor is it feyer, or,is it .plague?

Obviously, this is to an Indian beauty, as

1110"
caste park worn by Indian'Wolnen. The e

ders-of Afghanistan.

the aka on the forehead
r will easily note that
far are from outside the

literary renaissance.. -urn created in the eighteenth century, we mov4to an
area m re diP ant f ora. India. There; court poets Purroundedthe sovereigns
Uho wer. -often themselves literary. Belonging to this lite4ary'circle at
Qandahar as Nuha dHotak, author of the, previously mentioned biographical---
anthology f poets, the pata khazana. The style of the par f the book
attributed him is very simple and remarkably mode wile Q`4 remainder
of the manustipt 4.hich was published by Habibi more recent;',thtisiin
dart, explaini r t e lack of archaicisms. s patron, the ruler of Qandahar,

.4,511111ff Hussain Hot -k who had 'a poetic an literary darbar once a week in his
palace at Narang,
Another u3er who
Sa one, a ffre
rather simple verses i
by the National Pashto

The most imp itant pr
Jewels (tarikh-i- urassa0b
.-Khan and head of the tribe un

s hims#1f a writerf poety in Pashto and Persian.
ote in poetr5i'was the-famous Ahmad Shah Durrani of the

nt invader # India (died, 1773). His divaztrof
the style of Rahma'n Baba wls published in 1940
cademy of Kabul (clapa$hto tolena) .

e work of this period is The Inlaid History of
Afzal Khan Khatak;-a descendent OfKhuahhal

abobp-1770. The work is a compilation
principally dedi atedto semi -i storical.legends about the origins of the
Afghans. But th history of the two 'centuries previous to Khughhaa: Khan
Khatak is import nCto'the study f modern periods. Afz l'khan was also /
the patriarch of a veritable dyrias of poets and wi ers. Another famous
utLlitaiy chief ho, T<Tas also a poet_i Hafiz Rahmar, governor' of Rohil-Khand

.

ifi India, a con eMporary and ally of mad Shahvpurrani in his Indian
enterprises. 41 was killed in battle i 1774-andburied at Bareilly. It
41s said that ,t gathered an extensive li ary o Pashto works; some of his
tons such ag'Nt;b Mahabbat Khan and Allah ar Kha. icated themselves,

n.to Pashto'gram r and philologyt'and/compile. iMportant'grammars and lexicons.
':Among the poet of the other ,tribes, the prou. 1.sim Ali of the Afridi
tribe, is wort of-Mention. It/Seems that, in addit to Pashto he knew
krabic,'Turki h, Persian, Kashmixii-/Hindi and a bit of Eng
'consolidation of English influeute in iiaircaused him to exclaim

The Chr stians dominate India.
Oh,.whe e.are the 'ble swords warriors" of yesteryear?

68

verse:
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completely lost. Bayazid's doctrines seated to have contained anti-
Moghul tracts and, at the same time, material written against the Afghani
aristocracy. "The qualities of a Shaiykh (religious teacherlarenot
hereditary," he is said to have told his father, who wished to convince
him to choose a spiritual leader from their clan. "Paradise. waits him
who obefry@od, even if he is nothing but 2 black slave, and Hell awaits
the disobedientSeven if they are descendents of the Quresh (Quresh, the'
family of the Prophet). He gave great importance to "knowledge of ones
self," through which one reaches knowledge of God. Ignorant peoplefare
as animal;, not men, and could and should be slaughtered. The/lands and
properties of,these people who, know neither themselves nor'God were to
be considered possessions of those dead and inherited from other dead;
hence, to be divided among the true "learned.': According to-the 'author
of-the important heretical and historico-religious work, the dabistan-i:
mazahib! Bayazid introduced new technical termsinto the complex hierarchies
of. sufism The four grades of shar71at ( "external law") tarqqa ("mystic
order"), haqq.25 ("realization," "reality"), mairifat ("knowledge") are
for,him qurba ("nearness"), baaat ("union"), vandat ("unity") Quid-mat-
(fitranquility"),. the last being the supreme rank.

The orthodox teacher, Akhdun Darvesa, sought successfully to oppose
Bayazid's religious influence, Darvesa died, it,seems, at the age of 108
lunar years in 1638, and is buried at Peshawar where his tomb is.Scill
venerated by the people, We ere indebted to him for preserving various bits
and extractsfrom-the works of his adversary whom. he refuted in a book filled
with vulgar invective entitled makhzanu!1 isr.kil ("treasure of Islam") and
written in rHYMinkprose-in imitation of the heretic's Khairu'l banyan. The -
very prolific Akhdun Darvesa wrote more than fifty woi1ks in Various languages,
including Arabic and Persian His history of the Afghans from the remotest
times to his day,makhzani,i-afgh5ni, ("the Afghan treasure "),, is specifiCally_
important. His eminence in the history of P shto literature is of the high-
est rang. whenone considers the great number f disciples,he had.- As an
example of the importance which he gave E6 tb "national" language,- we may

' cite thiS excerpt from the Irials...hzanu'l isZam: "God speaks all languages,
whetherit be Arabet/ Persian, Hindi or Afghani. lie, speaks in the language

that the heart of man.can,understand.", Among,his disc -iples was hiason,
Abdul Karim, orKaYim-Dad (died c. 1662); who seems to have collected and

,) editedihis father's makhzan. .It seems further that there are some parts
of the work which are his own. He also wrote poems; of/Oetry, he
wrote: ",Poetry is like a sea that can only be understood; by him who
drowns in Its vortex'of death,"

It is pointless #o cite the innumerable disciples and relatives of
/

but amofig his contemporaries, Arzai deserves, mentibn. A
manusoript of his divan (collected poetic work is.in the British

nephew of BAazid's, also!a mysticc,and poet, was.hima Khan Ansari, who
established-himself in India and died there during Shah.a-rian' wars in the
Deccan in L631. Thepoet-saint-w of the same period,''Mulla est?
is also ineeresting, His tomb be the inscriPtiont "Sanctuary.o'f
Baba, ". and is venerated in Shinwa In One of his books, he, tells of. the
Holy War- of his spiritual/master tr) and combines, in typical Afghan
,fashion, mysticism and war:

,

May I become a warriordres ed in the armor of Certainty
(yagLn) and, with the sword f Faith' (bavar) shtedding doubts;
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and with the arc of Knowledge (merifdt), Ti make war
on the wicked, the shafts,of Truth (hailqat) will i ,-
launch.to the sky!

To this same period belongs perhaps the most famous Afghan poet,
Khushhal KhanL(1613-1689), of the Khatak clan from,,,the southern Pashto-
speaking areat.? He is called the "Father Of Pashto," having written more
than 400,000 verses and numerous prose works; part of which have been
lost. He was chief of the Khatak tribe and, like a goodAfghan,uasielso'
a warrior. He fought against the MOghUlsOf India and was, for a time, held
prisoner in the fortress of Ranthanbor by-his principal enemy, the emperor
Aurangzeb. His elegant verses, however, say little new.tothose who know
Persian style, but show a notable robustness and Simplicity whichrexhibit
a lively interest' for the clan struggles and fortunes of his tribe. KhushhalKhan had a great number of sons, nephews and pupils, all poets, solithat his
title "Father of Pashto" is almost,due him literally, aside from-the
metaphorical sense ofthe expression. He was, furthermore, an innovatorin
prose style in that he chose a style close tohat of ordinary conversation;.
Among themost important of his disciples and imitators is his son Abdul
Qadir (died 1702). He too was very prolific (he translated Sa'di's
guListan into Pashto) and his verses are suffused with mysticism more or
less in the ,fashion of iS father. "Don'tconsider my poetic words as many-
colored; they are blood that flows from my heart,"-he, wrote. Because,.of
his poetry's immediacy, I do not_think that it is overrated_.- Here-is an
example of a ghazai: -

Alas, would that heaven, .wrhich removes all other aches from-`
my 'heart, erase thl sorrow for my-friend:

4
_ .

The silent dew, if it finally caresses the,rose, sadly
laMents the, nightingale coming from the distant rose.

Happy the burning candle, thaVyour tongue has become a quill
for64the assemblies,' you who sing such °a song of flame.

The lover had no news of the, burning of love; in this flame,
I cast thy mistress,

How7can-one hide a lamp behind curtains of phantasmagoria ?'
Even if &heavy tent veilS your face, I will see it:

311.,mourning for the/m[6th Who dies in the flame, the candle lights
`NsL\fire on my brow.

You haves orgotten Abdul Qadir,- who laMents all night
while ou-sleep tranquilly in your bed!

air

Third most impo4ant in Khushhal's school of poetry is Sadr,Khan,
another of Khushhal's Sons; who presumably translated Nizami's khusro-wa-
sh7liin and who alsb put into verse some popular stories such as the famous
one about Adam'Khan, which'bgins with this invocation filled with strange

\\
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, images:
__-

0 Lord, make of- y heart a flowered meadow, a garden for
°-

speaking Thy nam ; make'of my bones a plantation of cotton,
and over all,kindle the light of love; and that fire, make
it blaze on' me ptil all that cotton becomes ashes. And.of
myheart, then, make a tulip, a cup of:impassioned blood.. . .

J :Some Afghans.pr fer the very popular mystic poet Abdur Rahman, better
known-as Rahma -BiBa, over Khushhal.Khan. He was of the Mohamand tr
and lived in eshawa where he died in 17061 His tomb is still venera
and-serves to recal his rich divan of traditional mystic-erotic inspira
tion so well-fdeOgn zed by those who know Persian poetry. Here 4s a brief
example chosen almo t at random from the divan: ,

4
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Who has turned me to this madness and folly; who has taken
me from m fondest habits?'

1 don't know wi O it may be that pushed me to such action,

Who it la who, with the magic of a glance, makes me drunk with.
I

love!.

Which eyes, which lashios, what flirtatious glances? Who has cast me
into dust'and blood like a martyr of God?

PoWerle helpless in the face of many temptations; from the
temptat n_--or your eyes that have made a slave of me?

I understand nothing myself, 0 Rahman: Who brings-me to this
gad state?. Who almost prostrates me with grief? 1,;\

D. The Hotak and Saddozai Period,
4

'

in sidering another famous Pashto lyric poet; Abdul Hamid (died c.

1732), al o from Peshawar and from the tribe of Mohamand, we enter the
Oird-P-erod'of Afghan literature. The period generally covers the
years fro 1687-to 1834 and is characterized in political history/as the
Afghan Dy asties of Hotak at Qandahar and the Saddozai at Kabul. 'Abdul
Hamid ha been called by Bellew "the'Sadi of Pashto." He founded a
poetic s hocl characterized by sentimentality, or perhaps over-sentimentality,

called,s,z-u-gaciaz ("passion and ardor"),'which'does not express the
simplic ty ar SinZerity of his two great predecessors', Khushhal Khan and
Rahman Saba

A dul Hamid's contemporary and disciple, Qalandar, an Afridi from
Jamrud in the Khyber,'is worth mentioning,,if foT no other reasons -than that
he wa- hiMself, with his love, Mira, adubject of popular poetry. We may.,
also 6511L4an Hamid Gul, from the family, of Rahman Baba, who also lived near
Pesh ar in the first half of the eighteenth century and wrote verse (most*
syll btc) on poptilar themes and pleasing dialect ballads:. Here is 4 stanza

6 '7
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Of his badla, a popular) to rhyming form:

_ Is it a aka

Is it
Is i
Is

'yo4r forehead, or is it emorning star?
.r

erfume,egr is it your hair that falls befbre-yOur_face? \
clean purenesb of sEeel,;or ia-it-the ey sa9f-Iiills?..-4r,,,'

J4the love f wine, or-the spell of opium of ,e gal? .

his the pun ent pain-of parting,'Aor is it feyer, oris it plague?

Obviously, this is to an Indian beauty, as the aka on the forehead
is caste mark wor by Indian'omen. r'will easily note that '
al st all the poet and authors mentioneMPIrs far are from outside the
ac ual.politicalbo ders-of Afghanistan.

, ---

With the establishme-01the Hotak Dynasty at Qandahar where .a%

. IAN

x liter ry renaissanc 6s created in the eighteenth century, we moNkei..to an
area mare dis nt f om India.. There; court poets gurrounded.the sovereigns
+who wer ten them elves literary. Belonging to this lite;ary'circle at
Qandahar as MuhamJad-Hotak, author of the, previously mentioned biographical":

.---
anthology f poets, the pata khazana. The style of the,par f-the book

/ attributed him is very simple and remarkably mode w ile up,, remainder
of the manusoipt 4hiCh was published by Habibi more recenethUsiin
part, explaini t e lack of'archaicisms. s patron, the ruler of Qandahar,
51105 Hussain Hot =k who had'a ppetic and literary darbar once a week in his

-rpalace at Narang, -s himqlf a writer -of poetry in Pashto and Persian.
Another a +who ote in poet6"was the-famous'Ahmad Shah Durrani of the
Sa ne, ,a fire' ent invader cif; India (died 1773). His cavanrof
rather simple verses i 'the style of Rahman Baba was published-in 1940
by the National P4shto cademy of Kabul (da,pashto tolena).

8
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//,.-In'the,rich library of"the'Ismamia/College Peshawar, a copy of his
kzyirEya-t- ( "complete works ") is preserved with his autographic Seal'clated
y8,15 in addition to lyric poetry in various Islamic languages the
Work contains a history Afridi tribe and an interesting 'glossary

/ of Persiatrap-verbs trap Into Pashto,',Kashmiri,Thrdu and English.

The Modern Per o4./.

the mod rn Af

taphor of
writers pro
ever, it w
.It shoul"
althoug

44.

9

rature offers nothing of gaeticularinteregt_from 1834 until
an renaissance of about 1931. The poets retain the traditional

zat and. olethe Persian or Urdu olas7da, while the prose
o-histerlcal compositions. How -7

t e best popula*poets flourished.
rature is relatively recent

obviously, the subjects are traditional and from older periods.1

uc nun histdrical and pse
this parts period that

ptioned that popular Afghan litbe me

sag . .

e mention, then, Murighi Ahmed Jan, founder .of modern Pashto prose, who
liV' in the second halfof e nineteenth century and wrote three volumes
of alubrious and pop rose. They are entitled ganj-i-pashto ("Pashto
t easures")f gcp (" bra ') and da hadga dagha'("0 this and that"). Another
asA7 of then ool is Mir Ahmad Shah Rizvani, bOrn in 1858 near

Peshawar-re poet, rose writer, author of a Pashto graiamar,in Urdu, and a.,

tskacher at the lleges'Of Peshawar and at Pun3ab Universify, Lahore.' From _

the Pashto ar Gt.of Pakistan' (Peshawar), there is also Mulla-NiRtualah,
-called, by s e the "Pashto Firdausi,",who Was a specialist in romantic and
epic poem- W fe,spare the lay reader further namesP0out which we can say
little rO nothtng.:. One need ,only observe that prior to its birth within the
political borders of-Afghanistlan, the' renaissance of PashtoliteratUie
began in the Pashto-si)eaking province ofBritish India,* and, in large part,
under English. influence. The Pat ans of present-day Afghanistan .began their,

q./
lliterary renaiAsance later under, the influence of their Indian 4eighbors,,.,

,

especially, during the rule of King Amanullah (919-1929) and Nadir Stah
(1929-1933).- Pashto, became t4e officiallanguage, together with Persian.,
in 1940, while in 1937, the Pa.bhto Acadely was established. The publication
of texts, new editions of anthologies and grarapars, cultural reviews, etc.,,
has given strong impulse.to ..aahto lic21111Z_in_Afghanittan.

/
r

In Paki-4tan, the new lite ary school was especially reinforced from
1920 onwards with the'founding, f Islathia College at. Peshawar'through the

,
,efforts of Sir' Abdul 9uyyum Khan, This Pashto cultural btacon-also attracts
4fghans from beyond the borders t come'ln contact with ngw.currents of
European and Urdu literalure. At the same time, an er institution in
Peshawar, EdWardA College, exer-Cised notable influence n the ormation of a

h2; new generation of writers.' From Islath a College came ch writers as
kasul Rasa, Foal Haqq.,Shaida;, Mu ammad AskhrerMaftun, Shaukattillah

'Khan Akbar Ttinus,Khalil; at Edwards Col ge, writers su6h as Hidayatullah'
.were'instrutled. Among the contemp ratiy no.;elists are-Abdul.KarimIlatmanicie,
Abdul Khad,A,KMdliq,'Gul Azal, Zai un Bano and Arab Khans who more'or less 14

, imitate the Urdu novel. HRecent Pa hto poetry has been influenced by the
.

v
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social tendencies of English literature and .by the great bards of Urdu
such as Hall and Iqbal, In order to break old, formal and esthetic
chAns, a "message" poetry has been created on the basis of Islam,
gatriocism.and liberty, which has its political and cultural values,
but does not always attain the heights Of beauty. A poet such as
Samundar Khan Samundar (born 1900) has translated into Pashto the
two programmatic poems of Iqbal, The Secret cf SeZf and The Mystery of
;Ion-Self,11 and tries to wield classical imagination into new moods.

'In 'the following composition entitled "Separation:' the imagery is so
hackneyed that it risks losing all mpression of eshness. In another
sense, ft is in the best tradition of the "Indian sty " so much admired
.by Afghans, with the tendency to isolate a particular emot and study
it poetically in all aspects:

Departure was decided, a tear.
The eyes' continuous weeping 'sent pne to laughter,
Those,eyes from which the flood of tears is spent,

'Bu:/i'on,a flowing tear 'danced a brilliant talisman, a light,
A ter whose scintillation goaded sleeping Destiny,
A tear,-determined to leave,
A tear which would never stop again,'
A tear interwoven with forests of threaded glances,
A tear which now, beneath a veil of collyrium, lanced rays of

light.
Like ',a pearl which by the door of ancient seashell
Turns backward glances of goodbye,
Reassertion of sorrowing eyes said:
"I am going "
The arid eyelashes palpitated, fixing sadly on the clothes;
The travelling maiden caressed with emotion transparent veils of

eyelashes
Ai if' desiring t console a crying chil21
And said: "nye pe ;was always prized only when it parted, from

the mother.
How long must 1 remain hidden
la this, your gloom?
When I am no more, you will remain pledged, my love,.
And I too will s=fry in pledge your love in my heart'"
And that scintiliating moonlight'of your eyes
I left, leaving my eyes spent and saddened;
I wassonly.adrop, chat tear but the value was no less than pearl:

-How can 1--stand, 0 Samundar,'2 the parting of your precious company?

In an effort to De complete, the name o/ Agman Khan Khatak must be -

added tdthose,previously mentioned his poetic composition, he'
interpreted the life'and passions of workers and peasants. The major part
of the works laLontemporary Pashto literature is published in literary

,s reviews such as aba6n ( "the .father of rivers" an Afghan'name"for the
Indus RivL) or in collections such as-sc;c5e ( "basket of flowers").
Available space here prevents giving examples,of the lines of poets thus
far mentioned _Others, in my modest opinion, have not yet succeeded in,
equalling these vigorous works of 'some of the older classical or popular
writers '

3
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F. Popular Literature.

Some special reference to- popular literature is now appropriate.

In this type ;a-literature, one discovers,at times gems for which one
would. search in vain in formal literature, oppressed as it sometimes is
by the rhetoric and'Meter of the Persio-Arabic tradition. Popular
literature has developed forms suCh'as.the charbaita, the misra' or
single verse, the badZa, the landai; and the loba ("play"), which are
unknown, or almost unknown, to formal poetry which is usually composed
in syllabic meter. The ghazal is also widely used among popular singers
and is the principal lyric instrument of non:-Arabic Muslim people. The
popular poet-singer or in.Pashto) is more often an Afghanicized Indian
rather than a pure Pathan. There is even an occasional Hindu dom.3:4 As
with cultured literature, the center of diffusion for popular literature
also seems to be mostly in the eastern part of the Afghan language area,
that is, in Pakistan. From there? the latest songs are'carried west by
thousands of merchant caravans which cross the Sulaiman Mountains each
season; thus; unity is preserved and songs born in Pakistan are'soon
known as far away as Qandahar. The popular themes are very abdndant, but,
as we said, not very old. They include epic-historic songs; religious
songs and lege4s, romantic legends from the most varied sources, and an
infinite number,of love songs.

It is not easy to give exampleawithin the brief space allotted,
but the most-vigorous are perhaps the songs of. war and the laments,

composed by women, about fallen heroes. This first example is
a robust and ingenious song of the Waziri tribe of Mahsud:

..

The heroes arefighting;__Mulla Sahib is their chief. /

May God preserve,him; he is a fragrant,tree from the high

/ hills. He has pUt the perangai15 in chains and)the Engilsh
women:U.London ares\

/
terrorized. V\,,

_ A curious contrast. in these'warfior songs are the vivid aetaphors
with which the heroes,' "flowers," are described in the blood of battle.
Another Waziri song.states:

Lalin h n killed. He was a rose of springtime. The hour-
of Paradise have gathered him with their fingers. He was

only a boy, but when armed with his rifle, he was a young tiger.

Certaincolorfulimpressions are recorded by ingenuous primitives:

Asad Khan was a handsome tiger,,---ared durani of Kabul
with a yellow collar like a parrot -- but the English have plucked
this beautiful budding flower.

44
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The following isa ghazal by the-popular poet, Mira, who was
an exception to what we have said about the non-Afghan origins of the
dam, for he was. la pure Afghan of the Afridi tribe. The poem is, known
as zakhrui ("sounded") and is perhaps the best known of popular
Afghan song's:

Wounded, I writhe in pain, wounded by the stab of separation.
You have stolen my heart and enclosed it in your hand, Kharo.
I am ever'ac war, always red with blood, always your supplicant,

tender-tenderly.
Life oppresse- me, and my loved one is my doctor, and I long for

l'1440 medicine, tender-tenderly.
Your breasts are fruit, sugar to the lips, and your white teeth are

pearls;
All this is my love, and she has wounded my heart until I drowned in-

tears, tender-tenderly.
It is my reward to serve you, and worthy of you to hold me, Tlove,

think of me always.,
Night and day I pine at the door of your sanctuary, the first of

your servants, tender-tenderly.
If you sing your verses, and you sing to another, well, can I call

you thief?
Any g;a2a1 you sing, 0 ,Mira, always praises God and puts evil words

in bonds, tender-tenderly.

-
This next ballad (ch5rbaita) is remarkable for its style and also for the

curious personality of the author, an insane &;777, Muhammad-gi of Pakli, whom
Darmesteter met in 1886 in the'prison of Abbottabad. It is a strophic

' dialogue between a lovet'and his beloved, who is married to a disagreeable
husband:

o,
-AM*

I. Last night I went forla stroll in the bazaar of black tresses,
I was entangled there\like a fat bee, in the bazaar of black

ler tresses.
Last night I went to Stroll in the orchard of your tresses;
I was enmeshed there like a f by the voluptuousness

I nibbled pure gold irAthe tenderness of your chin;
of your pomegranate-breasts;_

I breathed perfume from the flower garland around the neck of
my queen, the garland of black
tresses;

Last night I went/for a stroll in the bazaai of black tresses.
I was entangled like a fat bee in 6e,bazaar of black tresses.

\- 0
II. You breathed/ the perfumelof my garland; my lover, .and you fell

* as if you had drunk bhang
And- you srifiy like Bahrari on Sarasya's bed.164
But in the end, someone Will kill you for being the thief of my

rosy cheeks:
Now the guard of the bled tresses is furious about you.
Last night I went for a stroll ih the bazaar*of black tresses;
I was 'entangled like a fat` bee in the bazaar of black t se0.

P-1
VAr



III. Is'he really furious with me,

Stretch out your black tresses like a
Give me your white face; sitiate me wit
Let me enter the granary of black tresses.
Last night I went for a stroll-in the bazaa of black tresses.
I was entangled there like,a fat bee, in,the bazaar of

black tresses.
_

IV.. I will let you/enter, my lover, the garden of my white breasts;
But then you will rebel And leave me disdainfully.
When I unveil my white face, I extinguish the light from my lamp..
0, God, bring me beautiful adornment for'my black tresses.
Last night I-went for a stroll in the bazaar of black tresses.
t was entangled like a fat bee in the bazaar of black tresses.

le one? But God will surely
ow how to protect me.

cane to protgct met,

sugar, like a parrot;

V God has given you great beauty, beauty without equal,
But throw me at least a glance, 0 beautifui:OtTeifor I am your

servant.
Yesterday at the first blush of dawn I sent you my faithful

messenger.
0, how the serpent has stricken my heart, the serpent of black

tresses.
Last night I went for a stroll in the bazaar of black tresses;
I was entangled like a fat bee in the bazaar of black tresses.

VI. I will charm the serpent with a magic breath, for I am a

clever enchantress.

1110

But, poor wretch, I am torn to pieces for your'honor.
Come, let us flee from Pakli;.I cannot stand the-brute any longer.
And I will give you full rights over my black tresses:
Last nig t I went for a stroll in the bazaar of black tresses;
I was angled there like a fat bee, in the bazaar of black

tresses.

It is with regret that we put aside the translation of the above excerpts
which, with their essential poetic value, are worthy of being included with
the most renowned literature. But, we cannot do less than cite some misra's,
expressions in a single line, of, fleeting sentiments and images:

Come, we can still make up; Death is pursuing and only +

half the night remains.

What destiny prescribes can never be changed, even if the
.dead tree shoul sprout leaves again.

When, from afar; I reunite with your braids, the perfume
is like a gentle breeze and I flower like a rose.

Or, this beautiful misrg' for a dead love which seems to deny the
traditional image of the fierce and warlike Pathan:

If into your dark tomba subtle path were sent,
Then to my,love'Would I roses present.
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NOTES

1. The name "Afghan" is Persian in origin, but the etymology,is still
not clear.

2.1 For example, zah = "I" continues the Avestan nominative azem, while
modern Persian has generalized the pronoun with an old Persian oblique
form, nan.

3. Pashto phonetics, differentiating from old Iranian languages, recognizes
the occlusive cacuminals.

4.NCollections of biographies of poets, accompanied by samples of their
works.

5. Translated from a letter of Morgenstierne, a copy of which he very
kindly sent me.

6. za'i in Pashto means "son,of" and corresponds to the Persian zada.

7. One should not forget that Babur conquered India and did away wit the
Afghan Lodi Dynasty.

In'all the Muslim literature, the merit of having made the local
language flourish in place of Arabic was due especially to the
popular mystics who had obvious motives in propagating religion.

9. Editors' note: a review by Annemarie Schimmel of D. N. 14ackenzie's
Poems from the Divan of Khushal Khan Kattak, London: Allen and Unwin,.
1965, 288 pp., appears in Mahfil, IV, 2, 57-58,

10. Translator's note: the use of letteratura populare, "popular litera -\
ture," is imprecisely presented in this article. The author is unclea
as to what "popular literature" means. Folk literature? "Popular" in
the sense of "modern," as opposed to "classical?" "Popular" as
opposed,to "unpopular?" The usage in this article needs to be examine
with some attempt at-definition, although the author has given none.

11. Editors' note: these books are available in English translation:
Secrets of the Self, tr. R. A. Nicholson (London, 1920); Mysteries of
SeLfiessnes's,tr. A. J. Arberry (London, 1954).

12. samundar literally means-"sea" and the sea contains pearls.

13, Translator's note: here a distinction seems to be made between "popular"
as opposed to/"classical," but is not the same as the definition of the
word used elsewhere in the essay.

14. Darmesteter has given some examples.

15. Literally; "Franks," and by extension, the English.

16. Reference to a romantic story of Persian origin well known throughout
the Muslim world.

//
/
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Annemarie Schimmel

SINDHI LITERATURE

A brief sketch of
a sadly underrated
literature -_

Over a century ago, in 1866, the first critical edition of a work of
Sindhi literature was published in EurOPe. .In that year the German
missionary Ernest Trumpp (A.D. 1813-1885) brought out, in a very-gine and
careTU1 edition, the risan of Shah 'Abdul Latif in the publi'shing house
of Brodkhaus, Leipzig. Then in 1872, the same scholar published his
standard work on the Grammar of the Sindhi Langua& in London.1 But since
his time, the study of-the Sindh1 language and literature has again been
deplorably neglected by :Western scholarg. Little has changed since Trumpp
complained:

Among the recent languages India that are of
Sanscritic origin, none h s been more neglected
by the public interest than Sindhi. . . . Sindhi has
.been, since ever, the most despised language among the
Indian vernaculars; even the old grammaticians of

,

Prakrit have scarcely thought that it deserves
mention.2

And yet, the field of Sindhi literature is more vast than that of many
other Indo-Pakistani languages.' Sr Richard Burton-is quite correct when
he writes that "no vernacular dialect in India . . . possessed more, and
few so much, original composition. 113

The Gazetteer (22/1908) stated shortly that Sindhi literature consists
mainly of translations from Arabic and Persian, chiefly theological works,'
and of a few rude national ballads (p. 406). Nothing could be farther from
the truth'. We know from the Arabic geographers, as, for instance, Ibn
Haugal, that already in the firgt centuries after the conquest of the
lower Indus Valley by Muhammad ibn al -Qasim (A.D. 711), considerable
literary activity was visible in the centers of this province. And
although we are only in'a position to know some relics of the Arabic works
which were composed either in Sind or by Sindhi scholars in the Ax.a.bian
countries, we do know from the geographers' witnessed that a local language
was spoken as well (and probably also used.in writing); though we do not
know how much older than present-day,Sindhi was that language into which
-- according to Buzurg ibn Shahriyar's ajaiib4,a1,-Hind,-- the legendary
king of Rihad translated the'Quran in A.H.270/A.D.883.4

1 5
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The first literary pieces in Sindhi date to the sixteenth century --
small verses of mystical meaning, in an extremely condensed and difficult
form like those of Qadl Qadan 5 It is even said that the group of mystics
who migrated during the wars between Humayun and Shar Shah L3di from Sind
to Burhanpiir in Central India used to recite in their sama session verses
in their mdiher tongue.6 This shows again the paramount influence the
mystics have had, in all parts of the Islamic world and elsewhere, upon
the literary development' of the spoken folk languages. It was their aim
to exptess their feelings of love and ecstasy, of longing and of wisdom
in words which even the simple ploughman and fisherman could understand,
instead of using the theological Arabic (or, in Europe, Latin) or the
court language, Persian We can also judge from small historical allusions
in Sindhi folk songs and ballads that they must belong to a far earlier
period, and there is no doubt that the great classical romances of the
Indus Valley were well known among the people at least in the sixteenth
century. This can be proved in relation to a story, H'22, Ranjha,7 which
is better known in the Punjab than in Sind; the same is also highly
possible with the famous folk stories of A7mal Ranb, Sassui Punhun, Sohn?.
Vehar.:.:a:, and surely with M.?, ramaci, the story of the love of a Samma'
Prince and a rishermaid into which some strands of the old Indian fairy

.

tale cf the "Princess with the Smell of Fish" may have been interwoven.

The great mystics of Thatta, the flourishing capital of Lower Sind,
must have used their native tongue in the sixteenth and seventeenth.centuries,
in addition to the learned Persian, in which they composed verses according
to the classical form with the inherited imagery of Persian mystical poetry
whose main influence comes from Maulana Jalaluddin inexhaustable
-.7atnna...1; but also from the works of Fariduddin Attar. Jami's influence,
too, is visible in several verses. The great treasures of Persian poetry
in Sind were collected in the eighteenth century by Mir 'Ali'Shir Qani'
of Thatta (.d.A.D 1781) in his magFzZat ash-shu'ara, which was continued by
a member or the same ramily (who were stern adherents of the Naqshibandl
tariqa), Muhammad lbgahlm Khalil Thatti'l (d.A.D.1899) in the takmilat
/aqa:a7 The great stars of the galaxy of Islamic mysticism
shined also over the songs and b lads that were written by the'Sindhi
mystics in their native tongue

The first-great perio of Sindhi literature proper begins around
A D. 1700. At that time the learned scholars of Thatta, headed by Makddm
Muhammad Hashim, start writing theological treatise in Sindhi poetry,
rather artless poetry in this writer's'opinion the simple means of
filling up the ends of the rhymes by a rhyming long a, the alif
But these c...mparatively simple and artless poems which were easy to learn
by heart left a deep impression on Sindhi literature, and the legend
around the miracles of the Prophet, as told by Makhdlim Muhammad Hashim
(A.D.1692-1761), belonged to the first works in Sindhi that were printed
after the establishment of the Muhammadi Press in Bombay in 1867. They are
still preserved in the numerous collectionsof pious books of murjizEtt,
,l'una,;:: and as the different type of devotional poetry are called.
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or stanza begins with aletter of the alphabet. Again a kind of folk
poetry common to the whole western wing of Pakistanlare th "Day- and
Night-Poems," where a story is told in a -way that the poet ys:

or:

On the first.day they die' .

On the second they did... .

In April, they did .

In May they did.,.

/ ,

This is an effective way Of composing love songs,- nd algo,especially in
the "monthly" form, religious poetry, each month be3 g Combined with any,

7

event from the life of the Prophet or of his family. Another valuable
collection inside the folklore series is the folk, tales. They comprise
already eight volumes and are not yet exhausted.- It is, however;, high
time to collect all these treasures before modem life will cause-them

---to fall into oblivion. ---
,-Sindhi literature is a strange phenomenon. Although t Sindhi-

Speaking population of theoprovinceconsists only of from our to five
million, the number of newspapers in Sindhi (more than sixty)' comes 0,0:==---
after Urdu and Bengali papers. Lastly, even though the percentage o
illiteracy was reported to be'very high26 in this tnearly completely rural
area, the knowledge of poetry is extremely wi4spread Eve 'in the
smallest villages the songs of Sh-ih"Abdul Latif are well knoim, and the
name of that erman'scholarwho first published his risal3,.tha of -
Ernest Trum is honored ,by'tfie.SindhiS.as much as that of Max Mu er is
in India. , r

,

NOTES .

1. Cf. Schimmel, Ernst TrumPp, A Brief Ac6ount of His L.fe.and Work.
Karachi:, Pak-German Forum; 1961. The first hook, Trumpp brought out
in Sindhi Was the Sindhi Reading Book in the'Sanscrit an .Arcipic 4 /
Ciaracrers, London:- Church Missionary Society, 1858.

ZDMG, 15/1861, p. 692 ff.

4

3, Sznd4 .4nat the,Haces That Inhabit thj Valley;of the Indus (Londoo,
18.51)

4 2, Ed., Paris 1872', p. 2.
.

'5; For t hole de elopment of "Sindhi literature, see the small but
useful bookl t in Urduby,pir Hussamudain ieashdi, sindh7 adab

Karachi.s.d.., upon which A. Baugalii,-in the Stbria delle letterature

de' Paktstan (Milan, 1958)01as-based his, chapter on Sindhi. About:
the language the bqofc.of AryBheeromal Mehrchana'Advani (A.D:1876-195),
aindhs a-rkh- is very toeful.
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the spinnig wheel, which is very common in Punjabi Mystical poetry for
the constant meditation of Cod and the performande of good deeds.12 He,
leads us through the desert, where a crumbled little tree stands beside f

a former water course and we wander with him and a group of yogins (who
are made the revelation places of Divine Grace) towards Mount Hinglach.
Perhaps the mesc touching chapter in the whOle risalb is the.."Sar Sarang,"
where he describes the countryside longing for rain. But here rain is not
only the water of the clouds, but also the ra12ma, Divine Grade which
manifests itself in the Prophet who was sent ralpatanliValamin.13

Shah 'Abdul Latlf's work is, of course, filled with allusions to .

classical 4,1i poetry, and again it is Riimiwhom he praises more than
anyone else and to whom he is, no doubt, deeply indebted. RUmi's mathnabil
together with the,Quran, was his favorite and perhaps only reading book,
according to some traditions (we are told the same thing, by the way,
about other Sindhi mystics also). Small wonder that his work has been
commences upon by both Muslims and Hindus. The Hindus'have always
regarded the mystic of Bhit as a representative of all- embracing mystical
unity,and icve, whereas he never denies his Muslim roots, even though he.
highly Vraises the yogihs. Thus, Ernest Trumpp was coirect when he
chose the zi,s37.)3 as the first work to be edited with critical notes,
though in severalarticles on Sindhi and on certain parts,of'the riscao,
he did not conceal his deep antipathy against fheseopressions of mysticism'.
WhiCh were, for a Protestant missionary like hisiielff- rather horrid. The
text he gives differs from other editions in the order of the verses of of
the chapters; and'since the, risa/r) is meant for recitation and singing, it
will always lie difficult to constitute a-text which is generally accepted
as to the sequence of the verses and :so on.- But these small, differences
donot matter for the understanding of the whole granewOrk.

_
Shah 'Abdul Latif is still the beacon light of Sindhi poetry and

.

literature, One frequently meets allusions to, his work, and the risal
is recognized by all parts of the population as'the unsurpassable model of
mystical poetry He is the national poet par excellence whose verses lend
themselves easily for quotations on any occasion. And no doubt the Sindhis
are justified in their pride. Even the foreigner who will always have
some difficulties in understanding the grammatically complicated constructions,
anizt the .partly obsolete words will'agree that his iard work is richly rewarded
by the depth and beauty of Shah's poetry.

A

Other great alds'of mystical love and union followed Shah 'Abdul
sLaelf, maint ing thus the noble, tradition of mysticism that had already
flourished Since the Middle Ages in-the Indus Valley. Is it a sheer
aocid that the name if the greatest mystic in the Arabic tongue, al-Husain
ibn Mansur ai-Hallaj, who wandered through Sind in A.D.'905,.is found in
nearly all expression of mystical_poetry throughout the country? Hallaj
had proudiyAdmitted the union of the uncreated'and created spirit in the-
rare moments of .ecstasy, proclaiming, then,,his anaq-Haqq, "I am the
Absolute Truth " He was killed in A.D,T by the orthodox judges in
Baghdad, 'undefended by his own fellow-mystics. He is praised in Sindhi
mystical poetry as the martyr of love and has become, since Shah 'Inayit
Shahid,and Shah Alizclul Latif, synonymous with the mystic's longing,fot

",marcyrdom tcr the sake of love, as well as for the-. eternal struggle between



1

orthodoxy and chose who,00nfesg' the unity of'all Being. 14 Thus Hallij
is a favorite symbol in the poems of Sachal Sarmast (A.D.1751-1826), the
great mystic who is second only to Shah Latie.15 whereas the mystic
Of Bhit conceals the mystical meaning in complicated,symbols and rarely

. opens his heart, to express.the mysteries of mystidism aloud; Sachal; whose
pen name is Ashikar.( "open"), sings without restriction the deepest secrets
of love and union, He,'too, relies often uPOd-che great folk tales,' but
his poetry is more fluent: more ardent, than that of "Shah and reminds the'

.

reader of the poems of popular Turkish mystics,-beginding from Yunus Emre
(d.A.D,132i): In never- ending dithyrambs -- be they in Simdbi, Siraiki

. (the northern dialeCE whith leads already over to Punjabi) or Per'sian -- he
pours out.t-he intense love of his heart, complains that God always makes

c -
those He loves suffer, teases'the orthodox,' and yet sees One in all the
different manifestations of being:

Thou are Mans5tr (i e HalliI),
and Thou made him suffer
and Thou art again, the mci:as .

/ .

.It would be easy to enum erate a long line of mystical poets who, after
the example of Shah Latif and Sachal, continued s their ideas_in the
country,, yet Always reverting to the classical models: B it of Rohri
(A D.1814-1872),1° Hammel Leghari (A.D.1809-ke96),17 and any others are
famous for their cii,11 and for their ecstatic sayings. d the simple,
country folle still preserve many verses of stron4 mystical beauty without
remembering theit%uthors.

,On the ocher hand, the first f of the ntneceenth 'century saw in
Sind a 'certain tendency towards ore sophisticated forms and content of
poetry Whereas the greac poets o the Talpur court, like 2iy- Tattawi
(d A.D 1814) and Azim (A D.1750-181 , composed artificial P= sir
mathncw-is on subjects from folklore, other Sindhi poets begat troducing
the difficult Arabo-Persian form of- the Qhaztl. into their mother tongue.
Thus, theSindhi gha,aZ, with 41i the rules of hyme and rhythm, wa
cUltivated instead of the simpler but purer old fms'of the .way .or

The British conquest of Sind in 1843 is perhaps the mastimporten
event during that century, and its impact on literatu cannot.be o rr,,ted.
With theirsmethod oaf abolishing Persian as the official anguage n the
.subcontinent and the encouragement.of the regional langua s, the British
first Provided Sandhi with a proper alphabet.. The language ad-until that
time beet written in the different script systems of the coun :- Arabic,
with or without additional dots (which was extremely difficul4idu to the
great number cf dentals which could not be discerned in the proper wa
Devanagari, Gurmukhi, and several other' systems'Sir Bartfe Frere, introd
a modified Arabic alphabei,with many additional dots in order to show-4
correctly the dentals in hich Sindhi is so extr finely rich, Though.Exneet---
Trumpp did not completely tee with the system, z8S still preferring in his
edition of the and in he.Gammar a slightlidifferentsystem of
Arabic with additional dots, th alphabet of Sir Bartle Frere boon
became commonly accepted, even th ugh -the Hindus still continued the use of

,
the Devanaga;i5 script, oftIhe first inting presses were opered in Bombay,`
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then in Snkkur, Hyderabad and,other cities. Aftei a\hortwhile t only
religions textbooks and clasSical pious legends of the 13 het were p`n rated .

there, but also the productions of the Hindus of Sind, u it all activities..__
of translating and writ - converged, so to spea .1 single person, --
Mirza Qalich Beg of-Hyderabad (A.1).1853-1929).19

C7 w '
ce at Billimoria's work Bibliography of Sind suffices to see how

gr hare is Mirza Qalich Beesin building up a Sindhi prose literature
in -dable style which would be attractive to both men and women. The
Mi , coming himself from Caucaso-Turkish stock, had set before hitmselfthe
real cf adapting as much as possible of4world literature into his native
tongue. His on writes:

\

. .

, \ the different 'hi:mks of 'both Eastern-and
_

Western poets and scholars, literates-4nd 7 % 4"-

::_' excellent .men, philosophers and mystics, I,'"t° :.

. A gnostics and rationalists', has translated
,

2 their,prosaiC and poetical jewels into fluent
\Sindhi, and has put thembefore us'-- and there
is no subject or title upon which he has not'
tut\ned his pen.

.,

. ,,There is, indeed, nearly nothing between-Shakespeare (whom he retold)
and 01. ..0yi.on, between the German War and Christoph von Schmid's
Blut,enkorl k n between the Art of Gardening and Smile's Self -Help, or
between S rl-O.Holmes\and Bacon, which he did not translate into ,Sindhi.. .

His style 'was pleasant and easy, even though (or,becanse) he translated

__prob316ths M - than :)0 boOks.emerged from his pen; not only trans ions,

almost al _books\without paying too great an attention to sty stic .

1

. .?.\but also merous products of his own -- novels, poems and plays. ft is
4especiall N.iorth mentioning that mirna QafIch Beg belonged to the great

advocates of female' educgtion. His novel zinat deals with tHis problem
n a eery able manner, and shows the advantages of a girl's being literate
d,tapa lo to-work for herself when her -husband is away, or if she is a

wido4 . Though this,novel is modelled ,after the Urdu classic in t is
/ .` ,field, We-nil...T-Y-EitT-a/-arr4s, I feel - :that it is much wetter written fgtrd .is,

at least in the.-_first half, very Successful even from today's point of

f/ J

view 2° i

,

-1
_..- ,

.4.

, . vo, .

At the _same time and short y- -after -rza Qalich Beg, other writers A

in _the field of history andtook' up , e aim of sting scholarly pros
"7,7---..Roetry, 0, the. growing number of newspap rsin-thl-prov race was a good

platf for writers -An everTy-fie. , ut--Wwas only_ after Partition
-.

.that the Muslim writerscof Sind made new attempts at forming their Own
literary style and doing nseful work'for their country. The Sindhi
Hiridns, whose liter0 y center in India is now Bombpl have shown remark-
able activity in. the field of modern short stories in India; 21 but the
Pakigtani Muslims of ind ire equally active. We find among them afted*c

,..-

In order to f ill the deep gap -of Sindhi
poetry and prose, he has deeply .investigated

ti

I

41.

0, 1.

:
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writers who th e up a Variety of subjects. And many of them, as is often
de4loping countries, indulge in Social criticism, not in a

ery belligerent form, but rather with hidden bitterness. An excellent
story is that of Jamal Abro, "With Blackened Fact," which shows the Rroblem
of a Pious man-who-has, however, robbed the silken over of a Pir's tomb',
in order to get money far a doctor. for his only.child. The author here ,..f.

ieriticizes very intensely the\veneration.of the .dead bones of so- calle
saints (forwhich Sind is renowned), whereas -the poor are forgotten and
thrwn-into the depths of misery. With regard-also to style and expression,
this story = very impressive. Other authors have concentrated upon(
satire lighter jokes; others have a more romantic strain even in their
oci. criticism.22 Poetry, as well has started adoptinenew,' modern forms,
a.. has,Sometimesreached beautiful expression of sentiment.

But whereas modern-literature as a whole is still in the making, the,
scientific research that is going on in this part of Pakistan is of a
remarkable degree. .The Sindhi Adabi Board, which was founded in 1952 in
Karacht23\and is now located\in Hyderabad, has brought out more than 200 .

books, partly new .impressions of, Sindhi classics -- for instance, the most,.
important stories and translations done by Mirza Qalich Beg -- and Also a
number of molumes on the histbry.of Sind, the first of -them being the

r English book by H.T. Lambfick, Sind,, A General Introaction,(1965).,,
(Impo tent _classical sources, such as thee-achnane (the eldest chronicle
abou .the conquest of Sind, a ersian translation of the lost Arabic
original), have been made avai able in Sindhi and partly also in Urdu
translations; classical Persian authors have been re- edited or newly
edited as well. Critical article's by many scholarsshow the high standard
of Sindhi prose. A series which especially welcome to the scholar of
linguistics,_ the historian of religions, and to the specialist in folklore
Is the---sindki, 13k adab the Sindhi Folklore Series.24 We have already
mentioned some of its volume ich contain, classical and.popular poems
on the Prophet and the, saints, pop hict show the large Imagination of
the great dev6t-poets,as well as of the s p-1 country folk. In a further
examination of the collection Oe find a volume of folk ballads -- the
motifs of some of them gaini-back_to the Middle Ages -- which relate the
important events Of Sindhi history, both-medieval and modern. For example,
the opening of the Sukkur Barage in 1932,which caused such a drastic change
in the social fabric Upptr Sind, or the events of W rld War II when.
words like "contro ' and-:"blackmarket" were introduce in phonetic trapscrip-I,
tion into the h ads, and-finally the election,of President Ayub Khan are
all included. M this it may be seen that the oild art of poetry as a kind
of journalism- quite, common all over the East in the past, is existknt

-\ inthe-L wer Indus Valley. Another volume. contains marriage songs, .a
w th thein Dr. Baloch has axplained every single moment of the marriage
ce monies.5 Aiharming_volume is devoted _riddles and enigmas, a kind

40of p ular poetrytry which is most amusing and saglimes-very-vexing.. There 's
is also ollee ..n of a poetical forms that are Peculiar to Sind and the
Punjab (tiih akaryTat), the-siharf7,'or "golden alPhabet," whiCh has been
used by.the'great poems as well as by minor 'singers for expressing their
ideas so that people culd easily Memorize them since each verse, or couplet

(.)

.7
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or stanza begins with aletter of the alphabet. Agin a ind of folk
poetry common to the.whole western wing of Pakistani/are th "Day- and
Night-ftems," where a story is told in away that the poet says:

'
4

or:

On the first /day they dile

On the second they did... .

\

In AipriltheYdid . .

In May they did.,. . .

This i's an effective way of composing love soh sue- nd al o,kespecitIly in
\

the "monthly" form, religious poetry, each month be g,Combined with an
event from the life of the Prophet or of his family. Another valuable,
colldction inside the folklore series is the folk tales. They comprise :.4

/
,

already eight volumes and are not yet exhausted. It is, however;, ---<'high
time to collect all these treasures before modern life will cause-them
to fall into oblivion. . ,

_--
/-----

,
. .

',--Sindhi literature is a strange phenomenon. Although t Sindhi-
Speaking population of theeprovinceiconsists only of from our to five
million, the number of newspapers in Sindhi (mote than sixty), comes onl
after Urdu and Bengali papers. Lastly, even though the percentage o .

.

illiteracy was reported to beVery high26 in this tnearly ompletely.rural ., //completely
area, the knOwledge of poetry is extremely widespread. Eve ' in the
smallest villages the songs of Shah"Abdul LatIf are well kno , and the
Aame of that, ermen'scholar-:who .first published his risala,.tha of

_-
Ernest Trum is honored.by tfie,Sindhit.as much as that of Max Mu er ig
in India. .

NOTES
-

1. Cf. Schimmel, Ernst Tru*p. A 'Brief Account of His L"feand Work.
Karachi:, Pak-German Forum; 1961. The first book Trumpl) brought out
in SindhiWas the Sindhi Reading Book in the'Sansert a Aripic
C racrers, London: Church Missionary Society, 1858.

\LDMG7,-15/1861, p. 692'ff.
.---

!... .4 . . .'

3. .91..ndn and. the:-Races That Inhabit the Valley;of the'indus (Lon4*,
1831), : e

. Ed., Paris 1872', p. 2.
--. (

4. _ ---.--
.

'

1

Foi t" hole de elopment of indhi literature, see theNsmall but
usefL1 bookl t in Urdu,by\pir Huss mud 1lAshdi, sindhi. adab

Karachi.s.d,, upon which A. Bau,..ni-, in the Stibria date Zetterature
de". Pakistan (Milan, l958),. as besed his,' chapter on Sindhi. About/
the language the book'o /Bheeromal MehrchaneAdvani (A.D:1876-1951),
sindh7i. poti!a 0i tar is very 9eeful.
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miyen Stall `1. eat j25' kalam, 'ed: by pr.: IT. B. Baloch (Ryder

.4 /le The most .comare nkve' book' is that df11: T. Sorley,.,5 h Abdul
' .

'Latif d f :Shit ( xford,1940; sqe my reviei,) of''this v6f me in il,' - 1e.

L TV 2:50-U (19 8).). An Urdu verse-translation hap 'een dO by P_ %, -
d shak AY4 , g rehownea no'et in Sindhi. and Urdu 4Hy erabad, 1965Y. - -.

\Tart of th ris'ar4 have been translated into Eng. sh ',by Elsa Kazi. -
. .

" \(Hyderabad, 1 65): . .. -

' ... '

, t
. 12. Cf. l',.. 'R'ama Kridhna Panjabi6'ufi Poets. (Calf tta, -1940). -,
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1.3r. : Cf : A': iSCHimmel, " he VenerAtion 'of the Prophet Itnhammad as
' Rif letted in Sindhi °F0PHi .ry ," in 2712 SaViaur God, ea. by --S:, G. F.

-

N. Brandon 4(biancheSter, 1'963) ., .- . , ,, , - ,
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n- ,14. C,f. A:. Schimmel, "The Martyr:-Mystieliallaj Ili Sinai Folk,Poeiry.

otes on. a Mystical($ymbO1," Numen ;'IX, 3 (1963)..
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L5 dsvczn was editea in 1958 by Otliiaan.Ali ff his

Siraiki .Veries in 1959, by Maulawi Hakim Muhammad Sadic

000t,

16.-, Ed. -by Abdul Hnsain Shah Musawi (Karachi 1954).

F.d. by. Dr .° N. Bo Baloch (Karachi, 19,53).

/ '
;

.343. He wr-iteS..(ZDYG, 1'S /186I, p. 697: not '1)'.: ."Shortly afore itty 4

arrivala Brit sh civil servant had composed a "view Arabic alphabet-.
and obtrUded t upon the country, 'ax alphabet which must be balled
the silliest o all. . ..."

6

19. Cf. A. Schimmel!, The Activitiesreof the §indh4,Adabi Board," 'Welt
des IsZam, NS V1,3,=.4: 236 A friend called lim "a bOok-making

.machine."

A. SchimmeT, "Ein Frauenbildungsrqman auf Sindhi: Mirza Qalich Beg's
'irnit,'" ISlai, 39/1965.
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characters in the story appear in the novel, including ,Nisar Ahmed, the
.muezzin of the 77,..tha:ah or neighborhood. of Delhi, whose voice, calling the
faithful to prayer, provides a note of permanence and depth, an zah,
tRe Milk vendor, whose son is killed by the British troops in one f their
confrontationist Mirzgis a major figure here; particularly impor ant is
his acceptance of the inevitability of tragedy and of a wisdom greater than
his, somewhere beyond the neighborhood and the city. Significgnt, too, is
the narrator,- the young man who w6pders,'without conclusion, what force
_will clear up the debris left by inevitability, wisdom, and perhaps power.
Together with his continuation of the earlier experimental to iques and
attitudes, in thin %tory Ahmed Ali began the exploration of e'mohalZa
that in 7wsZ, in De' was to become the microcosm of D _hi itself', of
India),and'of th ernal confrontation between time an terni.ty at the
point in t is ry of men, cities, and wires that i forever twilight,

As in "Hamari Gall.," the background df "1W,ight in Delhi is the first
two decades/of the twentieth century; those years during which Indian
nationalisthad at last begun to ,recover from the defeacand humiliation
cf 1857 But'the nationalistic background'is only part of the much broader
background of life, epitomized in the decline in the physical and morar
fibre .,of a Muslim businessman of Delhi, has family, A d the world of which
he-as Intimately a part.

The merchant is Mir Nihal, prosperous, successful, Ind secure in his
own persOnal life, particularly because of two promising sone and his
businesses, whish need little, of his attention.' He,finds fulfillment with
his attractive, young mistress, Babban itJan, and in his,tavorite hobby,
flying his pigeonS with skill-and daring, In many respects he and his
way, cf life_ represent the.epitbme of success. for theJwellborn head of a
Syed household of Delhi-

'The'cicy itself is the most recent of a succession of citiesen4
civilizations, and, according to Mir Nihil, the best- 'But it was ab ut
to be replaced by.the alien British-as they prepared to hold the gre t
Coronation Dubar for George", King-Emperor, and as they began to bui d what
they considered the eighth and greatestsorthe Delhis down the
old Moghul walla that had given unity and identity to theCity Mir Nihal
had known and lo;led. When. the Chandni ChOwk, the main thoroughft of .

the old city, was modernized and widened for the Dabar and the ne .city
by destroying the old peepal trees that had sheltered generations of the
city's inhabitants, modernity did indeed come to Delhi.. At that time the
Delhi gf cheMoghul past began to give way co -,the twentieth century at the
expense of the city's identity, uniqueness,, and sense of continuity. How-
ever, -many of .its, inhabitants hoped and alew predicted that British might
in India was also entering its twilight years.

,
r

Ahted Ali,uses thishistoricai-cultural-symbol c complex as back-
ground, with the people: of the mohallah in the f6re ound-and the family
of Mir Nihal center stage as -the story of decline nfolds ThrOugh6 the
illness and death of abban Jan his loSa;.61'inter, stein his p geons, the
ma riage ofilis younger son As par to a, girl of vier status, he,ilifiss
of h wire., his ciVin cripplinoke, and the depth of hie o der son
Habibu in, Mir'Nihal passes from actiVeparticipant in the dramatic -life

,

,

--
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Devid D, Anderson

AHMED ALI AND T HT IN D LHI

4

e genesis of a dF

Pa Istani novel

In-August, 1939,, juS6before the outbreak of World War ..II, a young
Indian Muslim writer arrived in. London with the manuscrii of his first
novel and embarked on the embryo novelist's most difficult sk: finding
publisher. Ttie young man already enjoyed a reputed& of,so s and a

measure of notoriety in India as a writer of'availt-garde, often .mewhat .

subversive short stories in Urdu. This novel, written in English, d
been solitited'and then *ejected bY an American publisher who had fea
part of it in)The Atlantic Monthly.

4 The young writer was AhMed Ali, new one of the most important figures
in the Pakistanjiterary;establishment,as well as one of that country's
most influential writefe'workint in both English and Urdu. The navel was
Til:light in 'Delhi, destined to,be'significant-and influential-in contri",,,
buting ',to the fusion of twoCdltures. Western Eriglish culture, colored
strdngly by post-Darwinian determinism and.Ressimism, is merged with the
Eastern Muslimculture that combines 'a reverence for. life with a sense
oe hope. This fusi$n has become particularly important in the Pakistani
literary tradition that has begun -tvemerge in the course of this genera-
tion, That the,noveIwas written in English was ofsignificance in 1939,
in thoSe last days o'f the British rajas Ahmed Ali sought.a publisher and
a wider audience than the Musli pofiulatiqft-X-India alone could provide:,

.

,but actually theAanguage is-unimportant; not only do the' ideas merge
easily and logically, but Ahmed Alt's grace and.facility in prose is..\
equally evidenC,in both languages.

e -

,

Although E. M..Forster read the typescript.ofiLight in DeZhi
shortly after Ahmed:Ali arrived.ip London and compared it favora'bl'y with
A Passage to .;tzdva, a_position that he lAter reiterated in the preface
to the-Everymaii's Library edid8n.of .that novel ;. the subject matter of,
Twilight 231 Delhand the outbieak of war threatened to prevent its
publicatibnz,' The ilogarth.Press had accepted it for publication, budethe,
pcinters, conscious of the subversive-implications of much oftheback-,
g4ound, insisted that they could not print it. The printers demande&2.,
revision; John-Lehmann of Hogarth'tended to comRromise, and Ahmed Ali,
supported by Forster; refused. ,It appeared blatZWilight in Delhiald
n4 be publiShed r-at,least not by Hogarth at.,tha---ttme.

-

sUltimetelY7however, the. impa
apprpeched'Desmond McCarthy about the problem; an
Virginia Woolf, 'who-took it to Hiraid NicholsoAthen

rster

<3. - :85
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Nicholson read the booksaw nothing dangerous to the saf4yof the E ire
in it, and passed it The printers withdrew their objections, the book as
published, but not until after Ahmed Ali had returned to India late in 194

This sort of controversy was not new to*Ahmed Ali, however; in fact, it
4- is conceivable, in the light of the increasingly strained relations between

England and India at that time, that Omed Ali's\,reputation within the pro-
greisrve tYrdtr literary movement was at least partly\recConsible for-his
difficulty in England In the late Thirties, at the timehe had begun to
work on :jc?-4.g%-,r. zy: :eZh7,, he was as.Ontributor, togeeher with such other
young Urdu fiction writers as,Sajjad Zaheer, Rashi'd Jehan,°Akhtar Husain
Raipuri, and Mahmuduz Zafar,to the anthology of short stories Angarey ("the
blazing cinders"), which met a good deal of critical approval among literary
progressives, much disapproval from traditionalists"; and ultimately pro-
scription by,the British government of India because it contnned matter
"offensive public morality."

Shortly thereafter, Ahmed All published Sholey ("the flames"), his own
collection of stories and that with which his literary reputation began. fn
it was "Hamari Gali" ("cur lane"). Like his g4tlier-published story "Mahava-
ton Ki Ek Raat"N("one,rainy night of, winter"), "Hamari Gall" is a milestone
in the history of ti-r411 literature. Two, of_ the finest stories in Urdu, they
have been widely translated, and they are among the most influential short
stories in the developMmt, of Prdu and English fiction in-pre-independence
India as well as in the grOwth of the new literature of Paklstan.

Bbth stories also combine t* shed a good deal of light on the genesis
"Mahavaton Ek Raat" is primarily important for its

technical experimentations and innova ions, particularly in the.use of a
subjective point Of view that explores e pSycholdgicaldimensions of Ahmed.
Ali's Muslim Indian, people. Concurxencly. e experimented with the stream of

4 cons-..lousness technique,fn this and other stories of the gerlad,'thusNprovid-
mag the technical foundation for his later sho fiction and ultimately for

.

"Mahavaccn Ki Ek Raat"-c-cntairs another innovation that was to be import-
ant in t,Ilowing stories, In the' novel, and ultimately in the ,development of
modern fiction in'th9 vernaculars of Urdu and Bengali as well as English in
the subc:,ntinent This innovation was a fusion of fhe:Western techniques and
rm of theghort story with the Eastern tradition of the orally-told tale.

Th g 'the story merges the intensity of control that charadterizes modern
fict on at its best with the Sweeping, sometimes meandering panorama of the
human redicament thkemakes up "the best of the old; philosophically
story bines the fist's acceptance of the inevitability of the life cycle,

o the Weste awareness of the deterministic nature of that cycle, and the

'a.

Musl].71,,..5onv -tion that somehow there' is'an elusive meaning bond it all.
, , '",

S .. ,
,:,

.
,

The expert -ntal nature of "Mahavaton Ki Ek Raat" makes if ultimately
less satisfactory han "Hamari Gali," the short story that;,, in/effecte is

.n,,n'igi'P -,Y.IL??;17, i microcosm. In the background of "Hamari Gali" is the'
,..\ Nerv-cttoTeration Movem t, inspired"byGaniihi, that led to confrontations

'between Indians and Br ish and,ultitatelY to `bloodshed. Several of thelk_ ,

\.,

"es

8 '
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characters in the story appear in the novel, including ,Nisar Ahmed, the
.muezzin of the rmha:;ah or neighborhood,of Delhi, whose voice, calling the
faithful to prayer, provides a note of permanence and depth, an zah,[die milk vendor, whose son is killed by the British troops in one f their
confrontationer< Mirzais a major figure here; particularly impor ant is
his acceptance of the inevitability of tragedy and of a wisdom greater than
his, somewhere beyond the neighborhood and the city. Signific.int, too, is
the narrator; the young man who w6pders,'without conclusion, what force
_will clear up the debris left by inevitability; wisdom, and perhaps power.
Together with his continuation of the earlier experimental to iques and
attitudes, in thia %tory Ahmed Ali began the exploration of emohana
that in far Z zn De-, was to become the microcosm of D hi itself; of
India/ and 'or th ernal confrontation between time an terni.ty at the
point in t is ry of men, cities, and empires that i forever twilight.

As in "Hamari Gali," the background df'ft in DeZhi is the first
two decades/of the twentieth century: those years during which Indiannationalis/had at last began to ,recover from the defeat-and humiliation
`of 1857 But-the nationalistic background-is only part of the much broader
background of life, epitomized in the decline in the physical and moral
\fibre of a Muslim businessman of Delhi, his family, a d the world of which
he-is\intimately a part.

The mechanr is Mir' Nihal, prosperous, successful, end secure in his
own persOnel life, particularly because of two promising sons and his
'businesses, which need little, of his attention.' Hecfinds fulfillment with

,his attractive, )icung mistress, Babban Jan, and in his....favorite hobby,
flying his pigeons with skill-and daring. In many respects he and his
way cf life, represent the,epifome of success- for the Neill-horn head of a
Syed household of Delhi

-The'city itself is the most recent of a succession of cities and
civilizations, and, according to Mir Nihal, the best- 'But it was ab ut
to be replaced by 'the alien British "as they prepared to hold the gre t

'.Coronation Dubar for George, King-Emperor, and as they began to bui d what
'they considered the eighth and greatest,of'the Delhis'hytpulling dawn the
old Moghul walla that had given unity and identity to, thetity Mir Nihal
had known and loved. When the Chandni ChoWk, the main thoroughfakte of
the old city, was modernized and widened for the Daher and the ne city -

'hy destroying the old peepal trees that had sheltered generations of the
city's inhabitants, modernity did indeed come to Delhi., At that time the
Delhi cf theMoghul past began,to give way to-the twentieth century at the
expense of the city's identity, uniqueness,,and sense of continuity. How-
ever,-many of .its. inhabitants hoped and alaw predicted that British might
in India was also entering its twilight years,

Ahmed All ,uses t&-historicai-cultural-symbol c complex as back-
round, with the peop of the mbhallah in the fore round. and the family

of Mix Nihal center stage as -the story oL decline nfolOs Through, the
illness-and death of abban Jant'his loS&Ct'inter st'in hia p geons; the:
ma riage of his younger son Asper to a -g'rl of 14er status, he,illness
of h wife, his of crippling 'ftroke, and the deilh of hiS o der son
Habibu. in, Mir-'Nihal passes from active participant in the dramatid,lite

8 '7
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A of the :rty frustrated observer-to helpless, despairing cripple. Yet, as
Ahmed All makes clear, life--the life of man and of the city--continued to
go on relentlessly, unconscious-of any change or disruption.

The merger of the life of Mir Nihal's-family;And of the city itself is,
with hmed All's facile style and subtle evocation of permanence within
Chan , one of the major strengths of the novel. Unlike much o the oral
tradition out of lob-many offAhmed Ali's techniques have evol ed, his
characters in :. ght in Delhi, as in ulianmri-Gali,'! are fully imensional,
,re:ogn,izable hu lbeingsfrather than stereotypes for plot purp es or
symbols-for mbra br philosophic purposes. Remarkably; this cl ar-charatrter-
"iz-ation is nc,t 11 ted to the major characters, but it extends lso to the
minor butniter-Q adowy characters who provide much of the panoramic lire
or thern-.... of_the city itself. Beggars, merchants, craftsmen, profes-
sional mouth the ruined descendants of the last,of. the Moghul emperors,
een cie 4ts who stalk fancy pigeons and discarded milk cups with indis-
crimina rvot, are all part of the Delhi that has gone on to triumph
over's' n empiies':TIMply by abSorbing and outliving each of them. The
implicatit,-, is clear: the city, like life itself, will outlive and out-

: last the most recent, the city of the Biltish, which, like the others, pro-
mises a new eternal city., This city, like those of the past, fails to
perceive cr understand the true .immortality of a place and its people.

Ahmed ties the novel firmly into th immortality by recreating
the CUS,,pMS of courtship, marriage birth, and ath that have given the
people identity and unity for a Md lenium and that, in spite of Asghar's
adoption cr Englidress and his willingness "to marry beneath him, pro-
mise 15,c- endure,far,ar least that much longer. The date palM that 'stands
in Mir coertyard mirrors the complexity and continuity of the scene,
t e setting, and the, people as it gdes on through its life cycle, floUris4-p---
ng and declining with season and weather, changing yet remaining unchanged,.

.Lng yet remaining ageleS'i, as the life'of Delhi, of India, and of man ";:z;

nfcids below,

symb'olic depth and technical excellence were recognized in 1940,
and the novlls.triticalreception was almost unanimously good. Edwin-
Muir, Bonamy Dobrea,..and others recognized its merits 1n England, and
Indian ;-"ritics were noiless reluctant to praise it. Nevertheless, it
quick:I:Y.:went but ci print and remained virtually unobtainable foi-almost,
twenty-rive years In the intervening years Ahmed Ali became Professor.
Ahmed Ali, opting for Pakistan at partition,. where he served as Anlbassaddr
to Morocco' and then, to the Peoples Republic of China for more than a decade.
Unfortunately 'these changes were' detrimental to a sustained writingcareerc-
and'be did not publiih his second novel, °clans of Night, until 1964-

as:!the Ddlhrof the old order gaVe way.'to'that of the
British and then to the' Republic Of India, the novel baSEAron fts"li:fe
became virtually a legend, among young Zakistani,Writers. lts reis4qing,
tirstin,trdu'translatinn 'in 1963 and, then in a new-Englidb edition .n

'1966' Made ;it again actessible to them, Its new editioliralso.provoked".
(anolthertiordveesyi in many respeo4;0.1ke hat which marked 14s:pre-

iltic.ajblekory in 1940.- This time, however, the-controversyrdid not
-Poa-sibl&subversion; it dealt with linguism, the problem of, th'e
ofi,a iipeting languages in the subcontinent as well as the

.

r
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cultural and/political,overtones of the continuing competition among them.

The iguage debate as it cehtersson,Twilight in D lhi is, in many
respects, an embryonic manifestation of the attempts resolve the problem
of linguism in Pakistan since partition aid indepind, ce in 1947. The
novel was writtenin English rather than in Urdu, the language of the
Muslims of Delhi, many of whom, like'Ahmed Ali himself, chose to go to
Pakistan in 1947: This migration strengthened the role of Urdu as a major
vernacular in that country, and shortly after partition many nationalistic
critics began 'to insist:that because it was written in English, Twilight in
Delhi was of no consequende in the development of a Pakistani literary
'tradition. Not only did such a statement ignore the obvious influence of
the novel, but by implication, it denigrated the role of AhmedAli himself
in making that new literary direction possible, both through his contribu-
tions to the Urdu short story and td the cause of letters in general. '

4

The debate became particularly barbed after the publication ofthe
novel in Urdu translation as Sgam in 1963.. The .tilanslation, by
Bilquis Jahan, Ahmed Ali's talented wife, is first-rlat94-olg he and numerous
critics acknowledged at the time. Thus, the peculiar situation emerged in
which a work appeared in the language indigenous to its background, customs,
and idiomatic usages only after having been written in another ton'ue.
Almost immediately the uniqueness of the sibiationbecame a-factor in
<lebating the'language most appropriate to the work.

To one critic, Ibne
.the English because it ".
to have lost the depth. .

distortion in idiom that

Sa'ied, the Urdu version was clearly inferior to
. .does not have the same poignancy, it 'seems

. ." Particularly' lacking to Ibne Sa'iedwas the .

he insisted occurred in the translation:

The language which was'used to create an atmosphere ,of romance,
mystery, illusion, the, moral and spiritual fabric of they
inherently Oriental characters of the story has., been reduced to
a compendium of idioms; slangs, colloquialisms, proverbiology
and cliche-dom,

However,' typical of the response by those who aupport the development'
of the national literatures in, the vernaculars was the comment of "AcquariuS,"
the reviewer of the Mcrning News of KarAchi:

To both,critics, literary judgment; play a role in theeir diametrically
deposed assessments of the language of ehe work and its translation as well

At
The English language has never possessed
in which a novel depicting the life of a
the annale,of the city,ofDelhi.co
Correctly writteni. . a

a vocabulary or idiom
particular milieu in
f4ithfUlly and

o

It ia_only the Urdu language which could have depicted the life
of Delhi of a nrticular milieu more naturally and more faith-.

ftlly in which Twilight in Delhi should have.originallY been
written' . .

.

. ,. .-
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as in their opinions of the effectiveness of the work itself. But at the
heart of their debate is the continuing controversy over the language suit-

s able to the-development of a nation that is now a generation old but still
fragmented bytthe lack of a common linguistic background.

- While such debates are necessary in finally resolving the language
problem in Pakistan, they have no rdal bearing upon the ultimate literary
value of any work, particularly one of the staturt of Twilight in Delhi,
the Urdu translation is not "an act of repatriation," as "Acquarius" . ,

insists, nor is the novel an English novel, as Ahmed Ali has commented in
*c:nversation. Such statements are only-part of the truth, which isthat

he'language of the novel is immaterial. Twilight in Delhi is first of
a 1 a first-rate novel, _and as such it transcends language, as any substant-
lei wolek of art ultimately-must do. It is certainly in subject matter and,
in translation an Urdu novel, and in fanguage and form much of it is English.

. But most .of.all, it is a novel about people, about life, and about time; it
makes pertinent, often profound comments about them; and it makes them with
-grace and c4arity It effectively narrows the gap between two alien cultures,
and it poinic.dthe way toward a further narroiaing'in the future. In the pro-

--/
cesspit has provided a model of technical skip for a generation of younger
writers Its proper language is the language of man; and wider dissemination
rather than linguistic limitations should be its ultimate fate. Perhaps, as
the Pakistani literary tradition becomes established and secure, the seminal
rcte of Tw'ilght.: /n Delhi in developing, that tradition will provide the

fcundation for the further study.and dissemination that the novel deserves.
r.
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Zia Helder

THREE POEMS

After My Death

Translated from the
..Bengali by AbuZ H.

gaaduddin and Thetis
Simpson

, No one wept at my death,
or sighed in the air of that room.
Instead that satisfied cynic, humble to genius,
relaxed in hip chaimsayit----

"Well, then one more bad is vacant now
.. Yes, he was a nice guy.
and he drew on the stem of his dying pipe.

$

Four pall-bearers came,
'bound me carelessly like export goodg.
They kept me under-the scorching sun

de:they were going towardS the.Areve,
perhaps` to change their shoulders, -4r:_

perhaps with no thought A ,41.
C

A flock of crows came down inttantly.
Trying to'make friends with me .
one said- in a harsh cry:

"After your leaving someone remarked--
He was good; -

.0.
. .always he wanted to share with .everyone .

.

an intimate, sincere affection and faith; billtr
t 416.

.,.he stopped there, bell&frietenef,
. ',..:'.. -.t.and.looked'at:his surrouadin0,,

.
,

,t ,
,'

then muttered only-JN: .
',

. .
f *:

. : i's,.. .yHowever, it's'all over..
4

. ." . . y, i
. .,14. . V . %.....

, . ..- : --
.

.
4, -..

. k 4Another crow whose feathers were white once, . . 2 , .1, 4. ..:. '! .perhaps the lgadei,
. . :. .-)

informed me iii" voice Ever) harsher: A: ..
....:, _.

: ;. "Someone/said
-, , . -..

*..%
; epriglat r.egson only

! .

.

'yoteve'beep distinguished :-
.

and de'spisable to everyone, N -
4_

.
. % I
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and for this ally no one remembered you,
except in downright necessity;
of course you're forgotten

when their interest is over.
So you desired once--

'Buriime in that place
where the fresh alluvial earth
will be overwhelmed 'with loving pasSion
being pregnant with the hope of green and

yellow spears,
whose innocent grain I am. .

They all forgot this."

"-1J-Therefore.
the leader-bi6i turned' his head to the pall-bearers,
saying with a gesture of, request; . -

"Therefore,i you -pall-bearers,
leave him in this dunghill.
Io him who had no friend in his life,
at least for this moment we can be, _
if

e

A Tale of a Lamp

Translated from the
Bengali by Abul H.
Saaduddin and George
M. Murphy

ter,

. The flickering wick. bf my lantern .,
, has been quivaring -ovelthe past few nights.

.. ,,It ma-'. pass alloy at any moment:-.., I triecriwith rantic effors i'D,diagnose its ill, .
4 blik fpuri'd it ot- _.. .. ..''

$. ,: '. 0, I
I .. .7. v li, I..4 tr.1 t. 'I . f ' . , 0.` , w.1 .. , ., . .o.s

s
4)*.,. I.'" .. S 0 the 0 rfq 4tsurg4a me e., --- '.. ... a . .,.. , . t.O .

. , : 4 s .'. ,. a ... .
. - . 4 , in a sPo,..rtiOe mood 11. /

.4 , .-". ,t ape, rilayln.4ti. WI :1t$, "
4

.. ... ,

..%

. "Rerhap 1- the wings, of. the wind

'..... " '.0 .. ,* ,.... %

*

AX '6
X '

k '
t

, .a . ai ' " 1 .4. . .. .7 4.. ....
. I , ,.. . r ...

4 1 , ' i " 1 6 1. . : Ii .6
M.. 1

%.

1with a boortit\ig 'iota whkfpe.
-,

.
o - ., t... ,.

said hOmoprgua sfiste , 4'..,
my ,,

A - /* 1
with iiiink in 'he'r eyes,' 1. ' - 4.-a

$
- ,,,,.k .

.. "After tidily* a slimmer, .. .

. . I. 1 . ' '' '1.-,, :4, 1,), 4 ...,the wind has losp its ,wa,..y. ' -, ...... ,
1n this spring..:', , tY ' .1. - ',

. . .. 1 . 1 -
.. ,-. ,.

... . -' ., ; .2. s4
4 ' .,9 2'' , .- ...,... ,,

. .; ...t
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But my younger brother, a medical freshman,
declared with his contemplative brow:

"Surely the lamp is sufferiNkfrpin a

Coronary contraction."

I blew out the lantern,

and crept into my cozy bed.

In a secret attempt

I placed a hesitant ha 'nd on my chest
to feel something.

SEEN FROM FAR AWAY

Sip

%
.

/ My Father /

'Was it4'peedlebss impulse
that woke him this d%wn, .

before the sun cut the gleaming horizon;
or only a nightmare?

Eastward past the window his eyes stretch to the
he listens to the murmers of falling leaves

onto the quiet pond;
songs of "joyous morning birds

"startle his pensive thought
He is my Father,

N
4°

whose- life, -has seen no happiness,

but is drowneein regretful sorrows
and frustrated hopes..

I

41,1p

Translated from the
Bengali by Abut H.

'Saaduddin and Richard
G. Maspn .

sky;

4'

,

Would he turn back
to

and 'l pk'at her .

who sleeps with hset np
despite sincere: end vor.;-
he couldn't offer r...1

t

t , -

ouiltenahtel . .

''.

incelse
rTifefs atar; ..-

**

%
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yet ever-smilingly she shades him
with her cloak-4f love,

'her long dark haie!still brings the youthful spring
to hls wearied, soul in the languid twilight,

§he/blesses hiM with het gentle touch of hands
before he sleeps at night, 0.

e is-a Kaidni..

,Would he, lying-on his life's thorny ,bed,
incant'the sasredt verse of ,Sara Fdteha

in his silent. soil,loqu#;

Would his ,trembling lips utter:
"Surely it is a crime to hate Min;
this earth and the mundane life
wirh all eheir:angUlsh and.dtceteras
they are beautgul.,..,
So;mygdear. child, eMbrace Life,
forir is life alone'that can enrich life --
love mankind with all its virtues and vices,
and do nor conceal Truth,
or you,711 be guilty to your conscience."

Perhaps when. prayer is over
"he'll-rsaunter'ro the grove,which he knows so long,

anmgton his trusted stick-of solitary, moments;
4

and express his intimate feelings, whispering:
"ForgiVe my. exhausted soul, 0 Lord',"

or he sing: .--.

"S idAllor therender, f,lowery-preepers of the'orchard,
. 0 'nightingale." "-

. .

. . ,

, .4.
..,,

Woad he lock back to the .picturesque panorama.
; 'ofhis,bygone .days, °-

.

and stare at the streaming chronicle of his life,'
.. -. . full of rapids and shoals-- '

,t. . .

'0.my dearest father, , .
.

,a0 you still dream of the ocean;
% ..

.1'in Whose image you see
..,

...

the unkind embrace of death, and blessed life?
.:Does the flaming light 4 your.tired eyes,

0 my father, ,

. ,
.

still'flicket in yearning for the radigne sun?

4

t.

4

9

a

O
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/My&Mother /
.7.

.
./. .

.e.,

_
In this sleepless' hour

\ 4\
.

,when the night is dark*like the sorrows of her life,
, she, lighting that small earthen lamp,

is perhaps lost in ..the'verses of the Holy Korakt-,:-
JAy Mother: r--/ 4 -- r

,

Once she stops her prayer
and slowly comes to my deserted bed

in deep:silence,
and fondles the forlorn pillow

sleeping like the darlingchild.

Suddenly she, rises.,, lest someone see,
abashed a little, she wears-TsMlle--

k

the soft light of,ever-goodness-r
comes back to her sacred mat,
and reads her faith again;
her prayers to the Merciful

awake thetranquilled river of the night.

4".t. 1110 4
,

Sudden unmindful t ars from fear unknown
will dim the bright ess of her eyes;
yet with unfaltering faith and peaceful resignation
she'll 'raise her gentle hands,

,and Otter the resonant silent prayers
for a flower, spear) of grain and dove.,.

c

/ 1.

^ - 0

s

9
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Abdullah'Husain

t,
Translated from Urdu
by Muhammad Umaf MeMon

a

I'have just received Bon's letter, and I 'remember something yhib
happened two years ago and which I had nearly forgotten. Aexorably,
time so overwhelms our memory and renders our hearts socompietely help-

, less that nothing is,orecollected, no'matter how hard one tries. Destinat-
ions pass by, as the caravan of life. hurtles toward oblivion.' It is the
kindness of our memory vhich'corrodes past impressions, thus enablifig us
to outlive-the past; for who could have marched ahead wilik the memorial
paraphernalia of all times, or dared to participate in the' tch-dark
future with one's ctoicbroug-memories?

0

It is a very peaceful an transparInt afternoon in the fall. I am
-.. sitting on'the bridge across the stream in front of my house. I can see

the table in my vefana, on which lies open a neat pile of letters-
received in the morning mail, excepting one which .I have stuffed'in my
shirt pocket after carefully folding it. Every now and then I reach with
my hand to feel the faint rustle of the expensive paper:.
it once again. But I cannot; becaUSe,there is such subtle
pale autumn sun, in the gently flowing waters, in the pale tree 'ropping

I wish to read
ce in the

their dry, yellow.leaves r and wide in the running brook, in*the
caught up,in the trees, and 4the pl-oughing motion of the farmer-work-
ing in the yellow'field below - a silent and tranquil spell which is

'always found in.altiumn and especia y?in the afternoon. A silence so
deadly still and invulnerable to distUrbance. I s;arcely remember now
who had remarked ghat the 'saddest andprobably the most ouching spectacle'
in the world, is a farm tillin is land. He was an ar st, maybe,

Once again7I feel for the letter
a golden rush,oUremyliscenceI can

. faces of yesteryears -- gently flow
'11 is subsiding. Brook!' my dear friend,

. Right under my chin, though in
see far -dff scenes -- lost dear
by downstream.. The tyranny of me,
dend,.me

, . ,
,,- .

* ... \ / ,

".
,,. .---- : .. . .4, , #

*The Brook is --"-i-oor substituted for the original Naddi, which is /2
neitherZa,river-nor brook; for-both.conjure Up a resounding rhythm
while wyat Mr. ain ha in mint can be best characterized by a f
both gentle an,,,slOw-nlo ing. is _essential for the whole at

.the
*

pis,of /the story. /la , this ythmadequately conveyed by
---(Translator.

. o' .

ur ear.

t.
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It was my second day at a small west Canadi'an "nnersity that stood
peacefully on a silent hill. It had been raining that day, until around

-TA.I.emit slackened, thinned, to_a faint drizzle, and finally stopped.' Thick
clouds splitasunder. It was a fairly tiring day. iScired to death, I
sauntered out of my room. Cars stood parked her d there on wide,
asphalted roads, washed clean after heavy rains., wet, crimson, yellow-
ing maple leaves scattered on their tops. Some b Stood leaning over the
engine of a small car, As I came-nearer, they raised their heads and said
hello to me in their friendly way. A few yards ahead as the girls' -dorm,
and as I walked past it I was scanned criticallyJby a ole lot of them,
standing on. nle %teps. Further up the street was the uni rsity chapel,
and a young prieSt smiled and greeted me with,Warmth as he came outside.
In the rear was old Jim, waiter of the refectory, carrying an empty milk
bottle in his hand. On-coming nearer, he greeted me, his pipe still stuffed-
in his mouth, and'we walked on our.separate ways. Because I was a newcome
he was my only acquaintance except the Dean, I thought, and I shiv The s,cold became too ,severe all of a sudden.. Drops of rain, eau: n the leaves,
trickled down from maple and pine trees as the wind stirred among them. I
,raised my collar, suddenly feeling chilly, and blade my way to the common
ro.om which stayed open till late.

14

. The hall was empty. WinOws had been slammed shut. Inside it was
comfortably warm, a haven aem the rain whidh had meanwhile started falling.
again I kept trudging aimlessly.on the fleecy, green carpet, occasionally
glancing at the books- A variety of p-eriodicals and newspapers lay scat-
tered on the tables. A stale smell exuded from the books.and furniture and

'hung arrested inside the hall. Wit01.41,17hands still jammed my pockets, I
glanced' over the front covers of s pefiodicals and even thought of
settling down at a table to read a newspaper, but the next moment, earttly
enjoying the clumsiness of thought, I moved over 'to a big window nstead.
I watched the -small_drops of rain make a dull sound as they beat in vain
against the.hard glass panels. Qutside, red and grey, mauve and crimson
maple leaves kept falling. They whirled and danced and floated in puddles
of water.- The red top of the chapel stood out against the sky. Behind it
dark mountains stretched out to infinity. Beyond them, I thought, some-
Where was.my country, Riau thousarid miles swag. And there were oceans
between us,

1-

is such a pledsure,lwatching-rainfall from behind losed shutters,,"
someone said behind me.

Gradually, very slowly > I backdd out o.f>my thoughts and held myself
still for a few seconds before I turned-around. It was agirl who stood
-leaning over a magazine, 'her back turned to.mle She appeared to have
tittered these wordseto the magazineobefore he?". She had an g scarlet woolen
'sweater, and a pair of spectacles rested clumsily on the bridge of her stall

.

'nose,
. ,,,

"I feel," she began,' still leaning, then turned around and ooIIed
straight into-me, "I feel as if sOme Wayfarer has suddenly come'th way,
knocking timidly at our doors."

.
. t4,
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"Ugh ?" I managed with difficulty. I was a trifla nervous. Het eyes
and hair had the color of brfghtchampagrie.

"I always feel that way. You too, don't you?"

"Me ?" I'said,.still quite nervous.
4

"Where do you come from?" she inquired.

ul

"Hpld on'," she cut in, "let me guess. Spain, that's whdte you come-
.from!" .

v.

- "Ni.. Not quite."

"Not from Spain?" she said witfi a trace of suffering. "Your. kind Of
people alwaye come from Spain. Miro, too, came from Spain, some two years
ago. We Were good friends, you know?

'Then ?" .

"He\is gone. Tell'me, where do you come from?".----
. ,

-
"Guess."

"Oh no, please. I just wanted to know whether you didn't come ftom
Spain. -Tell me?"

I told her the name of my counrfy%
. -

"Well, I am Blanca," she introduced herself and resume : "I am a
great linguist," she said good naturuily as her even, white teeth opened
up in a melodic smile. "I mean I'm only a student. ..,A student'of linguis-
tics. Well, seftiot, how about you?"

I told her my.neme and that I had come there to, do research in physics.

"Gosh, you mean.you are a research'scholar?" she rased her brOws.
"Strange, by your looks you appear to be a junior in geography to me." She
giggled as she went on in her complacent way. "Physics is an interesting
subject, too; but not.quite as interesting as linguistics.. Well let's
take this magazine. Now, can you read it? r'm pretty sure you n'lL Or
would you rather try?"

I came nearer and tried strenuously for a moment to make out the words
in a foreign language.

"Give up'," lam. laughed at my helplessness. "You can never ever read
it. °No. ,It is Russian." Her face lit up with elation as she said: "I'm
studying'Russian, also Spanish and Latin. Spanish is my major, though. I
always spoke Spanish while I was with Miro."

"And with whom do you speak Russian} now?"

.98
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r.

"Now? Only with my professor. A very difficult language it is, but
very fascinating Just now I was i4eading Petrovosky's story. Next year
I plan to go to Russia. I have to do some research there. How much I.

\t
want to go there' Moscow ---marvellous, fabulous Moscow!. 'Mu know, there
is such a mystery in that city of tzars and Rasputin and To stoy and
Dcstoyevski and Mayakovsky and Nijinski and Pasternak. It has a character
of its own, too distinctly its own: strange and dignified and fascinating,
just as th= e is a character of Vienna and Paris. You just think of them
and myst= es stir up in the memory. New York is only a few hundred miles
from-he 'ut never think of going there. I might be impressed by its
huge e pans if I o there. But it has no attraction for me. Perhaps, I.
shall ev= go there I want to see

.
Russia. 'Don't you also want to go'

there?"

To be. candid enough' I said, "if I could, I would only want to go.
bac where I come from."

"Oh," she went on as she put her glasses on the table. "You people
from the East are all very emotional."

"I ccme from Southeast ASia." I told her, rather proudly.

"Well, for that matter, the Spa aren't any different."

"You love Spain, don't you? I see you' haVe--afeeling for this word."
.

"Nc, not quite Let's not talk any more of Spain." She sobered up
d became sad once again, "But I had a wonderful friendship with Miro.

A s rage fellowship as one would call it."

owship?"

"Whom have ou ni\et here on the campus?" She deliberately gressed.
4

I told her I didn't know anybody except for the Dean
Science, who had invited me for ,supper that evening, an old Jim. ',

" I see'," she said "It's so fortunate that you've run into me here
this evening I'm a fairly useful person, you'know." She was talking once
again lightheartedly "Too unpopular in a certain group on the campus
and extremely popular, in another. Anyway, you'll see for yourself that I'm
fatous like a devil. The whole faculty despises me. You know why? Because
I've more intelligence than they can probably handle. This-you must have
no;iced yourself by now Well, you'll be really pleased to meet me. I've
a coloriLl personality, friend." She)adjusted her glasses, looked at me
amusingly and broke into laughtei.

the Faculty of

I joined her, still a bit nervous.. By the time we stopped, we had
become good friends, painful foreignness had disappeared. I removed my
jacket and hung it on the peg and came to sit beside her. She told me a
lot about "-the university: its past history, its scandals, term engage-
ments, se on and so forth, I reciprocated by giving an account of my
country; even told her some very intimate bits of my life as a student.
She listened with enthusiasm,
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Outside, it was still raining and chilly, but the, room waslcomfortably
warm due to central heating. Listening and talking and being so close to
her, I felt myself strangely relaxedend resigned. She told me of some of
her very close friends in her usual, plightly ironical way, and spoke of
their petty troubles and comforts and all that was so amusing in what they
aid. As she talked, she would suddenly grow sad and forlorn, and her voice
would seem to come from afar; next moment she would give out a hearty laugh.
In less than an hour I saw her eyes and face change into umpteen different
shades. When it got fairly dark outside, and the rain had finally stopped,
she shrugged her shoulders and stood up.,

P

"Weir, let's get going now. Pretty late. None will shoWup that late."

While putting on my jacket, I nearly\ forgot it was myvcond day here
and I2was still a stranger.

"Poor Petrovosky's story," she said as she closed the Russian
periodical. Then she'began hurriedly arranging the scattered periodicals
and newspapers, -and 'told me: since the monitor of the common room hadn't
turned up yet, the Dean had her and three other, girls work, each for one
day. "Today, it was my turn," she said. '"Soildownright wicked of them. No
one showed up. You know, all day I've been messing them up myself so as to'.
give the impression a crowd of readers has just left."

"You are pretty wicked," I said. She blushed and chuckled like a kid.

As the key tuned slowly, she told me, rather secretively: " ou don't'
know, this Dean Jenkins is a pretty mean, fellow." She stopped fQr a small

N.mpmel3t on the .steps of the corridor, knotted her .scraf carefully, felt the
faint drizzle on-her face and gave a brief but deep, emotional laugh before
she said:

"How stupid. I haven't said a thing about the weather. 'Well, you may
have noticed, this place is surrounded by hills where it rains frequently.
With the first showers of autumn, the weather suddenly turns chilly. The
tall and brooding maples then drop off their remaining leaves, and one is
dverwhlemed by a desire to sbar high up in the atmosphere, just like this,"
she spread her arms and fluttered them l'/ike a bird. "Like,this. If oily
I had wings! I would have flown to that high branch, from where the leaves
hate just fallen." Her arms were still poised for fluttering. Then she

. slemtly raised her face with her eyes/closed in ecstasy. After a while she
opened them. Solitary she stood, feline and glaring, a strange, liquid
light pouring out of her wiseqbright eyes

./n the faint', mellow radiance of the evening, her skin sent. forth
ves upon waves of perfume and also a kind of soft, almost caressing,

light. -Het beautiful forehead glowed with happiness; her teeth were like
white diamonds; and a rebellious lock bf hair arrogantly stuck out from

- under.her scraf, almost touching my chin.

"You are so beautifig.k2",a moment later I found myself saying, "so
. incredibly beautiful:" , , .

,.-.

,
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"Really?" she asked. Her uplifted hands gently falling to sides
as she looked up at me, her eyes slightly dilated with a lost, blue look in
them.

said:

I was stunned. iiiving'found no answer, she turned round to me and

"Kiss me."

My eyes began to blink in shee elairesstient.

"Kiss," she almost demanded, harsh

Astonishment froze me rigid. I leaned oveer
her on the forehead.

4

face and gently kissO

"Is that all?!' she releaseda long breath and asked peacefully.

"NO, not all," I protested feebly.

"I can'understand," she began with unction, "men go about knocking the
whole world, longing for friendship and company., Yet a desire is left in
their heart of hearts and that is to ,subjugate woman. Men lack imagination
so incredibly much that even after talking about a whole lot of things all
their tall talk culminates in sex. 'You're cute!' and all is up with her.
After that, misunderstanding creeps, in her heart, she loses her defenses
and consents to incarceration. She could now be e beloved, could give and
bear pain, everything and anything, but couldn't hope' to be a iend. As
for myself, I am sorry Sultan Husain, I can only make frie That's all
there is to it, Now Sultan Husain, I guess all ydri- lb ems stand solved,
and you ought to be thankful to me fox that. We .L now eu4s and let's
not pretend, neither you nor I. You are free. o may ki s me wherever and
whenever you like and yet be free,'understen

I stood biting my lips, feeling both slighted and annoyed. She looked
dejected all at once. ,

"Just because of these silly things,, I have becqte..-unpopular among a
majority of boys. But those who are my real friends:., I mean -- Well, now,"
she paused, "it's up to you to pick up Obichevexlroup you wish. ,Let's go."
She clutched my hand and began climbing down the stairs/ almost running.

Soaking wet in the datk.drizzle and jumping over the scattered' small
pools of water, -she was now once again talking in her low-pitched;-iroracal
way. ./

"Come tothink'of it," she began, "I haven't told you a thing abodt my
perdonal attainments.. Well, in my freshman year,'I produced an exhaustive
dissertation on Dante'g Beatrice. It brought me fair'recogtition. It as
awarded the prize for the best article of the year. Later, the university
press printed it in book form. Miro was so' taken in by the stuff that he
rendered'it in Spanish and sent it for publication to a Madrid publisher.

7
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That fellow turned out a perfe t rogue and swallowed it clean. It is a
remarkable piece,. anyWay. I am oing to give it to you to' read. It, illhelgrowou gro a great deal men6411y." -Oe'laughed. "I see you are gbing
to. eat with the Dean this evening. Well, you, should have some tips I
have up my sleeve. I bet profit immensely. Now, this Dean-Richards
is a pretty nasty fellow, hates me and despises me-beyond-ail measures; and
stingy as he is, he would never ask anyone,f6i-dinner. Since you are the
first Asian-, pardon me,,(Sbutheast Asian, student/tO have come here I guess
he has made aiNexceptibn in Our case. NoW-the tips: Well, remember ,you
don't forget paying court,...to the lousiest cur in the world.' I mean his
dog. You'll see a sluggish beastly thing all huddled up on his dodysteps.
This is a St. Bernard, his prdcious-pet. Don't ever be scared of him. He
it such a dull, lvy,.useless creature as oneTever saw. You must praise,
him anyway. And see you never get tired of interesting yourself in bird-
watching. This is his hobby. If you did, he'll "surely feel bad and as
you know this can,harm you a great deal. You should remember all that."

"Did you say he hates your I asked.

0
"Oh:yes. Well," she began, "it's a pretty lodlk story.,..A:4y, lett

- winter at the close ofithe Christmas Ball,,around eleVen in'the evening, -

as we were getting out of Jackson Hall, the boys. begged us girls to join
em in their dorm. So'we sneaked in and began dancing with them in the

'lounge. They hadia great, big nude on the wall. Now, you know, we are not
permitted in'the boys' dorm. Around one a.m. someone told on us to Dean
Richards. He came, Shouting'and swearing all the way, but somehow we of
wind of it just,in tim. So, some of us hid,behind the sofas an thoe
left outside began carolling so that w.hen he tame we plainly told him t ) at
we were gust passing by. Well, we came out singing carolgat the top o
our voices. Insidehe'happened to see the great big,,nude. That really

\did it. He got red all over, screaming with anger,' and took the nude awa
We flood d inside' again. For a while weksat smoking on the. tables, almo
borecUto eath. Then someone'thought we had b ter draw a.cartoon of
Richarlds. I was unanim sly.picked out for he job. We hung it in plate
of thel nude anPretu ed.' But the real* trouble began' the following morn-
ing when spme ign -"ant thief informed him that we were still there after

.

he hac1 left an ,that Blca. Williams did a cartoon of him 'which she hung
on the wali He came to see itt,himself, boiling al over. He, has-been sbre,
at me 'since\. But I don''t give./a dept.), of co
this pretty well-.- Il.you want to saye your
have met methis evening," '

r 7.
- "Look there

$ \!it is our chape-3,One of these days I Shall take ydu
to see it f o inside. And there, thit is the refectory where three'times a day a Ulp down poison. By'-on is, expected to' be era-igttly,

-, Make frl.ends th him. He is such a nice fellow, )..a divine darling_
'',Well now, this is my place, w t do'you say? We shal meet again
-all right. S long, then." ,, '/ -

/4hree da s had-passed since the term began. All day d been

.

.

wandering with my profeaso7r from one lab to another,,:,$-In\the evening I
returned feeling nearly exhausted. I changed an 'allied ut for dinner
so that onmly ret there could still be time t get off) some letters

4. o
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2

to the family, Lai a in particular. As I left home, she had looked up at
me with-her little face, trembling. A.

the

she had said, "please do write us all a ut the good places
you see and nice people you meet, will you?"

..,'

At ten thae-'evening, as I was getting ready to-go-to sleep; it began:
6.

. a wild ruckus, with sh 1 female voices dominating. I rushed down the
.stairs and outside. Boys tood expectantly on both sides of the wallc while
from afar there came a p cession. -.

tacle: some hundred and fifty r mope
? lighting its way by flashlight A$ it

got nearer, I saw the ldest spec
girls, all tin their ajamas, yelling and millingip great panic li e Aherd

61c
i

of sheep They ra' and.stumb ee and'halted, now grabbing their collars!, now
arranging-their ir, now shrinking, now shi eling, now screaming, now
ugh ng with erne.' The senior girls had rmed an impenetrable ring axound
them d pu ed them forward with the flashl hts. The gang of boys stood
laugh4ng the sidewalks.__In the glare of a flashlight I was almost sur-
prise A see Blanca. . K, ,

"This is what we call the Pajama Procession of the frosh, Byron, my
f end of four days came over to tell me "An age-old tradition here at the
ampus. Bossed over by the senior girls, these freshman girls follow them

/like timicl sheep for a couple of days; but then, they soon begin to believe
i in the total goodness of the world, and that's when they are'stirred out o

ytheir.beds one night by a false cgeof 'Fire! Fire!' Still in their n t-

robes, they are then serenaded all around the campus. Some are so shocked
they don't show -up in th- class for days, As' a rule, o y sophomore girls

pcan artake of this tle,miechief, but,Blanca joins n invariably every
' year. Plofess don't approve of that, ,but then s e couldn't'care less.

S even d s Janes along. Look, there," he poi ed, "there's Jane, right
b hind : anca. J 6-is studying library scien. e.., We are getting married
as sn as we fi is h here." ." 40

We kept calking by-the sidewalk for a long while after the proce4sion
had passed Abigiloon had meanwhile slowly risen., It-was a cool, impet- '

"ably clean, lauslin-otiap fall night. Maple _leaves kept gently falling on
us. Four days ago I had met,Byron,,a graduate student in economics, and
o of Blanca's closest friends He was fairly cultured, handsome, and a
sound young man of Irish parentage His family had,n ermanently settled
in Canada He still retained sdme blurred melorie of,Dublin and talked
about it with a(sweet but painful nostalgia, just,a we all do while suddenby
reminded of X11 the beautiful; dreamy places we had een to, or lived in, in
childhood. -

.

--That .night, talking wit iim.by. the sidewalk, I brimmed over in my heart
with an all too strong, vigor and freginess of early youth, quite oblivious
that all that is good in human life: youth, beauty and loveliness- - -like
'forgotten old fairy tales---stays behind'us, lying inert underneath the
debris of our shattered dreams, ices that were so loving once, in the
time that is past., and' in the greying- ea'v'es fallen in yesteryears, ani in
that which., sometimes later, while one is leaning over and looking and
'constantly looking at the cool running waters, crops up sudd&ly on the sur-
face to submerge all too sdon.
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--After the'p
days were busy.
rbn said to me

1

ourajaha procession we returned to our rooms, and the following
HoWever, in mid-1month it was-time for the autumn dance, and
, "Why don't yourask Blanca for a date?" _ .

------1-,,,,,. , ,
---- .

'A.1k-Blanca for a date? -Heavens, I'm not sure she would come. Besides,
'Xdon.'t know any, dancinii"

"So far as I know, 1, aid Byron, "she isn't going out with anyone these
days, It won't hurt to ask, anyway."

So I phoned her. She excused herself, saying she had. altready
asked by another boy and had promised him, and- that she would have certainly
enjoyed going with me, but then, she didn't know if I would ask her,-soi-on
and so forth,'

A

"Never mind," said Byron. "I'll find yoil a date."

But before evening, Blanca phoned me. "Well, Sultan of SoUtheast
Asia!" she began humorously, "I hAve selected a girl for you. A queen in
her own right. Now listen, I don't want to hear 'No,' do you understdhd?
-A cute little freshman thing. Pick her up at her dorm tomorrow evening.
She'll be waitfng for you near the stairs. She has long, dark hair.

..,,Introduce yOurself. Her name is Isabella."

Falliis exquisitely beautiful in West Canadian woods where it glows
with a th&usandiodifferent colors. .lefare they fall, the leaves change
into yelloW,-ed, golden-brown, champagne, black, almost all colors. On
he evening of the autumn ball, all these colors blazed in paper buntings
that fluttered in Jackson Hall. Or the dance floor,'Isabella had me try
outa few steps.' Then we'sat down, feeling nearly exhausted, and began
chatting lightheartedly. She had curly hair, entwined and black, chestnut
br s, a face nearly coveredwith pimples, and a simple body. Had she
a trifle. bitmore charm she would have certai3O.y looked attractive, but she
was a s

ii

ious and sincere girl who krkw barely'anything outside her subject
which w English literature, obviously not my interest, so that it-was,
almost ''' possible to keep talkiAg. Soon we got tired and,. our drinks still .

ands, we quietly walked down to a corner table and, stuck as we
were with genuine redom, began watching the couples who shouted and danced
anti sang all at once. Once or twice Byron and Jane danced past us. None of
the boys had-come tp ask Isabell for a dance but she, was quite complacent,
for she was among those freshman rls who had come there with a date. The
autumn balls in' way, served'also as an occasion for formal introduction

,for the fresh men. Most of the freshman girls had therefore wme,alone, wait-
ing to be picked up by the boys as they stood ail along the'wall in twos and
fours. In the same way, the freshman boys sat in small groups and stared at
the girls. They would standup all at once whenever the orchestra ran wild,
plaAnga boisterous tune.' Thdy-WOUld surge forward en masse, like ajurch-
ing wave, onthe strength of their,collective support, mumbling inaudibly,
with their cheeks suddqply crimson, and\sbega4danc/ng with whatever girl came
in froniof them. On the whole, I was quite amused,by the spectacle. Most

.of the couples had been formed,in little less than an hour and were now '
.4

laugh-
ing-in the fervor of newly acquired friendships.' /I was on tie point of make-,
ing a'final effort .to work up a conversation with Isabella w en somebody -''

tapped on my shoulder, ,

'
'
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"May-I-have the pleasure of dancing with you?" It wa's Blanca, asking

in her characteristic half-serious, half-jocular way. I looked up at her
with a start. Her hair had a dazzling brilliance and was dyed golden. For
a few moments I kept blinking my eyes nervously, then ekcused myself to
Isabella, We Walked out on the waxed parquet floor.'

"Don't stare at me so harets though you were an uncouth country boy,".
she admonished me. "Hair dyeing is my -hobby."

"Really?"

"Why yes: 'If only there was a way of coloring one's eyes, I would
have gladly colored Mine."

"But it looked still lovelier in itl original colon!"

"Oh, I could never imagine myself committing such blunders. FOrgive
Next time I shall be more careful. I shall ask written permission of you
well in advance, all right?'

'"I didn't mean that," I said, hart.

"What else did you mean then?" she asked bpth-With certainty and smug-
ness. "I see you dance pretty well."

',

"Just now Isabella .taught the."

"Isabella?" She paused. "Well, how about Isabella? You haven't said'
a thing. You like her, dq't you?"

"Yes, very much."

"She is cute, isn't sh

:'And 4,ptellipn , too."
4 7)

"Yes, very cute, eed."

"And intellige , too. Very intelliggnt,"-I-sai rather curtly.

L.)idor.
She looked up straight into my eyes, then almost dragged me into the

. 4.

"What the hell is the matter? Why so cynical?' she asked in the semi-
..

dark corridor. '"Are-you angry?"

.\"BUt there is nothing."

"Want to kiss the,, them

"No," '

LO
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"Isabella ?"

"No, please -- 4 I said angrily.

Why r,

"Why? We doiotkiss our girl friends, that' all."

She was dolorous again. "That explains it,"

"Expains whatr
, .

"That you are sentimental," she said painfully., ' iro was sentimental,

rho.

You people si ply, create complicatiOns.- I. am so s ared of them, all
hese sentimental pe ple."

."You know why?" I started, my eyes boring levelly into ers.' "It is
because you are yohrseffsentimental."

A
She gave me a withering look and, upset' as she was,.stag e ed a bit but

Alen got into ptride. In the hall, life sputtered vigorous : e ball was
sin full swing and a crescendo of laughter; spirited conversation a d dragging
ateps; togethel with strong light, came driftirig.through high windo She
was standing afong the railing, blinking her eyes swiftly. Within winutes
the) unnatural lustre of her eyes and the smiling ridicule with whic,/ she
poled fun at the world and entire humanity came back to her, only t/ make me
st 11 crazier. Suddenly she re-ached up, girdled her hands-around u

/

neck,
f' ced my head 'dqwn, kissed me on the lips and ran back inside.

I returned feeling sulky. Isabella'had disappeared meanwhil I didn't
bother to look*for, her. That evening I was forced to recognize t e fact' of
Blinca'a tremendous popularity among the boys. A good dozen times I tried. o
dance.with her but couldn't reach her in the -first place, and even if I did,
I was each time obliged to steplpack,'unwillingly giving her hands' into those
of some intruder-who had just tapped my shoulder, Isabella. anced with a
tertatn boy all along. Once as they came dancing near me, she stopped for'a
moment to introduCe her partner: a freshman of short stature and rather big
-e ha-rithiled-at me amiably from behind his thick glasses. Seeing them
together and so Cloie, I was assailed by a'strange happiness.

./
.

7

The last loud bars of the dance Oickened sharply and hundreds of tired
.feet dragged and:lost their rhythm. Then 'the last dance began, a slow,

: - majestic Maltz, intricate but subdues--and romantic. I was surprized by the
..'presence of a meaningless dismay, .0n.ina'rticulate anger that zigzagged

through me at intervals. It made me,terribly nervous and I tried to suppress
it but minutes later forgot all about 4. Her eyes, forever shining with/
detibion, innense popularity, ubiquitous disposition of her nature --- all
of these were imbued with a profound mystery which was so utterly madden
:An4 that silent scorn in the curve of her smilihg lips which seemed to
claim to everyone: I know you. You' are just insipificant. Where wo
you hide yourself from me? I am everywhere.

Coats were put on amidst a chorus. of good- nights. Outs de, the_night 1 .

was pleasantly cool and desolate. Car doors were being ope ed and closed.

10 6'
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Tired eyelids .now 'dropped, now opened.- I came out, m)11Thands on Isabella's
shoulder, and found Blanca standing with her group'on the avement.

.

"Hi, Blanca,- good- night." I made it as casual as I could, trying to
steer my way clear of her, but she gently put her hand. on my arm and
said:

"You'd gtter not Attach yourself o-people, Sultan Husain." Then a
split second ;..atet came her voice, as if-from afar: "Else you'll get mixed
up in this wofthless maze. Freedom is th essence; the rest? -- phony.'."

"Really?" I threw a glance at her as I said vacantly..
a

And then the parting laughters of the evening and good-night kisses;
,kisses -- which drop down one by ore like greying maple leaves, and laughters
-- which will freeze up rigid in the darkness of night, and"crop up later in
the bylanes of memory to keep us warm and young and alive for many, many years
to come, nit to be seen, anywhere, becoming a part of running waters, fused
with them in eternal: embrace%

"Good-night, Sultan."

"Good-pightc Blania. r,Good-night, Isabella."

"Good-night. Thank you very much."

"And thank you, too."

"Good-night- -Good-night. Good - night."

6

.1?

In the following weeks, I became completely absorbed in my studies. A
couple of -times I called on Blanca but she wasn't available. the was always
too busy. On holidays Byron and I usually went 'out for long walks iii the
neighboring mountain woods. The woods are always serene and colorful. It

was during one of those afternoon walks that I/discovered Byron was something
of a philosopher besides\ being a graduate student in economics, and that he
was in constant pursuit of,,if not yet able to discoverOhimself.

"Blanca is much too abnormal." I remember hi /telling me one afternoon
while. westrolled in the woods. "She paints herself so remarkably well that
you cal4 hardly claim to understand her And thit is her art. Whatever she
says and'does is just the opposite bf what she believes. I once had a crush

f onher too. But you know, she never permits that. 'Byron,: she plainly
I told me,-'we can be such good friends together if only you just stopped

being crazy. You know, you are so dear to me.' Well, I,sobered up. Now,
she is my best friend. It is useless to try -to grasp her; even when you're
close to her, you.can't do it.

Those silent woods, those idyllic sunny afternoons, and that unshakeable
feeling of association, which rose 'slowly and became stronger,, every moment,

stand as milestones on the path of my life.'

1
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Then Byron suddenly disappeared. One

I

SUnday, Blanca honed me: "SUltan,", -'

she said, "Byron had it 'again, I mean his art-fit,' and i hiding with One'of ,
his friends downtown these days. Even I don't knowwh e. Guess this time
be will perhaps discover himself. Ah, poor, David Fit gerald Byron!"

1---inviteci her for-an afternoon walk. She hesitated a little then gave
in. The woods-wafe as usual mysteriously silent and the sun gently siread
its gold- on the paths covered with dead leaves.,Blanca talked and talked
about her engagements in the pait few days. She was la ic.as'always, and
so was her tone which w both light andiron "ally sad.

,"I'm pretty sure,
Only and only then he wo

hW'said, "sooner of atter Byrd will- find himself:
d produce somet ng of credit."

"You folks, why do you insist on
edly.*

so mysterious?" .t asked irrita

"Mystery," she laughed with iro ,/ "my dear- friend, is pretty impo
We are all mean, weak,and'each if us carries sb much dishon

....*c.that we need,it-to-nicle behind., 'ever to lose of appeal, in shot,t to
going; do you understand? Iet *5 step into that young forest, th s old.iprte
scares me out of my wits."

. .

We got out of the aged woods and entered one which, had fresh, young
trees. The layer of young decaying leaves that covered the'paths was thin
and cold. Trees had been tripped naked in the bracing co d of it fall
and the.sun shone all over. Blanca clambered up a hill.an/then d opped to
the ground feeling tired.

4
'

.'"In a few 'days, it'll, start snowing and 411 th
All places will freeze into a single, monotonous w
autumkis so short- lived: 'And all other'sPells,.fo
look for me?"

,
.

,e.'

-.-

."I did, Three times in the past two weeks."
a

oy
vo

"Nothing, just wanted to see you.
A

"Seeftm," she repeated unmihdfully.

it's

"You-were busy. You are _always busy."

el will, be gone. 0
ite oc . The spell of.
r fha matter. Did you

Feeling the depth of my voice and'its concern, she looked'at one in
Then she gently put.her hand on, my'arm and said: "Hold on." She

pa "I do believe you've fallen:in love with me, haven't yo'''

"Me? Falling in love with you? Ridiculous!" I 'Was pretty obstinate.
"I can hardlY,afford such nonsense."

j

%

"It's all right, then," She laughed. ,"If that's that,,Well, we can
.always be good friends.' All these- folks, 'leavens, why is'it that the only
'thing they know is to love me?"

1. .

k
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"I never thought you had illusions aboilt yourself."

"Illusions?" she paused. "They are noc illusions, Mr. Staten Husain,
but hard reality,",she laughed. "All of them, without ex eRtion. And you
know, why? Because I'm so different from 'other girls they keep knocking
against every day. This isn't their fault,I guesa,butithen, nomine,
either, Shall I tell'you just one more thing: However much you excite
me, I shall never fly off the handle. Instead of calling me an ill sionist,
you could just as well have said I was lyinpg; even that would have b-en all
right. I've heard much dirtier things said about myself than that. till,
don't you see, I'Oe a friendship-with the whole world,_haver

"Maybe. I don't knOw." I was sullen

"Well, now, look here, if you can't 0,4eiate me then let's quit."
She stood up.

"Oh, no, please," I said nervously. .1Stay on. I didn't n that. I

was thinking of something else."
I

Sh'e laughed anil kept talking in her cru el, mean and utterly inexpl able
way.,

La$er, a number of times we ambled along together in the woods. Once in
a while Jane and Byron joined us and after the walk all four of us went to
The Dragon, our favorite downtown restaurant, and bad ice dream.and coffee
and even ate. there sometimes if'one of us had enough dough on him to outwit
the Samaritan. Byron had, changed a bit; he had grown whiskers and music
become his latest passion. Consequently he neglected 1.1s studies, thus mak--
ing Jane quite apprehensive about his mental and spiritual condition. We
always consoled her. She was such a pretty little thing to be hurt. At
times Byron''s indifference to himself and to Jane so outraged Me that I nearly
thought of beating him up right 'in the street. It was snowing again, but we
went out regularly.

In those days ,1 was quite involuntarily-driven toward making sense out
of and seeking a bidden meaning behind all that Blanca said or did, watching
closely all her gestures and all the shades of her mercurial nature, so that
I could help myself straighten out the mess in which her enigmatic persona-,

lity had thrown me so 4trevocably. I didn't know then that all this while,
I had been falling in love with her, slowly but surely.

Ati

A dance was scheduled for the evening before the start of Christmas_
vacation. I asked Blanca for a date, but she declined in a roundabout way.

"With wbomiyou are going out, then?" I insisted.

She thought for a moment before she answered: "Michael."

"Congratulations, then," I said and left.

A
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In the evening she phoned me. "You are angry, aren't you, Sultan?
I am really sorry to have turned down-your request once again. But you see,',
Michael is a very sensitive boy and if I didn't go with him he would fegl
terribly hurt. And how I, hate to hurt people. 'Listen, I had a long, distance
talk' with mother. How about spending Christmas with us? Won't'you? Guess
you aren't going elsewhere?"

"You are sure," qI began, still feeling hurt, °your folks won't.mind?"

"Mind? Heavens, no. Don't becrazy. Mother has invited you'in-parti-
cular. Listen, we'll get the train tomorrowsevening, shall we?"

i`accepted gladly, though inside I was pretty jealous at the thought
of her going out with Michgel.'

"So you"ll pick ate up at the dorm'tomorrow about six in the- evening."
Toward the close of the Christmas ball she reminded me. "Now, -don't you
go to bed all sou(ed up, else we will miss the train.' The ,rest I'll tell
on board."

The hectic evening
side it snowed heavily.

' The following moreig, while I was
tell me that he had just heard the news
early morning train. Stunned as I was,
for a while. Next I grabbed the phone.

led away in the shouts of "Merry Christmas." Out-

busy ping, Byron dashed in to

of Blanca's sudden departure by an
I kept staring vacantly at the wall
Her dorm confirmed the news.

"Any message ?" I nearly shouted.

" "No, Not for you, Sultan," Jan spoke at the other end. "Did you
expect one?".

I hung up on her rudely, mad with rage. But what could be done now?
Except of course unpacking the bag, I thought, and accordingly I unpacked.

In the afternoon Byron again peeped into my,room. He appeared to. e
. quite shocked. "What? What is this mess all about?"

/

'yes," I exploded, "the dressing table was bare, so I covered it with
my pajamas, and mysshoes looked pretty ,rty,,so I gave them a treat, a real
treat, with paste and brush, so,what? The table-lamp was in acute need of
a shine, obviously. But what the hell am I telling you all this for.
Listen, buddy, this is my room. Now get lost, will you?"

He scurried out, looking suspiciously at me. ,I pushed up the window
and smashed the small snowball I had been nurturing with care and love'foi
the past three days. Fragile needle of frozen snow went crisscrossing in
every direction. was still:snowing. The whole World looked white.
"Merry Christmas:" Outside, pine and cypress trees stood, 'gently bent with
loads of snow. "Merry White Christmas: Merry Christmas, get lost: -Get the
hell out of here:" Having thus,ousted Christmas, I pulled down the window.
Small, arrogant snowflakes kept breaking against it silently.
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Next day I received a letter from Blanca, a brief one. She said she
, was, fully conscious of her xudeness' but she just couldn't help it, and of

course there were,reasons for it which it would be in my interest not to
know. To these shehad- only-slightly alluded; she mentioned that she Wad
a'brawl with her mother. 1, tore up the letter and - flung the bits out viia;brawl

winkw. , '
. .. .,

. , 4

Christmas,. of.course,l, I spent with my professor. After that I felt
pretty depressed for a few days. 'It was then in my most blue and bleak
days that the reality of my ,having fallen in love with her dawned on me.
It made me feel more than ever dejected. I remained genuinely surprised,
over that for 'quite: some days.

,

,
\ I,

The day classes resumed I ran into her as she was 'coming out of the
library.. On- my part' I had Fesolved' never eo talk again with fie. After
all she had let me down so terribly. it she. inet with' such equanimity and
composure as if there hadn't happened a thing -between us.

.

'"Oh, hi, SuLta.n,,±1 she be equably with an infortality and an unshake-
able confidence tbat were so axacteristically her own, ukow have you been
these days? I missed so tezioiky much; in factl, I missed all my friends.
Gee, you look so = nit and fresh. Snow seems to sat you quite well."

say.

II

ens, it's snowing so heavily," I could think of nothing els'e to

-"How about easing supper at the Dragon this sevehing? I'm pretty rich .

these- days, so don't worry .about money. There.. is so much to talk about,

After all, tie haven't seen each other for ages .' Is that all right?"

Before she coup regret her offer, I accepted promptly, Both my resolve
and my indignation were swept away by a flood of good feeling. Shp looked so .

dashingly smart in °her uffel coat and haiy red scarf. 'Her nearness tode me
smile. It always happen like that, with her at least; you thought you-
could continue in your indifference and then you 'saw her and then all your
iesolve vanished, And it was also true of the boys who would denounce her
and theri. gather around her timidly when she happened to be around.

That evening, I found myself sitting opposite her in our favorite place.
The strange, light mood in which I had been in the morning had given way to
a dull irritation over-the depression of all those days since she flew away
from me. For almost half an hour neither of us-said a word. We were now
waiting4or tht coffee to be served.

.

-"Did you receive my letter?" She fin'all); broke the ice.

"Yes."'

"Still angry?"

"No. Not angry. Did you have a pleasant Christmas?".

"Oh/yes, a,very nice one. ,We had lots of 'fun."
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Her smug and friendly tone made me sufficiently uneasy.

"I don't quit see why your mother had to pick on Christmas to have a
fight with you?"

-"Sultanrshe at once sobered up; "you: think,I told:you,a lie?"
. y

"Even if .you did, it didn't help."

"Nasty," she cried, almost in pain, and having nd'my eyes blinking
apprehensively, squandered' one of her most disparaging g les. "Is that
all, then? Was that the last thing fn your aniory? You p ople run out of
amunition so soon. I was at fault, don't I know that? But you could have
just,as well forgiven me."

"Blanca --," but I was cut short.

"And. this is always the case when you attach yourself too much to
others."

"Now listen, Blanca. Listen," I leaned slightly forward and, levelling
,with her, clearly ,shouted. "You don't..understand, you don't --"

"Sssh,Lnot so.lou ," she warned me bywo:Lacing her finger-on her lips as.
'she got up. People ar and us seemed quite'ramusecf--bythis little scene. At',
the cash register she ossed a few bills but I pusheeheZr rudely aside, and
paid)nstead.,,

Outside, it was slightly uncomfortable, after the cozy warmth of the
restaurant. 'Gusts/of cold wind kept tugging at our clothes and hitting'
against our faces. Fair wisps of. g,lacial brilliance began,gathering on our
eyelashes. We walked an walked, wading silently through the snonclad
street, our faces all'wrapped in mufflers. This quarter of the city, where
we walked now,:iwas unknown to me and I didn't have the vaguest idea where
she was headed.

"Where are you taking me,, Blanca?" I asked.

"Be quiet, just dome along," sha said and took a handful of snow from
a small cypress and stuffed it in her mouth.

At /est she steered me into a rather small street and stopped at a
certain door. She pressed.the'call bell, and after a while pressed it
again. The door was anawered by a girl who, seeing Blanca, gave out a
shrill cry and etbraced her wildly. ,She then stepped back and quickly
came to nIt'.

inni," the girl th st forward her hand veryinfOrmally, then
she 'turned round and informed B1 nca. "All are in the cellar."

4
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Sheas stuffed in tight black pants and a loose grey sweater. Her Y

light-brown hair was long and straight and she wore a pair of black-rimmd6
_ glasses. I gave her a look of disapproval Then we climbed down behind her
in the cellar which was a dirty small room reeking heavily of tobacco. I

nearly choked from the stink; it made me feel sick and lacerated My throat.
When I got into my own, I saw a group of boys busy chattering with Blanca,
There wIrs much noise around, The den looked as grubby as the occupants.
My head-spun as I made a complete survey of the room. I leaned and held ,

tight to the wall and gave a second but very puzzled look. All sorts of '

things lay around: broken furniture, musical instruments, tennis. rackets,
cart loads of empty beer cans, cigarette tins, dirty cloches, cooking pans
--- apparently never washed --, old rotten shoes, tattered socks, used up
toilet article§ and heaven knOws what else lay one on top of the other so
that the great junk pile nearly touched the ceiling, ere was barely an
inch left - pty of things and people: young me with unshaven faces who 60
were clad i ig, loose trousers and thick, coarse pullovers, their shoes
terribly fil by and unpolished. They looked at the newcomers from behind
their huge sp ctacles with their owl-like, sagacious, impersonal eyes and
laughed in th it distinctly informal way. And the girls who didn't care
to do their ha r and let 4t a,11. in a massive cascade, and who sat on the
tables, chain moking. In a corner a boy beat his bongo drum and was so
lost,in his beat that nothing else mattered or existed for him, while /

another read out loudly a poem scribbled on a piece of paper. A third one,
having perhaps nothing better to do, just watched the other two. Yet another,
his back turned to the rest, went along blowing his trumpet, the veins in his
neck standing out. The table in the middle was occupied by a group of boys
and girls who passionately discussed something as they sipped beer. Leaning
backward against a wall was a girl who gazed into space vacantly. The
cigarette had almOse,burnt itself out in her fingers. In another corner, I
found Byron busy playing piano.

A pandemonium that nearly deafened one, that's what it yas. Blanca had
joined the group that was engaged in a heated discussion about something.
Every now an& dthen,a boy tried to kiss her. The whole atmosphere seemed so
odious tome that I removed my hand ,from the wall and walked_up to Byron.

"Zeethoven," he -raised his head and' said ecstatically; "prophet of
r

music Beethoven'"

"Yes," Inodded-, affirntativery.

"Hey, boy, I've finished the Moonlight Sonata.t Nothing exists, you
know, just nothing tkeyond Beethoven's music, oh nothing. I've-heard my call,
boy."

"Yes,",I,ndaded again with a sorrowful'Understanding.
. 01?

"Beat it. You keepisaying yes, yes. Say Something real. Tellme, have
you heard your call ?;'

"Oh no," I said, puzzled. "I don't know anything% Blanca has brought
me here "
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'Jane doesn't like my doming here,1-she began, "and probably you don't
either' as far as Blanca (is concerned But youpeoplesimPly cannot understand
the thirst of soul, its'quest:for nobler regions, for you are always lured by
petty ephemeral things because you are petty people yourself."

I could only feel sorry for ltm: his unkempt beard bras sticky and smeared
with dirt.

In the meantime a bunch of these young men came to me, and then left, for
I couldn't somehow bring myself to return their cordiality and good will, so
shockingly bereft of formal etiquette,, I turned back again to see Blanca and
the boy, who was trying laboriously to kiss her earlier, dance to the trumpet
and bongo drum, The rest had formed a ring around the dancing couple'and
beat time with hand-claps. Blanca wet laughing spiritedly. The lonelf girl
leaning against the wall began suddenly mumbling sotephing. No one seemed
to care about her, After a while, Byron and I joined the group of clappers.

Two hours later as we got out'nf there we felt strangely' happy., Outside,
,,night had set in. A night perfumed with the sweet smell of snowclad earth:
I breathed deeply, carelessly in the fresh2col air. After the 'close, excess-
ively heated cellar,, the open night was comforting. The street lay completely
deserta In the shadow of a warl Blanca stretched out her hands, saying:

"They are all my friends, my good friends. I've a strange feeling of
being containen,....everything. Weare everywhere and everything, you know."

Meanwhile the snow had,ptopped falling and the cold had become less
severe In the pieaqant weathpr we unbuttoned our coats, The shops had
long since closed for the day. Many ,a ,eainboW-tinted prism of shimmering
radiance shot forth streaks-Of light from inside the show-windows. We
walked and walked in their diffused glow,

"Sultan," she calltd, ."there, p you see this white, rare mink," she
pointed to one in a certain window. i Nell, ,I plan to marry ' properly-
placed,,on-the-ball sort of multi-millionaire in, say two,yea .,Then you'll
see for yourself have all the furson earth piled up in my closet, and
how I'll walk past petty men like you with a zoorq, my nose protdiy,held in
the air, Well,,do inform me if you are in line for a few millions yourself
in a couple of yeas," she laughed "And there," she went on as she pointed,
"you see apples of the season. I am starving. 'Soma six'thousand seven
hundred and eighty two he had painted. I mean apples. Heaven knows how
many did he eat?" She ga out another of her overwhelming smiles and left
me dripping with the joy of her gaiety.

.

0

By the time we reached the campus we were'nearly out of breath. Her-
,

it was a little stifling. We removed-cur coats and 'collapsed on the staiia
of her dorm, The night air smelt of fresh snowfall and the great silence''
suggested how thick and wide it was..

r

Tfierej-sitting on her toes she began. "Sultan! I've no illusions
`about myself. I know I am human and have myahare of human weaknesses.
Sometimes I do tell lies, I know, but in this particular matter I haven't
lied, If only you knew how poor is mother's knowledge of geography., When
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I'spoke to her about you, she became very happy indeed; for in truth I
hadn't invited anof my friends before. In the evening,-perhapd, she
discussed it with d d who, most,likely, informed her that Pakistan is an
Asian country. And the real trouble began." '

"Real trouble?"

"Yes.. That's so. She at once Lnqinied that you are, oh, I mean,
I mean you are " she stammered.

"That I am what?"

"That you are " she hesitated.

"Oh, now come on."

"That you are "

"Black!" I completed. "You mean coltred, don't you?"

"Not quite colored or black," she heaved% rather long sigh. "But
Asian," She paused, then said: "The same night -she called me again, hilt'
I was pretty obstinate and wouldn't give in. I said I've promised him and
not for anything am I going to back out of it.' She said she diidn't care
muck about casteor creed or color herself but that she spoke solely in my-

awn interest, because'it'.11 offendotherlboys of my age and consequently
ruin my future,. Well, I hung up. In the morning I boarded the first .avail-
able train. That was all. Somehow I didn't like to involve you in all
that."

4 ,

"Do you reallrfhink?" I asked her after a few moments . "Othet boys:-

PIA

white boys-- ?" ./

t
"Yes," she said firmly, "They won't let you know of it though, but

inside they feel pretty badly inift. Then the only thing they can do aboulk
it is to join a tacit understanding to socially ostra ze the girl. This '''

has ,happened many times."

"And how do'yo4ersonally feel?"

"How do I feel? Crazy,'didn't I tell you I ama part of the whole
.universe, an inseparable part!"

"Still you\--"

But she didn't let me-finish and continued: "We are involved in each
other's life tally. That was why I decided tn go out with you downtown 0
earlier this e ning and let them see for themselves, I mean all the boys

'who whisper about me; love me, bug me, gpowd around me, that I am with you
.,and couldn't care less. I want to be frCe. That's about all there is to
it. Already a whole bunch of them have seen us together, so what? Let 7
them see, I'll marry the swarthiest, the blackest right under their nose
if I wish. The most they can do is to start rumors. Well, I am quite
used to their scandals. They will soon forget all about it and people do

[ forget, don't they?

1 1 .
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"That was why I brought you among these other young people who have been
rejected and disowned by the society. Papers have severely denounced them..
Well, they may be dirty and fugitive, living a godleis'and incoherent life,
but, tool," she smiled sadly and resumed., 'Ydon't you see these are the ones
who are striving to see life in its basic colors, without lle.sophistication
and the superfluous' trappings pf cultures. In their effort t 1:letermahe new
directions for themselves they've lost sense of the old ones. Believing as
they'do in the goodness,.elove and simplicity innate 4.n human nature, they
have so tremendously been-disillusioned by religion,'be,it any; for in.this
highly civilized country of the twentieth century,th -follower of one church

7,
can't buy himself his daily bread from (a shopkeeper who belongs to another:
Why? Because the essence of faith is li4tredfor tithe ,faiths. A d thes
young people belong to no particular nq ionrerigion, or creed. ey ar
just human beings, kciPt forever restlea by their superior minds. TheY.,May, ,.
be","wrong, but 'they do tiltocreate lov and loveliness from the'confusion

.

of their disrupted .Life. The birth of hhe.concept of beauty-isa purely //
acidental thing. ,/,And it is not all' that important, after all. ';What really
couhts,l.s: who comes forward in itslayest and has the paekence,-io endure it
throdgh?

'
"They are 'free and want to remain so. I am one of their. number and

cannot accept obligations.

Be
neither concern myself with anything nor care

for anyone; I just want to B free. Freedom," she stood up and stretched
outi'her limbs like a bird, "freedom, my friend, is my passion!" °

She _syt down at once and said: "Now listen, Sultan, won't you like to
see, my-room?" She stood up again. "Come, I'll show you."

"I would love to," I said, "but

"Well, we'll sneak.in somehow,"
at this hour and I've with me a ke
let me go see if everything is oka

Without waitlng for my conse
in. I sat aghast,k-'my heart poundi

do ydu think it is possibler'

I .

id. "All of them must,be asleep
e 'outer door. You wait here'and
n I signal, come up." .

silently opened the door mad slipped.
Idly.. After some time she signaled.

I followed her and ih my bewilderment forgot to, llpick up my jacket. Inside
it was gently, warm. Lille seasoned burglars we climbed up the stairs in
complete blilenge.and then entered her room. Her face turned crimson as she'
fastened the door .and her body shook with silent laughter. She struck me
as a naughty, bright=eyedlittle girl who conspired with 'her pal to' steal
a piece of cake from the larder' after the elders had retired.

"If someone finds out you are here, we shall both he kicked out of
school," she said gallantly while my heart skipped a beat. "But in these
small things I feel a strange freedom and adventure. You are .the second to
have come here. First of Course was Miro. Do sit down." ,

I s standing in the middle of her room which was like any other
girl s, except a bit messier.. Old, .worm- eaten, oddshappdbits of wood hung
against theowall..

""This is drift wood. I collect it; perhaps you too?" she asked.

11.0
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"No, I.don't,"

"Anyway; tea this ," she removs,k,a piece from its chord and-offered it
to me. , "Take 'this, please. This .0-rs the most precious in all' my collection.
Last year I picked it myself frb the AtlanO.t. And here; this one," she
removed another, "the pretties of them all, -Take is,too, for a keep-
sake, a aouvenir. I'veinOthi else to offer." S e became sad all atonce,
put her, hinds on my s milder/land stood up..

"Kiss me!"

Flames rage
nearly burnt me
leaned slight
smouldering d wn .th
suffocating with d
her shoulders an

"BlanCa'4

things. I do

need you an desire you,"

eyes. Her face to
en, still softly ma
erand kissed her q

ashes for months, s
e. In sheer madne

hegan s r violently,

shouted, "I am not a child and I don't nee
not want you for a. friend either. I -- I --

lose to me,,her breath that
lin frOm her faint perfume, I
the corners of her lips. A fire,

ddenly leapt into flamei. I Was.
threw down'the wood, gripped-

llear

daze' fbr

thedoo
-

g me thus shout and
a moment, then jumped

and pushed me out.-

lose hold of myself, she
up, forced her open pa

hind the closed door I heard her bre
collapsed fb her violent crying began pie ring the atlentea

your `play

love y = and

stared me.in a ,

over mout, opened

e heavily, and then she perhaps

I hurri on tip , crossed the
the stairs and dashed out, -T
milky-white night, I stood benumbed
frightfully

The. snow got heavier and
except for a pink glow front a

door.s,, windows, the hesitant fo
sight

ridor great as e, climbed down
ad started fall

.

sin. In the
eatd my heart poundes

r, All ar9 me everything yas asleep
le window. erything,waTs shrouded in w:

age of tr almost every thing withi

,------"
I:completely gave m elfup to books, alternatelS', working' an drinking

coffeg.till late in th b or in t pale, lusterless world of y room.
My grant ensured only ne emester tudy and plans for my d artuye were
well under way, I was th obliged xo finish my thesis in t remaining
months, Loads of books bo rowed/f om the library were pile up everywhere
inside my, room. In their rigid, Colorless world one fe a trange feel-
ing ofeverything having a ready fallen to dust except r ading and writing
which remained the only sh ltering place'. Then sudden , in this cold
colorless world 2 felt my passion for Blanca melt awry. Only sometimes,
w ile working irith& lab; l'would feel it too clear y,'although fora brief
m ent I would then raise my head, feel its gentle' acae underlay side,
ev n wonder, and finally return to m work leaning, over a microscope,,heav-
ing a deep sigh fhOth satisfaction and remorse. Strangely, before a month
was out, I had gainermy emotional stability.
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We would still meet, though not too often. Once a month, even now at

least., all of us -- Byron, Janeo Blancadand myself -- would go to our
favorite Dragon and ,huddle around 'our special table td talk briskly. We
`still made whoopee at the Union activities and went. skiiing together, but,
something had really changed. The earlier 4ony'end srestlessness Of passion
had subsided giving way to.a slight regret mingled With a feeling of deep
satisfaction anda sense of lasting association. We had evidently become
equals now. In a way we were happy to have become so. Neither of us ever
mentioned'that r4ght whose memory still carried inpleasant associations.

1

Byron's fit of- esthetics and art had spent itself by now. He even
shaved, off his'beara but his interest in music continued., It was a mature
passion now which he pursued with sustained effort. -His relations with
Jane,,too,'appeared to have reached a smooth course. Blanca continued to
be beautiful; ever- changing and a singere friend 'as always.

In spite of this a, profound curiosity, kindled by her charm, her mercurial.
temperament and her enigmatic personality, had found its way in my heart. It
kept on smaulderinginside me and thus never made me completely immune to'her,
although it is true imYSelf never consciously.yed to get to the bottom of
things.

By then winter, tied almost run its course. Low melted and spfauting,
young, leave brightNecrtik landscape. Some three weeks before the 4nnual
prom danc I came down with the flu and was'5Otpitalized. One morning when
Blanca c ie to visit me, I saw a bouquet of small White flowers in her hands.
"Sprint flowers," she thrust them forward to me. "They have,blossomed for

: you a ne, friend; kiss them:1'1;11 thanked her with a smile and put the 7'.
fl....-rs,near my pillow. She sat down beside me and talked abdUi the petty
cidents of eryday life. *was feeling so weak 'I hadn't bhaved.even

once in the past five days, and my' eyes closed every nownd then whj.le she
talked. -Onde on opening them I found her _gaze silently' intent upon me.

"Where do you plan to return, Sultaq.?" she asked.

"In about a month."

4
,"Have you finished your thesis?"

-

"Almost." c

"Sultan," she said very, very.gtntly and came closer, "I'll go with
you to the prom,"

"If you wish," I said.

"Will you listen toYme?"

"Sure."'

"What if yOu allow your whiskers to grow?"

I gave out a short, Weak laugh.
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"Don't laugh; crazy. Listen; I've
- sometime then we shall get it trim:041,
Then.-J -then I shall/ go with you-and I
day.". .

"Ilbu'rean you, too, will gr
w

whiskers?"

"Not exacly. whiskers. S mething of coursethere would be. Believe.,
me,'you'll look lovelier. ,Now, you'll, please," she held my hand ancrpatted
it gently as she went on, "say you will, please, for my sake," she implored.

I .

a biigha idea. Let it grow for
eantiiiilly, the way Byron got ..his

, too, mean to surprise you that

'I thought .fOr2a moment, then-said "All right, if you say so," partly
for, her sake, partly for some beautiful days we'had had together.

,

It took me about two weeks before I could feel myself, healthy again.
On the tenth day, when she visited me, she put the bouquet of small white
flowers on the pillow and, took out a pair of clippers from her pocket. Next
she began trimming my beard, Fora moment I was surprised.by her skill.

A'

,The evening before the dance, athe took me downtown. We had ice cream
ancr ;coffee at the__Dr4gon. On our way back-, sheNalmost dragged me into a
(hairdresser's shop.,

"This is our hairdresser, John. I've fixed,everything with him. He'll
trim'your beard nicely and dye it gold," she said. "No" please don't Make
a fuss or I'll collapse right here, crying."

!`".?., I kept looking in John's mirror and face kept, changing little by
little. '

"Now you. look exactly like Geo'ige V," said John, tapping-my back as he °

finished,

"Thank you," 7 said rather seriously,'paid, and walked out.

When Blanca came. out she looked at me And jum t

stood still as f glued to the-ground. e had her hair cut short ke that
Of little girl and dyed silver-grey. A tOphg boy by her hairbut; an old
hag,by her dy d hair and apretty girl by her'beautiful:face --,that's haw
'she locked, nd one felt giddy looking at her as a whole. She felt my.
beWilderment and tightened her scarf around her head.

2

At, the dance there was something of a gala show around' us. She had to
dance with a whole lot of boys and I, with, many a girl. At a point, while
theevening was in full blood', we suddenly found ourselves opposite each
other.-'We reacted normallyin spite of the hectic evening, the/dance being
at'its,height and our ridiculous ,appearance. Bothof-us-TaUered our eyes ,0

/ instead and, as if following a prearranged plan, 'cianced9dt of the hall in'o
the corridor where the lights had purposely put.out. The iron railing '

faintly gleamed in the-surrounding semi-darkneds, Its *it caught a streak every
now and then coming from Ole hall.

'

4
0

"How-far is your country from here?"-ShwAs_
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"Eight thousand Miles."

She stood bent on the railing. Lamps were being put out now in the
hall one by one till only/the central chandelier remained luminous: The
Viennese waltz was' being played downstairs. The familiar, gently rising
Blue Danube that - in.-a moment almost touched you, in tWnext, receded way
back into ple'dis once, kept pouring into our ears and flooded our souls
with a se6satio which is so diffiCult to articulate..

/
"Sul Win," her voice seemed to be coming from far off. "We shall

cross hundreds of thousands of miles in our life but these, perhaps, we
never will."' She paused, then said: "I wantto talk to you."

A short while after we were zigzagging in the streetsc,downtown. We
went to the Dragon!' but soon she stood up with a start. Optside, while
trudging/along the pavements, I suggested quite a few places to sitbut
she kept walking. Somehow I felt she 'canted to wear herself out completely
before sitting anywhere, but in front of a huge iron gate, which was still
ajar, she slowed down.

1It was the ice-hockey stadium where students had raised hell two days
earlier during a famous game, and the whole affair had,to be brought before 4
Dean Jelkins. We entered the half-dark gate; All the twenty-five thousand
seats around us were vacant. Only the central bulb in the stadium was left
burning. It threw a small circle of light on the lustrous surface of snow.
Some laborers were shovelling the surplus snow, levelling the field for the
coming game. They raised their heads, looked a and 'got busied in their
work. We climbed up countless steps before e sat'doWn in5 dark, back rot/.
The emptiness of the stadium was overwhelmOng. Our dime small and solitary
figures made us look like homeless vagrants lost in a vast expanse. In
-this place, where we had always seen burst forth with floods of light
and countless jostling-crowds of h ity, we now sat overpowered by a
dreadful silence. Way down the t ee poor, old laborers now entered the

'fool of light, now walked out of it, talkjiig sadly from time to time as
they levelled the snow with their shovels.

O

., Blanca, who was gazing fixedly at the wet, shimmering circular pool
o light, shuddered and straightened up. "You know," she said, "it was
h e that Miro started playing hockey."

.

. ..

.
,

"I see, you remember him'quite ften," I said. My voice was surpris-
---------ttgy pure of any shadeie jealous .

..>

,

.
"I had a strange fellowsh with him." / '

"This 'fellowship' of .urs is a pretty difficult thing for me to
understand," I said, "wit P, With Byron, so to say wit the entire
universe. Strange!"

"You are mistake ' she said, ratherhurt. "Not with everyone. Rim,
only him; Miro,"

"Seems to be
yours.",

9

ry extraordinary person, I mean this Mr. Miro of
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She kept,staring at the circular pool of light. "Miro --" she aaid,as
if to herself, as if ',didn't exist. "Miro iwas an ill-gotten child of the ,

Spanish Civil War. His,parents met each. other in their bitter struggle
agait9st the'armies of Franco: In those days, while death loomed large, yop
would qpobably ask,,who had time for love? But yob see, who needs time for
that?, ,So, he was born in a cave,/ Shortly afterwards his parents were
killed in the war and he was brought up by an old soldier whd also died when
4/rowaa'barely fifteen. But before his death the old'fellow told him all
that there was to be told. Miro had a sound personality.) 'I hardly know
.aftytli4hg about my past,' he had said to me once, 'nor I even so much as care
to. know it. going, to be a.,,great journalist. I've sot to.be.' In those
days I had gone nearly craiy'for him. He was thp first acid probably the
last man in mylife I wa 41ways too scared of h{...t for,he was quite cap-

. ,/able of destroying me. 4

. ,

",'If you want to be happy ih life, crazy,' once he had said-;-! then
cultivate friendship with the, world.' Ye.g, friendship, only friendship all
else is useless. Forget everything!"!

"His words came as a great solaca'and-gradually,eestore6 th control,
over, myself that I had so unwittingly lost earliei. But I Tssn'e that bravai
nor had a mind anywhere comparable to his. He did manage to, forget his ,

accident but I could never,bring myself to forget mine."

"So .you never got over him?"

"Gat over him? Him? Miro?" she smiled sadly. "Who
He was but a symbol. No more."

"SYmbpl?"

"That's right. A symbol."

I looked up at her, surprised.

cares for Miro!

"Three sons were born to them," she b gan in her same even voiA tinged
wide-infinite sadness. "Then mother got eri sly ill and the doctor pro-
nounced that she could have no more children. They were rather eager to have.
a daughter as well. Being well-to-do people, they went to a home and picked,
up the prettiest, girl and brought her back with them. This I was told while
I was still in the secondary sthdol. The youngest and the only girl. s I was
in the family, I enjoyed a certain prominehce over `and above my brot ers who,
in turd,*spoiled me completely with their love/ My parents denied e noth
ing, they rather gave me more than my due. 2411 of them loved me s much, so
enormously much:

///

"Then suddenly one jay, while my )rothers happened to be out, dad called
me to come and sit down. Mother was Bitting next to him, her face deadly
pale. Then dad began: 'Now daughtetr' he sounded plain and matter -of -facts
'that you are youhg and intelligent, we feel morally obliged to tell you
everything.' So, he told me everything, except only that he glossed over
one thing. He cheated me in a sTall detail,

X23.
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"He said ,that my real parents were British citizens.and.rather poor,
who had migrated to Canada. Shortly afteriny birth they had both been killed
in a road accident. I became infinitely sad. That made hlm Console me.
'Daughter,' / he said, 'you've gotten it .a l wrong. You must nderstand that

'in the world every birth is purely accidental. bit with ou it is digfaieht,
for you are' that really very important Person Who was oten fron! among hUbT,
dreds of thousands of children. You must be happy, ustn't you, daughter ?' '
So, I became happy. Their moral duty was nicely erformed. Soon they ±or -.
got. But I didn't. I simply could not, Not cause-I didn't. try. Try

izdid: 1.47e been to a whole h chof psychiatyists.rince that day and hav-/
'alwayserided.upfeeling: t fools and,idiots, they really are ill ion-
ists.

"That day, the couple, who arF mY parents, simply filled my ,/-art with
a horror which was Never to be uprooted by anyone. They contin to hold
me dear as ,ever. I was still:thA most prominent member of the r-mily. But
as for me, never again, even,for a moment, since_that day, did I feel myself
'the same' girl I had been atigt'thefor the past sixteen ye s. My parents
didn't care to know what, was going on inside nejm,they had n need to.
Father's woik,hours grew more and'More, insteadTfroM eig to ten and from
ten.-to cwelve:' Why? So thatwe could become more than prosperous; so
that we could outsmart our neighbors who had expensive urniture, and/to
outdo them was necessary in as mush as* lived near t em. Religion preaches
to love, your neighbors, doesn't it?. '.So, you see, we were busy loving them,
for this is the only one way in which e can lo* o e's neighbors in this

-

country. Then our neighbors bought great big11 : 'car and We had it:
dad's whole energy was concentrate. buying (mall ike theirs, or even better,
for ourselves. You see, dad is/ pret uccess I man.

"Well, a time came when ad all that o neighbors could boast of,
perhaps even more than that; so dad decided t move up to som other plac
Why? Simple, very simple indeed: we obviou y could not h ye continu to
live emong a people who were no longeroui ike. Soi these we were in a.

comfortable
new comfortable house in the wealthi st area. Fat r didn' rest in

the new, omfortable house, he increased 'is work hours, ntht:,d. Sometimes
he..wouldn't come home until after midnig' Well, amo o new neighbors,
we were on the lowest rungs of the ladd: 'The game segun ell over. again/

"Please don't think-I am telling ou a story the-like one find In.

the Arabian Nights. This is what re ly andtrul i appens In'our cou try.
Here the individual is destroyed so hat the-soc ty as a whole may be
strengthened Before the year is o't, statistic convince us that today we
live in the most advanced country .f th- world that we are being fed the
richest diet in the world,; that we h the ghest individual indome,:and,
finally, ,we do not know'whero we .re ead Wejust keep running. In
this game, one dust only rum an4/ne er op to think. How many spiritual
calories do we 11 ed atday, well, .1)4y tells us that.

"I shouldn't .be digressin Well, what I really meant was that my
parents had no 'time to refle . They, on the contrary, kept accumulating a
great many things and continued to think their children were the happiest
'ever born. Perhaps they Weren't wrong. But I had clearly changed: where
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it w,s clad in, the love of parents and many more things besides, but rather
. these were'the favors conferred on it to be thanked for each one of them
campletely ruined my personality I couldn't help myself. 'I Wasn't at
fault and the pity of is that no one was.

"Next I entered the university, They've spent no less than ten thousand
dollars on my education to date, Another thought that haunts me is that I
must pay them back each single penny they've spent on me and then I will be
free, Last summer I spent all the three months working as a waitress in a
small, dingy cafVeria; and all. those mashers, those filthy truck drivers
and mean factory workers snacking there watched me, made indecent advances,
poked at my side as they smiled roguishly. So you see; I do have a passion
for liberty

"Once I dreamt I had wings on my sides and lured by the mchartered,
heights I was flying in a cool, life-giving breeze- I was a phantom wrapped
in an eerie cloud, dissolving and reforming Full of exhilaration, I felt
pyself strangely weightless. Dark clouds suddenly gathered and covered the
sky but,I.kept soaring in their midst, rising high above them and swooping
down, now dwindling, flow completely hidden, emerging finally from behind a
dark cloud. I had naar15 exhausted myself, so I slackened ti rest for a
white on their fleecy carpet, and then resumed, Through the blue sky above
me, the white clouds belaW and a silent endles's space around me which was ,

both peaceful and free, I kept riding this way or that, upwards and dawn-,
wards with perfect weightless ease Mine was a s6rt of soundless'fligAZ.
in A cosmos suffused with blue light and where -freedom and vastness had no flif
limits I almost cried out, surfeited.as71 was with happiness: /he sky is
mine" My eyes' welled up with a liquid warmth and I woke up.

"Many years have passed since thatdream and countless times I've tried
to live it once again, Eyery night before the usual sleeping pills I pray
in vain for its return.

"At home my personality snapped in tw,a, at the university into three,
or four, maybe, r don't know By andby I began to feel apprehensive of
every man. I still, do, Each 'time l'see,one I' fear: one more step closer
'and all will he up with Me He will destroy me. And I begin to hate him,,

4 despite, and you will,be surprised, that no'ane has ever hurt me, And so
I drew a mist around my real self for,, the people outside, in order to
elude their attraction

"With my flashing wit, 1 made of me an interesting conversationalist;
I Could now Valk charming nonsense for any length of time with remarkable
knowledge, ease,and felicity on any given subject.or one of my own choice,
from all the great books and all the reputed works on music, and British
politics down to campus'scandals, and that too in a single breath, in a
single mood, or, different, but all the time painfully conscious of my own
lesser self, My insignificant, ignominous being. While I am talking I am
_always conscious that this man, this handsome, attractive, intelligent
young man is being slowly but surely driven toward me, I am now prevailing
over him, so that it is up'to me whether to embrace or reject him. But
I'm also aware of his superiority over me, so he shouldn't come any closer
lest he should know the truth and abandon me, Before he doesso, I'd much
rather abandon him myself and Lor this I shall stake all my cards: wit,
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it was clad in, the love of parents and many more things besides, but rather
these werethe favors conferred on it to be thanked for each one of them
completely ruined my personality I couldn't help myself. 'I Wasn't at
fault and the pity of it_all is that no one was.

1

"Next I entered the university. They've spent no less than ten thousand
dollars on my education to date. Another thought that haunts me is that I
must pay them back each single penny they've spent on me and then I will be
free, Last summer I spent all the three months working as a-waitress in a
small, dingy caf-Veria; and all those mashers, those filthy truck drivers
and mean factory workers snacking there watched me, made indecent advances,
poked at my side as they smiled roguishly. So you see; I do hava a passion
for liberty

"Once I dreamt I had wings on my sides and lured by the ulichartered.
heights I was flying in a cool, life-giving breeze, I was a phantom wrapped
in an eerie cloud, dissolving and reforming Full of exhilaration, I felt
myself strangely weightless. Dark clouds suddenly gathered and covered the
sky but,I,kept soaring in their midst, rising high above them and swooping
down, now dwindling, flow completely hidden, emerging finally from behind a
dark cloud. I had neer15 exhausted myself, so I slackened tQ rest for a
white bn their ,fleecy carpet, and then resumed, Through the blue sky above
me, the white clouds belaW and a silentendles's space around me which was ,

both peaceful and free, I kept riding this way or that, upwards and down-.
wards with perfect weightless ease Mine was a sort of souridless'fliett.
in A cosmos suffused with blue light and where -freedom and vastness had no p,/
limits I almost cried out, surfeited.asd was with happiness: 'The sky is
mine" My eyes' welled up with a liquid warmth and I woke up.

"Many years have passed since that dream and countless times I've trid
-to live it once again, Eyery night before the usual sleeping pills I pray
in vain for its return.

"At home my personality snapped in two, at the university into three,
or four, maybe, F don't know By andby I began to feel apprehensive of
every man. I seill do. Each time I'see,one I'fear: one more step closer
and all will lie up with ire He will destroy me. And I begin to hate him,
despite, and you will be surprised, that no one has ever hurt me, And so
I drew a mist around ay real self for,the people outside, in order to
elude their attraction

4

"With my flashing wit, I made of me an interesting conversationalist;
I Could now balk charming nonsense for any length of time with remarkable
knowledge, ease,and felicity on any given subject,or one of my own choice,
from all the great books and all the reputed works on music, and British
politics down to campus' scandals, and that too in a single breath, in a
single mood, or, different, but all the time painfully conscious of my own
lesser self, My insignificant, ignominous being, While I am talking I .am,
_always conscious that this man, this handsome, attractive, intelligent
young man is being slowly but surely driven toward me, I am now prevailing
over him, so that it is up'to me whether to embrace or reject him. But
I'm also aware of his superiority over me, so he shouldn't come any closer
lest he should know the truth and abandon me, Before he does_Ao, I'd much_
rather abandon him myself and for this I shall stake all my cards: wit,
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art, and,' above all, all the assets'of my many personalities combined in
one;

"I haVen't been able to come to terms with myself, let alone, the
wqr ld at large,_ Please don't think I didn't try. Try I did and with
.full honesty,.

"-Don't you think for a moment that I tell you all this because I
think you are a priest and I have come to you to make a clean,breast of
my sins, I've been to*them as well, and you know how I feel about them.
They are just idibts Who vomit mechanically their crammed sermons, the way
a parrot does. Like me, they are also great imposters; so unable to help.

- "I'm telling you because I am,afraidAHe may not have a chance to see
each,Other any more and I certainly.don:tTlike that you should_retain
flse notions about me.

"We'are very good people, really. We have built a strong and wealthy
-

society and, are genuinely proud of it, But there are always people, some
people at least, who, even though they know all,.are just incapable of
doing anything. We want to help, but alone in the final analysis, wedo

'become painfully aware of our helplessness:'

She seckpped, breathing hard and with a look in her eyes, that was
infinitely sad> I'tried to look away from her so that I should evade
the spell ofher voice, of the words she spoke.

. "1,t, was sheer good luck," she resumed, "that no one could ever attract
me except Miro7T'Arld he'himself didn't come closer. Guess he did me a
good turn, didn't he? I feel greatly indebted,to him, Sultan. But -- but
I am really afraid of that handsome man who will show up suddenly one day, ,

whom I shall not be able to resist. What will I do, then? To whom;will I
turn for help? What will become of me? Tell me, please, tell me."' Sh'
looked at me imploringly.

"What woulE,you do then?", I cleared my throat and sa'i'd: "I am afraid,
I really don't know. what would you do then, Blanca."

"So youldon't know," she repeated after me in panic.

"B1anca,:id cleared my throat once agai;,'Mremember I once told you
that in our society we don't kiss' our girl friends. But -- " I couldn't
finish

She looked up, seared hard at'me for a while, then smiled with loving
sadness

"Want to break conventions, crazy boy? All right,-,bacre your own way."
She closed her eyes and raised herqace,gently'toward me. ''\

.
,

As we got out of the stadium the wo rkers,looked with mocking surprise
at my golden beard tinged with red, my jet-black hair, my wheatish complex-
ion, the shimmering silve'r of Blanca's hair and our faces that were pain-
fully silent. We walked the remaining distanceto the campus in silence

.

I A. V
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which was only briefly interrupted when we passed near the chapel.

"People pray,'Sultan," she said, "so that they can help themselves
find God.. But I search after Him so that I can loge. Both are right
in their own way. -- Kiss me!"

" Indeed, you are right, sweet girl."
, I wanted to say. But I could

not. I said "Goodnight:" instead and 'left.'

. .

Now the final scene, the one which is so'near, so shoddy, so deep,
and crosses the memory for a fleeting moment, eventually fading out in '
the pVma1 gulf of -oblivion:

I see the small railroad' station of the niversity town and,the
three loving.faces so very close to me. M uggage is already aboard
and I have a big green ticket in my ha

"Remember," says Byron, "one day when I'll be touring around *the
world with thy private opera, I'll per rm especially for you and your folks
a real command perfonynce; old boy!" --..,.

e
I.

.

"And remember," says Blanca, "one day.my shipewill kfloCk against your
shores. Do wait for me, please, won't you ?"

y

But Jane is silent, she doesn't say anything., Only she is Yooking at
me with a pretty forget-me-not look and her lips vaguely parted only teform
aesweet smile which wouldrem-to reflect; "We are good people. Remember us.
God'll remember you in turn!"

A

And then the hands wave,hankies flutter, and faces --now get mixed up
in the surging crowd,'now became visible once more -- animated and sad and
smiling through the ebbing day light -- and with:the same suddenness
dwindle and fade out, and nothing is recognizable;any more as the .train bends
witH the long, ,.hilly curve; everything stays behind.

...

For quite a while Blanca's letters keep coming. Then they stopped
suddenly. Byron writes occasionally. One of his letters reveals that
Blanca is having an affair with a Ukrainian boy. Later I am4inforMed that
they have announceaptheir engagement. She is happy at the-prospect. I
feel a strange uneasiness. Then month after month passes without bringing

_...a-letter from Byron. Today, however, I receive one. I stuff it in my pocket
and come out in the open and feel the silent spell of a late afteimoon of
fall ,and seethe saddest. spectacle in the world, there, in the field. 'I
lean over' the rails sand address the brookS,,

1e is` growing dark-on,the silent bridge. ..'A long time has passed away
-- little by little, moment by moment. jhg farmer is',already gone'and the
breeze, caught up in.t14 che'ckered.follage, has beguncto stir Once again.
My dread begins to subsidg I pull the letter out of'my pocket, bring it
closer to my eyes in'the fast, faint afterglow of the dead day.

r
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Two weeks before their wedding, they visited Niagara
Falls and sent picture cards to me and to Jane....

"Towards nightfall, after a thorough search of nearly two
hours, the rescue party could only produCe her.corpse. According
to tho.olice report, she tumbled over the rail into the falls as
she sat there taking pictures. It was regarded as a case of
accidental death. Jane and I have dropped theidea of going to
Niagara Falls for the honeymoon.

"Sq long. 'Yours, David F. Byron"

I read eVery line over and over agaiti, and every word, too, until the
. swiftly gathering arknessblindd my sight and the Shadow of dreadgives

way. A memory completed,, -- a memory part% compatiy1 Now, I am free. And
I Proceed toward the future with no shade of apprehensiqn in my heart.
Future: the abode of supreme bblivion, where all-that is goOd-lt:thd
Tworldwand pure and chaste and lovely and fragile %rid young,andlorave turns

w,° grotesque, ugly, and is shattered, left be} ind and coOletelir forgotten-,
a d though, on the surface of-this planet, the birth of.everyNmpravis purely
a cidental, there are some whobannot bring therdselves to forge't:",bheir_Own.
ey -- who @iand upright and keep their encerk*, good will, beauty and .F

'inelligence,but fail miserably,to hold their own agalynsr,5ha<thslaughts
.of their supprOr but inexorable bemory: Such peoplei,.gre t4e consoience of
the times who break apart by the weiglit'of their own'excpllepoe',%tb be soon

- siretched out of human memory. This is:the cruelty of the time'and we cannot
_help its Only the kindness b out seemingly inferior memories'aan make us
stand'face to face with it.

4: I stand up leanimpon the,rails and drop the crisp papier into the brook..
litarknIgswfloods Aver the surface. We are.all co-sharers id the datk, Blanca

, darling! Rest asstifed, you are not alone; we walk togethei!
.
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THE TALE OF A TULSI TREE

-

,

'Translated from the
Bengali by S.

*Artisuzzaman and Ann

Morrison

A hundred yards-from the bricked river embankment, where it curves like
a bow, stands the house. It is two - storied, enormous, and rises directly
off the'rOadathere is no sidewalk there, for no one has bothered to leave
a margin of rand in the front. But there is space behind. Besidesfthe clean f

open area between-the washroom, the kitchen and the toilet, there 3,s plenty of
land at the back. The fruit trees mango, blackberry, lackfruit-1--- have -

- grown-there into an almost impenetrable jungle, where thedanp.soil covered
by thick grass smells musty and a deep darknesssrevails, even in the brilliant
sunlight.

"With that much space around,. why couldn't some room have been left in
the front to be made into a sort of garden?" they asked thembelves. "Do not
think of the garden'that.could.have been there," reflected Matin. If there
was only a strip of land in thefront, they could make a garden themselves
and, with some care, could raise beds of flowers, maybe gardenias and camellias,
even roses. After returning -from their offices in the evening, they could'
sit out there. They could even buy a light cane chair or a canvas easy chaii
and sit there and talk. Amjad smoked a hukkah. Well, for the evening 'k
gatherings he could buy a hukkah with a lovely tube, in keeping with the
luxuriant garden that might have been. -'Quader was a good conversationalist.
In the gentle open air, how enthralling would be his voice, how-sweet,.
mingled with the scent of gardenias. 9f mbonlit nights it would not matter
if no one told a story, for couldn't they just gaze at the moon and pass the
time in silenFe?_,These thoughts 'kept coming back to them, particularly when
they-returned ftom the office exhausted and climbed the stairs to the first
floor, those stairs that began right on the road.

1

wilt,,..They. had occupied the house forcibly. Of course, they did not have to
fight nor Clid-'anyone accept.defeat.by.yielding to their overpowering military
strength. They had come to this town dViing thZ tusibltuous-gays of Partl,tion.
Then, daWn to dusk,' Prom the moment of arrival, they had looked for some sort
of shelter. ,One day they had Seen this house -7 a hu3e building, deserted,
forlorn. They were reluctant at first, but then they carat in a mob, broke
the locks on.the doors, and:entered the house with a°vi.ceotious cry. They
became so drunk with the excitement, like that of.g4lhering mangoes in April'
'days, that the whole busipess.did'nqt at all appear to them to be a crime.
If any feelings of guilt ever began to creep into theiruands, a burst of

t laughter would dispel them.
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Later in the day, w en the news had spread in the town, undesirable
elements began ar41.vin also with the hope of finding shelter. But the
occupants stopped the comers. 'Imagine! These men wanted to rob them
of their possessions! they answek-ed coldly and quietly. "Where is there
any piece for you? Allithe rooms are taken. Look over here. Four cots
have been put up in thi4 tiny dark room. You see only the cots now,but
when fouieekplls of six-by-three-feet, a few chairs and tables are' added,
there wdUld 111 no room *ft." Sometimes they-said sympathetically, "We
realize your difficulti.:!c. ICA been the same for us for the past few days.
It's Just bad luck. -If ,ou had only come here four hours ago: Just two
hours ago that big man f om"the accounts office occupied the ground floor
room in the corner. It pens on the street, but then what does that matter
There'sa street light near the window, and if the electric-power goes off
in the house, one can st i do his work.",

Even though the trem ndous change of Partition had disrupted the whole
country, still there wasn t anarchy. Thus, the police came to enquire into
this illegal entry

Nct that the absent owner of the house had appealed tche government
to restore his property. Even if he had known that his house had been``'

.occupied by fOice, it is aoubtful whether he would have done so, espe4ally
since he had slipped away ith his large family for fear of his life. The,
police hadbeen informed b those who had come to the house too late, because
.they tad been busy contriv ng a similar robbery elsewhere' in the town. They
knew It was their bad-luck -but why couldn't others have bad luck too?

' Those ac the houSe had banded together to protect this possession which
by luck was theirs. Althou h there was no physical clash, the occupants
were quite prepared for any ventuality, The whole matter was explained to
the police in such a way tha the Sub-Inspector went back tohis men without
ra.1114 any further ,questions. He was supposed to report on the issue. This
he did, but in such ,a complicated way that his superior thought it better to
suppress the report"than to t e the trouble to investigate. The idea of
being sympathetic to the fleelg owner never arose. Unless he came back and
requested the police to take s.'e course of action, why should. the police
bother? Besides, the ocoupa4s though clerks, were gentlemen. Granted, they
had taken possession of thela*, but they-were not damaging the doors or
windows; nor were theytemoving the beams from the ceiling to sell on the
black market

Overnight the house came tc(life. Many of,vth e. occupantg had come from
Calcutta where they\had lived with the sailors in 4lochmann Lane, with the
bookbinders in Baithak-khana area, with the tobacCO merchants" in $yed Saleh
Lane o i the appalling dirt and smell of Chamru Khansamah Lane. What
diffe ence to find such spacious rooms with big windows - - just like those
41-t indig2,Lactori s -- and the open courtyard within, the jUngle of
fruit trees behind' T 'r delight was beyond. description. True, they were ,
not living as the owners did --one room per person: Std.11, the fresh air.
and .the sunlit rooms made them very content. They felt as if they hdd been
saved. From now'on the light and air would bring them strength/and health,
their faces would become 'es alert as'the senior officersancUtheir bodies

t
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would be'cured of malaria and kaZa-azar.

Take Yunus, for example. He used to live on MacLeod Street which
ilooked like a garbage heap every morning, full Of dirt, in spite of the.
European name. With some hide merchants he had shared a shaky, two-storied, -
wooden house. Someone had once told him that the smell of hides was good
for one's health -- it killed the tuberculosis germs!" The stench was so
strong that no one could smell the putrid drains; a cat or rat could have
died and decomposed in his room without his knowing about it. Not bad,
Yunus used to think. He had particularly liked the remark aboutthe germs.
His health was not good; herOas thin and feeble. Now, lying near the window
of the big upstairs room f'acing south, looking at the golden glare of sun-
shine, he would shiver to think of his old retreat in MacLeod Street. He
wondered what had happened to him by this time. If only he had the money,
he could go to a doctor and have his chest examined. It wouldn't hurt to
be careful: 1

To the left, of the kitchen in the back yard stood a TuZsi tree on a
platform of brick one-and-a-half-feet square. One morning while Modabber
was brushing his teeth with a fibrous stick'from the nim tree, he suddenly
discovered it. Being the excitable type, he shrieked, as he always did,
sending a shiver through everyone's heart. The rest came running. They
knew that something had 'happened, but probably nothing serious enough 'to
call for such a noise.

'This Tulsi tree. It must be uprootedirZw that we have moved into
this house, no trace of Hindiusm should-remain."

Everyone looked at the tree, The deep green leaves hat become somewhat
limp with a brownish gloW. Grass had grown at the foot during the few days
it was left uncared for. Amazing! No one had noticed the tree before this --
as it had been hiding itself-somewhere.

But suddenly the rest qf them were quiet. The house, which had seemed
so empty, which had seemed so deserted despite the names written with a
childish hand on the walls by the stairway, looked different, as if the
TuZsi tree, caught unaware, had told of so maffyi things.

Angered by their stillness, Modabber roared,again, "What are you think-
ing about? No talk; just uproot the tree."

They were not quite familiar, with Hindu custom . But they had heard .
somewhere that each day at dusk the housewife in a Hindu family kindles the
evening lamp-under the 'TuZsi tree; vith the hem of her sari around her neck,
she bows down to it. SoMeone used to kindle evening lamps under this TuZsi
tree also, there, where the grass had grown now that4it was deserted. When
the evening star4useli to shine in the sky in its-lonely splendor, in the
approaching shadows a gentle low lamp used to be lighted everyday with the
silent touch of the bowed head, glowing with the stain of vermilion. Perhaps
this, had gone on foi years. Misfortune may have plagued the family, the light
of someone's life may have Veen extinguished, but the practice of offering
evening lamps would not stop. Air
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Where was e, this day, this housewife who had.kindled the lamp
year after r? lhy did she leave? Main had once worked on the rail-
ways, _He wondered if she had gone to some relative's house in CaiEutta or
in Asanstd; maybe in Baidyabati or in HoWTah. Perhaps in Lilua. That
wide,r4-bordered sat that used to hang from the roof of the black, two-
statied house next o the railway yard, maybe it belonged to this house-
)wife.-But whereve she, was, when the shadows of dusk touched the sky, she

7probably remembered the Tulsi tree, her eyes glistening with tears.

Yunus ad had i mild cold since the day before. He spoke first. "Let'
it stay the e. We 'are not going to worship it anyway. It's rather good to
have 4 Tuts:, tree near the house, for the juice of its leaves is good for
cougOand c ids."

1410r
'Modabber looked from one face to another. It seemed as if everybody

agreed with Yunus. Enayet was the religious one among them. He wore a
beard.and prayed five, times a day. It was even said-that he recited from
the Quran each morning. He was silent-too. Was he thinking also of thg
glistening eyes of the housewife in the evenings?

The TutaI tree remained untouched. The droWsy, lifeless mood of
Calcutta days was gone and ;he atmosphere in the house was congenial. The
talking sessions were quite a success, and soon they turned into debates on
every suNect --'social, political, economic; even the question of
communalism was touched on occasionally.

"They are at the root of everything," said Saber. "The country was
parti:ioned because of the meanness and bigotry of the/ Hindus," he added.
Then he cited innumerable instances of their injust e and oppression.
Anger mounted in eleryone.

Maksud, considered a leftist in She group, protreAed. "Not as much as
that. Even if they did that much, we Ad not-do any less." seeing
Modabber grima6e, the leftist's resolve-legan to waver. Resignedly he
pondered, "Who knows, after all? We can swear that they are toblame, and
they can swear that the blame is ours. It is ver_y compli , very
difficult to understand," He thought, "Perhaps we are right. should
we be mistaken? Don't we know ourselves?"

His opinions? vacillating in confusion, Taung to the right. .Sometimeg
withoUt knowing why, they moved to the left, and so he'had earned the bad
name of leftist.

The Tuis/ tree.by the kitchen could be seen while walking to the toilet.
Someone had cleared the weeds away, The leaves that were brown and withering
had once again become green and vigorous. Someone had been watering its
roots. It was done secretly, however. After'all,.there is such a thing as
delicacy.

b
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Yunus thought that he would never have to'go back to that dirty den of .

'the hide merchants in'MacLeod Street, that he had saved himself forever in
the plentiful sunsbine h air of this house. But he was wrong. Not
only Yunus, but all of hem. They-had thought that, even if.they could not
afford to have good meals in these days of rising prices, even if they could'
nOeiend home the required amount of money, they would enjoy the rare Comfort-
of spacious, sunlit and airy surroundings. All of them wers=mistaken.
For nately there had been no strip of land at the front of the house. For
t en they would have made a' garden by'now and the gardenias;, if no others at
This time of year, would have bloomed. What a terrible Mistake'thatwould
have been!

Modabber came rushing in announcing,, "The police have come!" Why?
Perhaps a, petty thief had entered 'the house while'making his escape, they
thought. It was like the thoughtsof a rabbit,,. When the rabbit can find
no escape from the hunter, it suddenly sits down, closes its eyes and thinks
that no one can see it. Why, they themselves were the thieves, but instead
of hiding, they were keeping their eyes closed.

.

..
.

.

.

The sub-Inspector of Police tucked his hatUnder his arm and wiped the

/4

sweat from his well-lined forehead, Such-an innocent gesture! Behind him
weretviciarmed constables, who looked even more innocent in spite ofitheir
big moustaches.' Silently they. counted the rafters on the ceiling. 1V-pair
Of pigeons, -z- one white, one grey --:- had made 'their nest up there. But the
constables didn'A need their rifles-49st to ,see the Pigeons or 'count rafters.

A

Matin asked courteously, "Whom are you looking for?"

"All of you. . 1ou have illegally occupied- the house. You must vacate
it within twenty -four, hours." The Sub - Inspector showed Matin the order.

So_the owner of the house had, returned. Alighting froni the train he
had Come here, fdund out what as going on, .and had gone straight 'to the
police station. Afzal tried to look over the heads of others,to see whether
the owner had accompanied the police. No one was..there except for the two .

constables with big moustaches and rifles.

"Why?" they asked., "Has the owner complained ?"

"The government has requfditioned the ,house."

'They kept quiet for ajong time. Matin said at'last "Why', we are the
governor nt's men!";:,

Sometites One wonders at the extent of human stupidity.. 'At this state-:
,_went even the silent constables turned their eyes from the'ceiling to look .

at them, as if thei.' solemn eyes_spoke.

A shadow hung over the h6 Se,after that. Anxiety knew no bounds.
'--,

'Where togo was the question. Some of themywould suddenly become angry.
"We won't go anywhere," they would say. "We shall stay here. Let's see,.
who Carnes to throw us out. If someone crosses the threshold of this houses
it will be over our dead bodies." '(Somewhere else, 4§d-the stoty went, some

r.
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students had also occupied a'hbuse by for _______Even the most experienced
officers had had great digi-ettl-ty-tATry g-to throw them out. That story
had been remem ered.) Their-Blood boil d within. "Never shall we leave
this house," the said.- "Come, whoevr will, but let him know that he will
have to walk over ad bodies."

Y

Their anger raged f r a few days. They couldn't pay attention to their
work., They couldn't-eatAll they could do was talk, talk full of resent-.

-ment, dipped in/bitterIless: Then the talking gradually diminished. And when
they stopped/ialking about it,'faa long would it take for their anger to
cool? After all they were not students. The other day they had proudly told
the,police'what they were. Hearing about the requisiton, they had kept
silent for sometime and:then had said, "Why, we are the government's men!"

One day they left the house in a group. As they came, so they went
away, like a storm, leaving behind scattered bits of old newspapers, worn
ropes on which they had_hung their clothes, cigarette'endai and the sole
of a torn shoe. The doors and windows of the hbuse, made like those of an

V

indigo factory, were left wide open. But for how long? Colorful curtains
6 would cover them soon. *

A
. ,

The Tuisi tree in the back, yard has withered. The leaves have become
brownish again. No one has watered the roots -Since the police asked them
to vacate the house. Didn't they remember anymore, if not the TuZsi tree,
at least the glistening eyes of the housewife?

Why they did not remember is known only to the TuZsi tree. The TuZsi
tree, which men may keep alive or destroy in a moment if they want to; in
other words, whose survival and growth does not depend on its capacity to
protect itself.,

f
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Ghulam Abbas

(

GHAAZI HARD1

Translated from'the'Vrdu
by Karen Leonard and
G. C. Narang

Chiragh Bibi's,sleep was disturbed whenever a'dog barked or a cock,
crowed in the night. Risingrshe would move orisoft feet from her
root', feeling her way to ,her husband's cot in the courtyard. Seating

quietly, she would massage his feet,,her fingers' moving continuously
until she felt drowsy. Alia had grbwn so accustomed to the warm/touch of,
her hande.that!this slight disturbance did not-awaken him but xelaxed him
so that he slept even more deeply. Sometimes he, too,' was aw$ke, and then

, he held his breath beneath the covering, This covering,acutally was his
lungi2, which he put/over.himself at night as protection ommosquitoes;
but it didn't cover.his whole body. If his head was hid en, then his feet
were bared.

; ..-

When Alia.awoke in the morning, Chiragh Bibi had arisen before him;
andhe could hear'her performing thej$acred ablutions in the courtyard or_
praying in her small room. She alAys repeated the words of the prayet-an
a whisper, but the final words were :clearly audible.

.
. , ' / Pa

a

lit /"ph Holy Provider! In the name of the Prophet, always prOiect"the
master of the head of 'this blind, needy girl. Oh Ay Prov er, in the
name of the Prophet, put down all his- enemies. 001) oly,P-ovider, accept
my prayer that I may die firsts and -te onfy afterwards. )1

t /
,.

Alia rose from his/c Staking out the covering he tied it around
his waist. Hearing this haking, Chiragh Bibl quickly came out of her /.
room and asked with -ti..subTaissiVeness,'"Did you' call me?"

-

/ -

Sometimes en Alia'was present, she thought him absent and prayed
-=." to herself.-- ,e has embraced me, full of 'sin. Allah 'and his/Prop.i-t-''

c'.

, will give his reward'. Of what use-am I, .a Poor blind girl? at
can I, i?,,' ,can't light the fire; I can't do any work, in Ohe
hous ou side of it. Yes, I can massage his feet, but of.what.usesis
th /

Chiragh Bibi was the daughter of the old imam of the village mosque,
e mother had died when she was a child: Tle imam 'himself was not,

ipd,'but his daughter's eyes had been blinded by smallpox: The ..1..rtican

-raised his motherlesii, daughter with great care. "The, old and young
people of the village all respected him, for all the young men as well as
'their-fathers had learned to read at least the Baghdad ROaderlfrom him.

4 When the old man's time drew near,he called the elders of.the village
'to him and spoke with humility.

4
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"I am going to leave a fatherless ild behind me. She has reached
the age suitable for marriage, but h rriage has not yet been arranged..
If she should remain thus, my soul i always be restless. All my life
I have performed my duties, pleas and unpleasant, for you people. If

you would find a home for in); da hter, not only would my soul be happy, /
but you too wotild be rewarded r this kindness, in this world and also ;
in the next "

AnO7the imam died. A er his burial the elders presented t e'matter
to the pandhayat,3 especi ly addressing the young men. "Is t re any.
ghaav: mard among you w would do God's tiork and repay the ndnesses of
our imam sahsb?"

There wa ilence. Then one young man's senseof- onor was touched.
He was on a pobr zamindaes4 son, but because aflbi eagerness he ,out-
ranked /t- other young men in every endeav or: Stepping forward, he pre-
sente imself for this deed Of merit. He was Alia.

Many fathers of marriageable daughters, who had thought of Alia as
a possible son- inJlaw, were disayed. The elders remained silent. Of
"all the young men of the village, they had expected this sacrifice to'be
made by someone simple and stupid, someone with little importance in the
village -- not by Alia, whose virtues made him the choicest young man in
the village

In this way Chiragh Bibi came to Alia's house.

z
Alia had a small piece of land inherited from his father. 0 He cul-

tivated this With much labor, and he and, his wife limed on whatever grain
he could raise The wife was no great expense. She needed no jewelry or
new clothes. She had grown up in the chamber of the mosque, used to
daily pi-ayers from het infancy. When still a child, she began to iepeat
her prayers five times a day, and to keep the thirty 'day fast of Ramazan.
Being blind, she had no work but to remember Allah. She learned many,'
prayers from her father and memorized a few passages from the- Koran.-
After/coming to Alia's hOUse her devotions did noe lessen; they increased.,.
On her prayer malt,-hick was spread in her small room ,for eight hours, shet
recited the daily worship in,addition to her prayers. ,The fragrance of
perfumed wood and incense drifted from her room, with the continual chant,
"Oh Forgiving One, Oh Merciful One, Oh'Forgiving One, Oh Merciful One.,"
slowly,xising higher and higher'. Sometimes when Alia entered his house he
had tKe impression.he was in a convent. °He respected Chiragh Bibi's

- religious zeal, but he hitself was not convinced of the worth of prayers.
',and fasting. He'consaled himself by saying that to perjorm the moral
obligations of marriage with a woman of such pure character was nothing
short of worship.

Alia gave a bit of grain and fodder tO the daughter of a village.
widow, .Rahmate7"sktpiePariv food and performing btherhousehold tasks.
Rahmate was about eleven years old. She was industrious, but also mis-
chievous and playful. She usually spent the whole day with Chiragli Bibi
since they got along very well. Chiragh Bibi would talk of Allah and
his Prophet while Rahmate interspersed pleasantries and the village gossip.
She was the only one to whom Chiragh Bibi talked of the things closest to
her heart
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"Rahmate, my father used to s 'Be liatietrty daughter. Some buyer
will come for you, by All+ ,One ill'surely.come and liftsyou,fram the
dust and embrace you.' Father's w rds were true. Finally my prinCe did
come.

* .

"Rehmate, he is more beautiful than Joseph; he has.the dignity of a
prophet. He is a ghaazi =rd. For my sake.he has accepted' poverty.. The
village numberdar5 wantedto marry_llim to his daughter and put one hundred
acres of land under his name. But for my 'sake, a sinful blind girl, he
spurned those riches. Wealth and prosperity come and go. Wh'en on dies,
his property can't be taken along -.I only kind deeds go with him.'

Rahamte would say; "Chiragh Bibi, by Allah,Choudhry Alia s a strong'
young man. You ate a lucky girl. That'silver charM on the ack cord'
around his neck look%handsoMe."

Chiragh Bibi repli edhappily,, "Is there another s man in the
village, one who can excel him in horseback'ridinv,, estling, or,kabaddi?6
His hands move sot fast in the harvest work, like f h in water. He'does

. ,the work of foUr men'at harvest time. His hair ii'curly; his body is%11-
formed. When I massage, his feet I enjoy it so

, .

The best of these times ware when Ra ate, on the stool in the
courtyard making bread, with ChiraghBi on another stoOkbeside her.
Rahmate would listen,with pleasure is ahe described some of Alies obvious
,virtues. "Really, Chiragh Bibi?"

Rahmate began speaking when/ahiragh Bibi grew tired. "Did you hear
that today Rasulan iave birth to a girl? So small, like a rat-- The
numberrilr is making preparatio s fo daughter's wedding. People say,
they are going to ,ring a ba f the city. Alp last night five seers'
of tobacco were stolen from ith s store!"

-
One day Rahmate arrived in a great hurr)K She was full of excite-

ment. 'As soon as Alia left for the field she burst.fbrth.

"Have you heard, Chiragh Bibi! In the next village, Dhuup Charhi,
the zamindeal Umru has remarried. That wretch is sixty years old and the
bride is but seventeen! All the villagers are sayingSbad things_about
him but he doesn't care. To anger them more, he has made his bride lift
her veil, and there are other strange things. I heard he:has bought two '

whi,te'horses, one for himself and one for his bride, and every morning
they go horseback riding together. If the old man'has work,,he sends-
hig wife Gulnar out alone! ,Yesterday this Gulnar came riding alone toward
Our village: ,She talked with great ficedom.with dur villagers: Some boys
followed her horse., Everyone watched in agtonishmedt. Her color is white
like a memsaheb,8 and her hair is golden; they say she is very beautiful.
She wore a silken shalwar-kamis, with huge embroidered roses, and on her
feet were gold-woven slippers; atinsel-berdered red dupatta was tied
atr ss her cbest., Gulnar_ rides her horse with such, an air, as though she.
were queen: She rode right across our fields, and, Chiragh Bibi, Choudhry
Alia s her and even spoke to her! Perhaps she asked him the way."

/-
"What did you say? He saw her? /And spoke to her?"
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-,"Yes, Chiragh Bibi."

"My prince?"
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-"Yes, Alia Choudhry."

..,,"Say nothing more. My head hurts, I'm going inside." She got up
from the stool and felt her wif into the little room. Chi4gh Bibi didn't
talk:any more'with Rahmate that day.',

In the evening Alia returned from the fields. He was usually quiet
in the house,, but this evening he didn't even-move around. First he sat
silently' op the cot and ate, then he fixed his hookah and smoked for a
while. Chiragh Bibi'dlso sat quietly, but when Alia prepared to sleep,
spreading his fungi over himself as a cover, she came to him asusual and
began t8 massage his feet. But only a few minutes had passed when he
said, "Chiragh, stop now, I'm goinipto sleep."

She was dismayed by Alia's behavior. With a soft'sigh, she went
silently to her room. , .

Soon, "Oh Forgiving One, Oh Merciful One, Oh Forgiving One, Oh
Merciful One," could be heard in her room. The worship continued for an
hour. Then Chitagh Bibi felt her way to Alia's cot and touched his
uncovered feet tenderly. She wanted to sit on the cot asebefore the massage
his feet,. but she did not have the courage and returned to her room.

M

t. 'Again whispered sounds came from the Nom. -"He has embxaced me,
full of sin. Allah and his beloved Prophet will reward him. Of what use
am I, a poor blind girl? Oh.Holy Provider, in the name of the Prophet.
always protect the masnen of my head. Oh Holy Provider, strike doian,his ---

',enemies. Oh Holy Prpvider,.guard hiM from every calamity. Oh Holy Pro-
vider, in the name of'the*B4oved, whoever tempts him with her beauty,
destroy that one.. Oh Holy Provider, in the naMp of the Beloved, accept,
my prayer. Oh Holy Provider, may I die first and he only afterrds. ..

'-'1:-fter twd,houret she /eft her rdom
, .,,,,

again. Touching /his fepti, she:"

. 4

was .comf te and she saw that was sleeping, collared as before;' he . .

had not gone aw y. ahe'retnrned to her room.

Only, t of night remained when she.lefe hei room again and,.
apgroachedhis cot like a shadow. Hpr warm handsofound his feet and
as she sat, o4 the ground,atrhe fooof the dot, she softly kissed them.

. Alia changed sides in his sleep, drew his legs' together under the cover.

When'the dawn broke, a voice came once more from Chiragh Bibi's
room. Now it was 'full of excitement and rose highar than usual.

.

% 4 .
. :l '"He has aecepted poverty. for the sake of a sinful, blind 'girl. He
A, has embraced me,- My prince is more' beautiful than Joseph; he has the

k.t

di.' gdity of a prophet --' I
I 4

4
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Notes

lA hero who fights or sacrifIces worldlypleasgres for the sake,of
religion.

4IV
-2A colored cloth worn round the loins and extending downto the knees.

3The village council, consisting of five or more members.

4
A land-owner.

5
A respected representative of a community who is responsible for the

government revenue.

6An Indian game, in which "kabaddi kabaddi" is, the cry of the person
' whtr runs our to touch or capture an adversary.

7seer is a weight of aboutytwo)pounds.

8A term used for married E opean ladies.

.

.
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r THE 'RAIN
0.t

Translated frpm the
, . Be gali by uta

P e

Rain will come. One spring evening a'wind touched With dew will blow
frOm the south. Carrying the moisture of the sea, it will raise tremors over
the parched dry fields and' in the branches of dry, leafless trees, then
condense over the top of some faraway hill. And laater, With the whdla sky
breaking up into storm, thunder and lightning,'anrincessant shower.of rain
Will fall like a blessing. Tender leaves will fill up the dried-d6t,branches
and twigs of the trees, and all the land will turn into'hues of green. When
the farmers go out to weed the new seedlings in the jute field under'the,
noon sun, sweat will stream from their bodies -- with no one the least.bit
tired for ii. Because merging like a flood l'fdth every 4rop-of*blood in their'
bddies will be the dream of a new harvest;

,1-

But none of
#

this has happened yet., The,month Kmarch passed With no
signs of cloudy darkness in'the north. April came to an end and, except for
some rumbling noises in the sky for a.few days, allof nature stayed sultry
and very little happened.

'

Men it was May. And still the sun continuedto pour down arks of
g fire and piercing heat. The seedlings of jute, which had relied t
'heads on the brreast of the garth.a long time Ago,/slowly shriveled up.
Overhead was a vast hazy heat, and below; an,unending barenness emerywh e
--.land parched and pale in the sun like a diagram,of square lields for he
game,of Baghbandi. If, at noon, you stood'on the ridges around the fie
and looked, your heart would jump with fright. There the whole field
glared like a witch with her scorched,and copper - colored. tongue hangin out.
She burned wits hunger and devoured the infant crops upon her breast, o
doubt the Wrath of God will be on us next year.4

But why? ,There must be a reason behind it. The'question came up one
day after Friday prayers. Moulana Mohiuddin'stood up before the congrega-
tion and began to speak: "Fellow Brdihars in,Islaria' I am orilya lowly
servant -- you are all so knowledgeable in everything L.- what could I offer

,in service to you? The Koran says the Wrath of.God befalls the earth when
it dwells in'sin.' And whatdo, we see around us? Sons are "not Opying their
fathers, women do not observe purdah,andl-the world is,'filled with thieves,
robbery and wickedness. There are no more prayers* no fasting, no
pilgrimages, no alms-giving. Come, let us weep todAy,and appeal to the .

Court of the lOrd! Let us all go to the field 'and raise our hands.in prayer,
for He is the Most Cohpassionate, and He,cari shot:: us mercy if He will."

el#
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The deep, heavy tremors of Maulana's voice echoed inside the brick
walls of the mosque.. Haji Kolimullah rose upfrom among th4 learned men.
On his chin was a tuft of white beard, on his head a cap, and in the
middle of his forehead was a mark from touching the floor through years of
praying. He cleared his throat and then, in a voice quavering with
emotion, he began to speak: "We shall, of course, obey whatever Motaana
Saheb will say> But there is another thing we must all keep in mind:
evil Must.be punished. Have you wondered why this drought has occurred?
Let me be frank. God forgive-us, some girl must be illegitithately,
pregnant. It must have happened in thig region -- in some nearby village
or even in our own village. We must search her out, find her 2 or else
there will be no respite from the Wrath of God. We must crush the seeds
of evil'"

. 4

Running the fingers of his right hand through his beard once, Haji \,.

Kolimullah sat doA, shaking from the heat. Every cell of his brain was
charged with a desire to find out the truth about.the sin.' ,

, -2

The prayer'for rain was to take place in the sizzling heat of the
midday sun on the football field, but the day before, Sufi Mowlana Mohiuddin
fell sick. 4.

Haji Saheb was_asked to lead the prayer onrbehalf of the village.
Although at first he modestly declined. he finally agreed to perform for the'
benefit of everyone.

-After prayers had ended that day, Haji Kcilimullah turned his face from
the wet to the east. Looking far out into the distance, he saw that the
world was not yet unfit for living, as even now thousands of people would
pre4ent themselves in the Court of the Lord of Unseen and Seen, if called
to do so He saw innumerable white caps, many of them sticky with oil or
torn in tatters Hollow-cheeked and.copper-colored men sat over the open

.field as if'helpless,'each with a prayer for a small blessing. Haji
Kolimullah raised his arms and began to speak in a full-throated voice:
"Oh God, oh Allah' -Rest your eyes on us, and have mercy on your servants!.
YoU are Master of Heaven and Earth, Sun and Moon! At the slightest move
of your finger, the seas stir, the winds blow, the waters flow -- at your,
slightest wig this world can be filled with flowers and crops. Give us
rain, oh God; give us water; give us shade and peace!"

"Amen! Amen!" they all said together, in a single troubled voice of
prayer. The white beard of Haji Kolimulleh-was wet with tears. Weeping
and pleading, he finished the benedictio1i, quoting from the Koran,

This way both the young and the old wen, to the field once, twice,
even three times, to join the congregation; they kept one eye towards the t".
sky and the other, on the craps shriveling-up in the fields. Young children
smeared soot.bver the bodies of the boys who.were their'Rerents'sole sons,'
and, according'5o the custom, held toads and branches of, poison ivy over
thkir heads and played ehe rain game They fed offerings of sweets wrapped
in banana leaves to beggars along the edge of the river. Their necks
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blue
.became stiff from looking d stmuch,ebui -still the

)

sky was a be a's
a crow's eye, shooting down of sunlight'With not the slightest hint

rof a cloud in sight.. '

4After evening prayers, Haji Kolimullah remaifled seated on his
prayer mat. He counted theiheads on his*rosarranclythought-about the
situation. Shadows of fatigue circled his eyes. He had reasons to be
worried. He had bought a warehoude on the, Meghna River pore with half
of the several thousand rupees Which he had-made by black-marketing weav-
ing looms. With the othei'half he had bought one and a half duns of
land. There was no profit in owning a warehouse if he couldn't buy and
hoard jute to sell when market prices were highest. He could; of course,
lea'de it out for 150 rupees, but that was such a small amount.' He
didnq think he would be able to use the warehouse himself this yearn. ed
now he was himself farming all of his land.. In this he was extremely'
foolish. If he were to lease it out, he could get one and a half thousand-
rupees in cash. But now he spent money to pay laborers and tO-have the
land watched over, The cost of having it seeded and weeded only once was
by no means small, and there would be more expense in the future. Yet,
from the looks of the sky now, there was little'hope for reaping a crop.

And he did not do so well by giving up the weaving-loom business
either. Last year when he went on his pilgrimage and flew in an airplane,
he

gthat& from then on he was not going to be involved in family affairs.
He would'leave the warehouse in the hands of his sons and do nothing him-
self but care for his land. But financial straits spoiled those plans.
In truth, he thought,, business is business, 'and there is no question of
honesty or dishonesty in it -- with good intentions, it will suffice to
give alms to the poorioccasionally.

The strong scent of mango-blossoms floated in through the window.
The sound of birds chirping in the bamboo grave died down. Haji Kolimullah
restlessly rotated rosary'beads through his fingers, and his mind gradually
slipped into a daze.

Joigun, who came into the room to light the lamps, was startled,. She
said, "Are youhere, sir? Didn't you go to the mosque?"

"No, I am not feeling well." Haii looked towards her and added,
,"Besides, the mistress may arrive any minute."

It was now ffhteen days since his new wife had gone to visit her
par ts, and she wad' supposed to come back today.. Haji was unable to go

l . Actually he was always against allowing his wife to stay with

himself, he 'hid sent Khaled, his third son (by his firSt wife), on
his beha

her pardnts fora long time. He allowed his first wife ten days, and that
was when they were just newly married. By the time of his secondwife,
the number of days increased a little. And now, in his declining years,
he could not be strict anymore about everything. His mind completely left
family affairs after his second wife died two years ago. But if God wills
something, OW dan,avdid it? .That which is written on one's forehead will
one day inevitably come to pass. .Months, before he went on haj lastyear,
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everyone'bad pleaded with hIm: you .have such a prosperous household,
,-'''but-Without a wife nothing is in order:

.B6t where was he to get a bride? He was already past sixty -- who
would give him'his daughter?

."YpU make me laugh, Haji Sahib. Does a man like you lack brides?"
. Maju Fdriah stroked his-beard and continued, "Just tell me that you

want.taarry, and I will find you the bride. And no ordinary bride at
that --I will find stidi girl you won't beable to turn your gaze away
'from her,"

.

The eyes of,Haji Kolimullah lit up with happiness: A strange sensa-
tion thrilled his heart, but outside he appeared eomplepely.calm.-- one
should not forget the memory of previous wives so'soori. ;Clearing,his .

throat,, he said, "Listen, three-fourths of.my life Ilas.,gone'and one-.
fourth is left - it is not time for making merry. But if she;tould,
pe'thaps, keep house and run errands for me, that would be 'enough."

"Yes, funderstand,"Maju Pradhan "Ohre can work with an old
boat, and a new one can also, do the same:' But.which -do we want? Which
will bring us across the river more pleasantly?"

40 I

Mien they decided on a bride with a dowTy cif.eeiren units of land,
who was Maju Pradhan's granddaughter (by hisown,daughter). She was twenty-
one years'old. In these regions a girl.is already 61d at twenty; in that
respect her match with Haji Saheb was-not at all inappIoptiate.

After cleaning up the kitchen, Joigun came in. With a grave and
significant look, she pulled up a low stool and sat down. Haji Saheb had
not finished his recitation of ahic verses yet. He stopped muttering,
briefly and asked, "Is there an news?"

Joigun answered, !'Yes, there is."

"Let me hear it." Haji Kolimullah's fingers stopped Moving on the
rosary and he looked up curiously. He was interested becauie he had employed
Joigun to bring all the gossip to him as well as-do the regular work.

"I went to see Bdtashi today. She was gatheringmangoieaves for her
goat when I arrived. She started telling me this and that as soon as she
saw mee but I couldn't take my eyes off her body:" With a furtive glance
at the door, Joigun continued, "It seems to me her belly ls quite swollen."

Haji pressed her, "]sn't it true her husband died quite a-while ago?"

"No less than se ven, or eight months ago," Joigun answered, "but her
belly looked only four or five months'along."

' "Really? Such
't&

a wide gap there?''''Haji Kolimullah brightened' -- his
eyes lit'up With hope. Lowering his voice, he asked, "All right then, did
you see the man whop living in Bataahi's house ?"

i A
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"Yes, I sawhim. He hasn't recoVertd from his'illness yet, but he
seems a lit-ti.e_better than before.- Ilwas standing by the 'door' and I saw
him lying on the bed inside."

"So at? II
Haji interrupted. "Miat does'it matter if he's lying

down? Do you think because he's sick he couldn't do ft? Of course he
could. What do you think?"

"Yes, I think you're right. Besides, I don't.atibve f Batashi's
doings. Even when her husband Rajabali was still al )0, peop eused to gossip
about ,her. And doesn't everyone know that Cliamu from!Namapara'Atrifito her
room? The blame fell on Chamu only because Rajabali found out about it. But
who would dare do such a thing if he didn't get some ehcouragement from the
girl?"

"If this is all true, then it's settled, and there's nothing more to
say. I think Batashi has committed the sin. Otherwise why would there be
a drought?" Haji began to count the beads on his rosary again. He sat
silent for a while, then he said "But still, let me look into it myself;
then something will be done about it."

Joigun left, arid Hajl Kolimullah again became absorbed in his thoughts.
The wrinkles on his forehead became more prondunced. The rosary beads began
to move quickly, through his fingers. Batashi;'Batashi, Batashi. No one
else but Batashi could .have dbrie it. This is what happens when a husband
dreg and leaves a-young widow. Having a man is like opium -- she could do
without' rice, but never without that intoxication. How could a young widow

'forget it easily? Besides, she is in her prime now. She can entice one or
two Ordinary men with just an inviting look. Yet, to hear her talk, it all
sounds very innocent. She said he was her cousin. He was a laborer. He
was in danger with the black fever, and since there was no one else to care
for him, she had to take him in and watch over him. But all these words
didn't hold water. No doubt she really took the an in to spend the nights
in// bed with her.in` `bed

/ But how should she be punished? Adcording to the laws of*the Koran, she
should be buried up to her neck in the ground and stoned on the head to
/death. But how could this happen in'this aay and age? There are police now,'
with their own laws. Then what should be done? Beat her with shoes?
Isolate her? Banish her from the village?

At the same time that Haji-Kolilullah was absorbed by all these" worries,
his son Khaled had arrivedat,the edge of th- e rivulet in the dried-out
riverbed with Haji's newest wifs.

When they started their journey, the full moon was just coming up, and
now it shone high over the top of the bamboo grove. All around was silent.--
riot even a. light wind moved thrbugh the tree branches,

By now the river was only knee-deep. A narrow path met with the dry land.-.
, It was pressed on both sides by banks of mud, and a trickling stream of water

A gently. cut through its clean sand. Clusters of tender sprouts of boro rice
grew out of the water.

Ld
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Jahora bent down and took off hershoes With her right hand. She had
Haji's youngest son on her shoulder. Noticing her difficulty, Khaled came
to her side and said, "Please, let me take Saju."

The two were almost the same age, At first, Khaled had been shy to
address her in formal terms, but now he was used to it.

Johora looked at the face of her older stepson. It-was bright in the
moonlight, and beneath arched eyebrows, his eyes seemed even more beautiful
to her. An inexpressible feeling rose up inside her breast, like a stream
stirring in the darkne-ss of the forest. ,Momentarily overcome with feeling,
she said, "Oh, are-you sure you don't mind?"

Khaled smiled and said, "No, no trouble at all..."

Saju's mother had died two years ago when he was five, aid, being with-
' out hen affection, he used to whimper all the time. But now thingi were

different. He liked his new mother, so much that he wouldn't.leave her side
for a minute. When Johora left to visit her parents, he climbed into her
arms and went with her,

As Khaled went to take the sleeping boy from her shoulder onto his own,
the fingers of his left hand brushed against something as, warm as the breast
of a pigeon and as firm as coral, and it quivered like a_Chapa bud in a sudden
wind, Suddenly a shiver ran through his wholebody'like a flash of lightning
in a clouded sky. For a second he noticed how the girl had flushed -- a
fire-like stream of red flowed all over her face. Khaled could not stand
still any longer, and he began to walk ahead through the trickling water, his
face turned away with some unknown pain, as if a deep memory from a previous
birth had tome to "mind.

But Johors,stood-still. Straightening her-sari, she looked up at the
moon and theh back at the figufe moving on ahead. She was siddenly very.
restless Like'a startled doe, she walked over the silvSry path into the
stream and, stopped again, knee-deep in water. She pulled up `her sari from
behind and held it, drawn up at her knees. She looked down at the black
water splashed with moonlight apd saw her own 'reflection breaking on the.

.ripples along with the broken shape of the moon.. All of a sudden she
raised her head and called out, "Khaled!"

"Yes?" Khaled answered from adistance,

"You're leaving me behind!" aohora said in a faint voice. "I',can't
walk. Look, the water is so beautiful."

Khaled came back. He said', "What's wrong with you -- come on.t'It's
getting very late." .

st-,

"That's'truv. It is getting late." Stepping forward a little, Johora
abruptly stopped again. She,looked at the glittering waves and said, "Can't

.
you see how beautiful it ispn the water? ,It would be a pleasure:to die in
such water" - N
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Khaled remained anent and, face down, went ahead without,a womde

Overhead,somewhere a bird was calling out "Bou kotha.K4." .

.- '

Johora crossed the river and shook the water from her feet to put
. on her shoes again. She felt her heart-was utterly empty, and some hollow
wail was slowly dying out like a loct wind. She suddenly shivered, and her
body went numb with weariness.

.

Khaled was walking on very slowly. Behind him he heard a distressed
voice say, "Wait a minute."

"What's the matter now."

"All I know is- you don't understand 'anything; Why am I crying like
,this ?" Johora came up and stood in front of Khaled with very wide eyes.
In the light of the moon, the tears rolling -from her overflowing eyes
appeared to be jewels.

Khaled spoke again, "What happened?"

"You don't know; you can't understand anything." Johora wiped her
eyes with a corner of her sari and said somewhat distraught, "Give Saju
back to me. Let's go on now. It's so lonely here -- it's frightening."

While they stood face to face like this, a slight gust of wind had
begun to blow, and now, when they began to move on silently, a snatch
of black cloud was gradually beginning to move from the south. At this very
time, Haji Kolimullah paced back and forth across the courtyard in his
Wooden sandals. He looked up at the sky and started with surprise. Did
this mean his-gues6 was right?

"Joigun:. Joigun!" he burst out. "Look, we were right the sky is
filling up."

Joigun came, poked her bead out of the doorway, and said, "And still
you said to wait and investigate it further. But I have no doubts in my.
mind. Batashi is a whore."

Haji Kolimullah looked at the cloud moving in the sky and began to
pace again. He could not decide what her punishment should be.

Johora arrived half an hour later, and even though he talked with her
as he lay down, Haji's train of thought was broken again and again.-- he
couldn't sleep for a long time.

Finally he male-uphis mind and went to v ateshi at her house on
the other side of the mango grove in the east sector. he sat. by .thefire
under a bamboo thatched roof cooking a rice gruel, and when she heard
Haji Saheb arrive, she went into the courtyard witha stool in her hand.
He was such a respectable man -- never before had such an important person-,

.visited her house, and she had no idea how to receive him properly.
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6- Haji Saheb, however, paid not the slightest attention to what she
said as she covered her head, for he was.busy scrutinizing her soft,
beautiful yellowish body.

After Johora had seen to the Morning's work, she felt morose and sat
on the edge of her-sot in the bedroom.

Since her marriage, Johora spent her free time here, drawn.by some
strange attraction. What kind of spell was this? that was the attraction?
Johora could not understand-it. The appearance of, the whole house had

changed, perhaps, in many respects since she came to it, but nothing had
changed in this room -- only a few new things had been added. The touch.14
Haji's previous wives was still fresh on many things, and if she sat here
in the dark, she could almost hear them whispering. Then it seemed to her
thatshe had no right to intrude on this room -- she was a thief trying to
possess it.

"But is it my fault? I did not agree to the marriage. Grandfather
said, 'Don't cry and be patient for a few years, and the old man will die
soon. Then twill find you a younger man. Just gethold of his property
for now."' Johora saidto herself,"To hell with the property."

'She began to burn inside her breast, as if a hot wind blew over a
festering wound. She could hardly breathe; and then she mented to cry out.
A wild anger glowed in her eyes.

Her mind in a state of confusion, Johora shook her bush of disheveled
hair and went outside. She looked around, and her eyes suddenly rested on
the meheditree beside the well. Its tender leaves were dense and thixpk
from growing in the wet earth.

Even though she had wanted to do it for.a long,time, she could not
cut'the mehedi down, But today, her right hand began to itch. With
quick steps she went to the kitchen. She brought out a sharp knife and
began to chop off.the branches of the tree, one by one.

"Oh don't! What are you'doing, mistressn,Joigun came running out.
"That tree is very old and it has been very good to people. If the taster
hears about this, he'll be furious!"

"Get away from here, I know 'well enough who's going to be angry and
who isn't. I will cut it down because I want to. ".

"What does it matter to me -- I only worihere. I'm only telling
you fonyour own good."

"Oh, really?"' 'Johora .looked up. "You have to worry about my Welfare?
Isn't there anyone else in the world but you?"

-
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Joigun did not'dare provoke her master's beloved wife, so, frowning,
she went back to work.

Johora could not say how it came to be morning, to be afternoon,' and
how at night the world turned dark. She felt as if someone had taken a
knife and cut away a part of her heart -- it was numb to the gay ripples
of everyday life, and there was =ley a pain there, like a slow-burning fire.

After evening prayers, Haji Kolimullah lay'down and said, "It is just
as I thought. Batashi is the one who sinned."

"How did you know?" Johora asked.

"It doesn't take much intelligence to figure it out. If you pliick
thq right string, the right note will souna4 Ah, now there is no more
worry. As soon as the trial is over, it` will definitely rain." After a
brief silence, he continued, "Next Friday after midnight, we will hold
the trial. We'll see what happens."

Johora lay still, listening. Why was the scent of the mango buds so
intoxicating ?': Why was the night so black, so dark? If the sun never rose
again,.it would be best. Then she would be lost from the sight of every-
one forever, and there would be no one to see her.

With the touch of a soft hand on his forehead, Haji Kolimullah was
soon asleep and snoring. It seemed'to Johora that, except for this sound,
a dead man lay beside her, covered from head to foot in a white shroud.
She took her soft hand away and waited while, quietly. Then she very
slowly got, out of bed. Very carefully she unbolted the door and went out
to the foot of the mango tree in the courtyard.

"Where have you been all day?" she asked Khaled, who had just sneaked
into the house. She came up close beside him and whispered, "You like to
go without eating, do you?"

Khaled made no attempt to speak and just stood still. Suddenly Johora
raised her right hand.and slapped him on the cheek in a frenzy and said, "I
can't bear this any more. Leave this houde, go.away!"

She covered her face with her sari and almost ran to the veranda',
dashed inside, and bolted the door.

. 400
Khaled stood where he was and cried. Tears poured from his eyes

he sobbed uncontrollably. Early that same morning he had left the house,
before anyone was up. He had wandered along the river aimlessly, over the
ridges of the fields. Then he had gone to the harbor where his two older
brothers worked in an office. But his mind found no rest even there.
Finally he had turned back, drawn by some unknown feeling to return to his
home.

Friday, after midnight, one by one, everyone arrived at the parlor of
Moulana Mohiuddin. Even before that, the matter had leaked out to the whole
village through rumors. But.not everyone had the right to judge in-these
matters. The group today consisted of only the learned and the leaders of
the village. 'After they closed up the doors and the windows, Ithey seated the
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accused persons in the middle of the floor and started-the trial.

kaji Kolimullah had gone.through the scriptures for three days and
nights and finally prepared a verdict. With the permission of Moulana,
he read It aloud.

Batashi had given up in despair long ago and just sat and moaned; once
in a while, she burst out crying. Wailing, she said, "Oh my mother, that
this should happen to me! Why didn't you kill me with salt when I was
born and spare me this fate?"

"Stop crying, woman:" Haji scolded. "You had your fun, didn't you?"

Moulana Mohiuddin appeared to
normally calm, grave tace. Slowly
voice, "Well, do you have anything

"What can I say, sir? You men
human to you; we're dogs and cats.
Wiping her eyes, Batashi continued,
me with such a thing!"

be worried. A pain showed on his
he raised his face and asked in a quiet
to say?"

never listen' to the poor. We aren't even
Do we ever get any respect at all?"
"If it weren't so, how could you charge

"But these things do not fall from 6aven!" Haji Kolimullah said.
"How is it that you have been charged and not someone else?"

"It's my fate. If it weren't, why didn't anyone see me throwing up,
when my husband was still alive -- I was so sick I couldn't go without
tamarind and parched earth a single day. Why did no one notice me then?"

Batashi's cousin Rokimoddi sat wrapped in dirty rags and moaned.
When anyone asked him a question, he simply stared back, blankly.

As the trial proceeded, droves of black clouds came from the south
and covered the entire sky. Every now and then the moon was hidden, and
shadows played over the trees, fields, and river.

For a while the wind stopped and the whole earth was still for a long
'time, Occasionally thunder shook the house and lightning flashed. Within
the room, tensions and excitement rose to a high pitch.

At this same time, a man was standing behind Haji Saheb's house, under
the mango tree. He tip-toed to the open window and looked inside for a
long time -- inside the completely dark room. The house was frozen in a
stoney sleep like a haunted house in the middle of a dense forest.

Moving away from the window,Ithe'figure approached the foundation of
the house and then moiled around past the lUtchen; then he came and stood
in front of the door. Each time the lightning flashed, he started with
terror, .4
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an a while the wind began to blow an the.thunderous roar of colliding
...t.Aclouds,f4lled the air. The door was slightly ajar and, in a violent.\huist

of wind, it noisily -bfened .Che tap qujtck2Nsteppedvp onto the veranda.
Looking around first, he boldly entered the haTtr4-Ati arounaSaanpthing

4111

but noise. The corrotated roof twisted under, the fierce impact of a strong
wind, and the timber fence resounded with incessant'clattering.

He came up to the bed and hesitated, as if he suddenly was, not sure what
to do. The hair on his body stood on end; his heart pounded, and blood,
rushed to his head, blurriqg his vision. He thought, "Where.haye I come?
Am I alive or dead? Is this howling a wail of loss, or a mad cry for
intimacy?" He heard the jingle of bracelets, a deep slow breathing, the
light rustle of clothes. "Is this the smell of mango buds, or is it the
smell of hair?' No, no, not here. I don't want this, I can't want

As he retreated a step or two, he felt a soft; smooth hand come out
from the darkness and, with great assurance, draw hiT back like the.refrain
of .a song.

Then the sky was filled with warring clouds, and the whole world' shook
with their thunder. A strong burst of the storm ripped the-leaves of trees
asunder, as if someone was mad with the fury of a wanton igunder. The
churning of heaven, hell and earth filled the air with a music both frighten-
ing and beautiful.

No one could say how long the storm raged this way. When the wind
receded, rain began to fall like strings of pearls.

The first shower came sharply, and it was like the intermittent wailing
of a newborn child as it brushed over the roofs of houses. But not fox long.
The wind died down as if to the lingering tempo of dhrupod music, and the
rain became heavy. Then there was only the sound 'of rain.:

Time passed this way indefinitely. At one point a mat passed through
the open door, stepped into the courtyard, and, stumbling through the rain,
disappeared into the north compound. Behind him came Johora in disheveled
clothes and stood on the veranda. Splashes from the downpour drenched her
sari,

After a while Haji Kolimullah, with an umbrella protecting his head,
entered the main compound, panting heavily. Suddenly seeing him; Johora
said, 'Why are you so late! I was so afraid!"

"What else could I do -- I had to attend to that nuisance." As he
leaned his umbrella against the fence, Haji said, "She was such a bitch!
She wouldn't confess a thing even to the end. But haven't I heard the
excuses and jabber of women like Batashi before? I gave them both fifty
blows with a'shoe; moreover, they will have to leave the village
tomorrow. Did you see the blessings of Allah? Immediately after that,
it rained:"
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"Yes, it is truly marvelous." Saying this, Johora stepped from the
veranda into tiie courtyard, into the falling rain --,she moved in a
strange new way.

_1.2.

Haji called out what are you doing? Have you gone crazy? You'll'
Acaah cold, getting we aatA at night:"cold, __

"No, I never catc, J .-"- Johdri:damit4 fothe veranda,,, pleipushed
..-

away a cluster of hait*om her eyes with her,fightiand and raiSt h4r fa4,
bright as a flower in -;f41 bloom,,wilips overflpwing with a sweet smile.
She said, "Don't you kai.0. This is:tbOirst,rain of the year, and it is
very good to get wet.' It 'will br n rich, :harvest."

.

1
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Enver Sajjad

S.

CONSPIRATORS

Translated from the
Urdu by C. M. Naim

Talking about everything under the sun, Ile s;;;1the whole day carrying
basket' full,of dirt to the trucks, We,were free. Only when we looked at
each other did we remember we were t)risqners:

We had sat d
digging a canal.

Hman:

wn on a small mound to rest. 'Hmmm, we thought, we're

Holding on to las
truck, watching the blue

Lights.

sun, we were coming back in a barred
stripes run across our bodies.

In the flood of lights we saw the girls. The truck slowed down. The
young men among us smiled. The Old man became serious. The girls seated
on the lack of the tonga slipped warm shawls over their breasts. The old
man smiled. We said, Girls!

One of us said, Ah . . . Bombay . .. all this is a shifty mess. Our
hovel there was better than a crystal palace here,

0

We wondered when the canal would be finished.

Prisoners, a girl seated on the back of the tonga said to the other.
- We were astounded. The truck passed ahead of the tonga, leaving it miles

behind. We again started chasing after the stripes of light. All of us
knew where the stripes would take us. We peered through the bgrs. One-
said, My town.

Another closed his eyes.

- - Delhi .-. . Chandni Chawk

Ambarsar . . . Nan' , Qulche, Baciarkhani, Bal Bazar, Darbar Sahib --

-- Son of.a Sikh -- *)

The third borrowed a bidi from me and lit i&
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-- Lahore is Lahore. Bhati, Lobari, Mochi --

The old man smiled.

Where were you?

- - I?

The fuzz above his lips was faint and new.

-- I? . . . where am I?

We burst into laughter. He blushed and took us to town with him.

1 was in Mohenjo-Daro, the old man said.

We didn't understand a bit. In Mohenjo-Daro?

-- Yes.

. The lines on the old man's face deepened. The fading glow in his
eyes became bright again.

-- But that was a city in ancient times?

-- Am I not ancient myself?

-- That's the same city where that dancing girl --

Yesr)

- - But it doesn't exist anymore. It was a long time ago.

-- Nothing exists anymore. Everything was a long time ago.

The Qld man blinked his eyes.

The hair on our bodies rose in -terror and we tightened our told on
the' bars.

The old man laughed. That famous dancer was my wife.

He sighed, My city.

Silent, as if a snake had bitten us.

Then the boy with faintly fuzzy lips seated neitr me screamed, Liars!
All of you are liars. We're all lost. None of us exists. You lying cheat-
ing old man!

O
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.He grabbedthe old man's beard. The guards leaped forward.- Blood'
boiled into the boy's eyes, turned into foam:

We asked each-other, Now what kind of a.childish trick was that!
A

When the guirdsdragged the boy away, one of us. said, He's the
bastard son, of that well known dancer.

,

HaHa Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha
4

All day long we carry dirt in baskets to throw into the trucks.

Silent.

We are not prisoners. Only when we look at each other we remember
we are in prison. Our lips are sealed with silence.

,---
-

We are seated on a small mound to rest.

-- Get up, get up!

spirators! One of them

Our silence is the
canal would be finished.

d-

.

. i
A

,.

4

I

Back to work! Making plans to run away? 'Con-
came near us and growled.

conspiracy and we keep on wondering when the

)

1'" 0 zo.
r

4
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...Tams1 Abro

OF BLACKENED FACE

Translated from
the Sindhi by
Annemarie Schimmel;
from the German by
Elisabeth Mohr
Rahnan

Din Muhammad's face'was blackened. Half his head was shaved, the
mustache torn off, his beard pulled out and his sideburns cut off. His
fearful eyes bulged out; the face was swollen. On his arms and legs, black-
and-blue marks; his back was streaked with scab-covered cues. His skin wastorn and bruised. Thin, only skin and bones; bald like a plucked bird. Ahorrified expression on his face,.he wetted his 'dry, chapped lips with his
tongud:

.46

He was as bruised spiritually as bo'dily. tring of old shoes hung
around his neck. He came like a poor, rtaming soul and stood in front of melike a ghost. I started to tremble, for I was errified.

I jumped up, I did not find my shoes, mmediately, but shouted, "Oh,
Dinu, is ft you?" for I could not believe at I was seeing.

Dinu sighed. "Sahab, my little boy --" Suddenly it came over him;
pain upon pain arose in his worried eyes -- and then the dampness. The nose
dripping, the chin drooping, his lips thickening then pursing; it was as ifhe had been shaken by a cosmos.

1 was also shaking. Putting my arm around his neck, I said to himt
"Di e'll go to town and report the case." His eyes popped out further
in ear, he shook his head.

"No, no," he said, "the police put me on a donkey."

I could not help but letting out a cry, as if\I had been struck by'
lightning. "The police -- in the middle of town: In the twentieth
century-: Dinu, you must be out of your senses -- are you crazy?"

He only looked at me. "Sahab, I am Din Muhammad," he said as if he
needed to be reminded of it.

I stared at him inquisitively. Yes, it really was Din Muhammad. His
foreheaa ore the black mark'formed,by striking it on the ground in prayer;
his wris bones were scraped, the feet twisted. The pious one who wanted to
live in peace with everyone% I was overcome with anger.
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Why had they pulled his beard? Why had this face, bearing the mark
of his prayers, been blackened? Why had his dignity been assaulted, his
honor tread upon? I saw Dinu's body, a perfect shape which had been
trampled in the dust, set upon a donkey and reduced to the lowest of the
low. He was beaten, bruised, stepped upon.

Again he shuddered, then screamed like a bird whose feathers were -

'being pulled out one by one, like someone whose, companions had abandoned
him.

I trembled. The hair upon my limbs stood up like thousands of question
marks. Why? Who

Dinu 'sighed. "There were lots of people --" Before my eyes, '*peop,ke

starred tc spin about, citizens, educated people, followers of the Picifilts
they danced wildly, raving mad, beating drums as they wormed their way
around street corners. They conspired with the police and laughed at Dinu
sitting on the donkey, shouting at him, throwing stones, spitting and
cursing him -- a human being, the son of a human being, an offspring of
Adam. Even the donkey raised its tail, opened its mouth and brayed,
uncovering its teeth. With its stiffened neck, it looked up as if to make
fun of the sky Dinu's body had been made into a bloody sacrifice; dancing
girls performed; offerings of thanks came one after the other; dancing
girls plucked tenrupee notes from the cheeks and beards of the rich peasants;
clouds of smoke from the hashish pipes, groups of hemp smokers, jokes from
the drunk, the din of the beggars; women singing, men twisting their
mustaches; food trays passed incessantly. Finally, even the.dogs had to
vomit. And what a covert Wonderfully shining, glittering: Silken,
velvety, embroidered with gold:

Dinu started to become restless. He begged imploringly, "Sahab, leave
me. My God, how are things with my baby?"

"What are you talking about. Who? Gulab? What's wrong with him?"

I suddenly remembered Dinu's innocent threeyearold'son, a rose of
a child. His name was Allandino, "gift of God," but we called Him Gulab,
or "rose." He ran about in a little waistcoat and a little hat padded with
cotton onhis head. After his father's long yearning for a son, he was
finally born. He was starting to speak in sentences, laughing _loudly, with
a tender knowledge of everything.

My commiseration made Dinu calm down This large, lumbering man
suddenly became quiet and calm. His eyes were extraordinary; in adversity,,,
they would dry out; with sympathy, they overflowed. The outer composure of
a miserable human being was broken down by the sot.t hand of compassion.
After a while, he told everything.

Apd.this is exactly how it was with Dinu, Tears welling, he said,
" Sahab, the day before yesterday in the evening, he suddenly became still.
It was diphtheria, they.said The doctor on duty said he needed injections.
It wbuld cost two notes of twenty --"
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When I heard this, I understood. He let his beard be pulled out
fox the sake of this rose; his face blackened to save Allandino. A man
had allowed the destruction of his dignity to save his son; he let hims'elf
be dipped in blood to maintain, the links in the chain of life. He had won
the string of shoes around;his neck to preserve the law of creation; he \
has suffered scorn and curses so that wife's lap would not fall empty.

'"t

Blessed by Dinu'S hands, the hands which had taken away the cover
soaked in the blood of hundreds of innocent children, the hands which had
uncovered madness, ignorance and tyranny. He has stretched out his hands
there, where the blood of the liVing ones had flowed on hundreds of life-
less bones, but where not a drop of water was found for laughing blossoms,
there where age-old bones rotted away, wrapped in silk, there where the buds
withered away, there where everythi4 was enshrouded with smells and scents,
but where the perfume of the rose waS stifled. The dead had been brought
to life; the living, killed; the stone was offered prayers, the spirit,
murdered; the Golden Calf shouted, the old idols were again set up.

Blessed by Dinu's hands)which were the first to snatch away this damned
cover so rich with curses: Behind his hands I saw hundreds,- thodsand& of
hands stretching out to split open the air, to measure the distances, to
open the ground, to tear the sky apart, to make the hidden gods topple down,
to destroy the authority of these'false gods. Din Muhammad hadsnatched the
reins fiom their hands.

I looked at his blood-stained body, his harmless face -- an innocent
face -- and measured its hidden strength. His one worry had been his son.
My soul was flowing along with his soul. My hear'' & beating as I took
hold of his hand. We looked at one another for a mornat, then turned toward
his hut. Quietly, breathing heavily and full of misgivings, we stepped into
the peaceful hut. The child was moaning in his mother's lap. She uttered a
cry, "0 Gulab's father!" The child called out one last time to his father.
"My child -- ," Dinu exclaimed.

Lamentations broke out as the father and mother started to weep. Dogs
howled; the air darkened and leaves from the neem tree fell, as if to leave
the tree naked. The mother unknotted her hair as a sign of mourning. The

s
rose lay witherdd. Allandino was destroyed -- so was his mother, so was
Din Huhammad.

Far away among the trees, beneath the tomb, upon the stone, in the gleam
of lights, the precious cover was spread out once more. What a wonderful
cover: It reflected thin g.ittering rays -- injection needles for diptheria
perhaps. Outside arose the roaring laughter of the hashish-smokers celebrat-
ing the birth of Pirdino and the death of Allandino. Smoke wafted about;
loudly they sang the praises of the saint who was buried there. They
cursed Din Muhammad.
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REVIEWS

SHAHID HOSAIN , ed., First Voices: Six Poets from Pakistan; Karachi:
Oxford Univetsity Press, 1965, 70 pp., Es. 12.

Lately come out of Karachi is this worthy anthology of verse by six
Pakistani poets writing in English, the first such collection tobe
published in that country since its genesis in 1947. The Wait has been
worthwhile, for this is no ordinary assemblage of minor lyrics in tire-
some,rhyme.- Reflected in the verse of these writers is an incredible range
of experience: expatriates who have lived in China, Morocco; the young
Muslim who encounters England and finds it alien; an Oriental poet who in
Tuscany feels a loss akin to that of his own land. More striking is

,evidence in these poems that poets of the sub-continent, writing in English,
have indeed sloughed off the tendency to mimic Western verse and have
embarked,on a productive search for an idiom of their own.

Ahmed Ali, whose other contributions to the world of letters are
immeasurable, here makes no mean offering of poems stemming ,from his years
in China. These are remarkable in 'their approximatiori of classical Chinese
p"oetry -- both in tone and subject matter. Drawing on traditional images.
suctas the willow and the plum tree, Ahmed Ali transmits with calm
clarity the pain of remembering:

Magnolia buds recall
My loved one's cream white hands.

°
But there is something of the poet's Persian heritage in the winecup and
his preoccupation with sorrow, for in these polished poems, three traditions
are fused:

Zulfikhar Ghase, who now lives in London, probes deeply the imprint of
.Western culture upon his own. Conversational in tone and possessing a
narrative element, his poetry is the most distinctive and perhaps the moat
successful in this collection. Explaining what the Pakistani first feels
of England, Ghose writes:

A child at a museum, England for me
Is an exhibit within a glass case,
The country, like an antique chair, has a

1

rope
across it.

A similar rope becomes the image of partition between India, and Pakistan,
forcing the poet to reject the vibrant life of his own country and to
adopt England as his hurtle. Thus Ghose makes meaningful the most intense
experiences of his own life. No poet can do more.

The editor of this collection, Shahid Hosain, possesses*a considerable
poetic talent of his own. His verse is more formal, more traditional, than
that of Ghose, yet the juxtaposition of hard brilliance in imagery with
abstractly intellectual passages is strongly metaphysical. The influence of
Urdu and Persian verse is apparent in his marsiyah, an elegy on the
martyrdom of Imam Husain. But Shahid Hosain is also capable of delicacy
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Let us assume
A metaphor of climate; let us-say
The skies were grey, but did-not weep,
The sun was warm, but did not shine,
And few birds sang, but birdsong
Was never absent from the memory.,

Riaz Quadir, whose verse is the most disappointirig,,offers a
.; .

collection of lyrics conventi6nal in /one and subject matter: praise of
love, regret for empty ruins, and grief for the young 'girl who goes to her
flower-bedecked marriage bed-. cThat Quadir is unable to go very far beyond
his English models is empent in these poorly disguised lines:

The shimmering bangle-jingle
Rings thebell:
It tolls for thee

'For thou must sell.,

The liberty, thy breath, thy life. .

In.the poetry of Taufiq Raf at, the rhyme'is sometimes artificial and he
is more successful with free verse. Although a delight in experimentation',
is obvious, his poetry is immature in its repetitious images and capital-
lettered abstractions. Occasionally, Rafat achieves a metaphor that makes
one wish that the whole of his verse were adequate to contain that single

`---striking line:

So in despair and love's despite,
We move in a cage of twilight.

-

The poetry of Shahid Suhrawardy is perhaps most reminiscent of T. S.
Eliot in i shattering imagery and reverberating echoes of speech and
prayer. 13 t Sthrawardy was of Ell6iIs-generation and shows himself .

capable of turning his master's lessonsinto mat t'of his own. The
strengths his later work are evident inselectiOn from An Old Man's
Songs, which transmit with sensitivity and force an old man's view of
the young:

.

WHat are old men to do with their lust? --
A -Only bo stitch their hearts%

To the hem of your whirling dress,
And scatter

\
Into iridescent dust:

First Voices is witness to the fact that writers'of the sub-continent ,.

have made of English far more than an alien language forcibly imposed from
the outside. With these six poets, English becomes a 1,eiille suited to
exceedingly subtle and intense visions. Their, efforts temp one to believe
that Macaulay's concept of, English education has at last borne succulent
fruit. It,is not too much to foresee a body of rich literature in the
English language stemming from South ,Asia, even as those countries faVor
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the vernacular in their struggle with nationalism. While this anthology
is only a sampler of the fine poetry that remains unpublished, we would
hope to see it followed soon by a fuller chorus of -these same voices and
others.

I .-
Janet M. Powers

Gettysburg College

7-

ITALIAANDER, ed., rn der Palmweinschenke. -"Geistige Begegnung,"
Band 14: Pakistan. Herrenalb, Germany': Hors't Erdmann Verlag, 1966,
347 pp., n.p:

In 1966 the rnstit to for International Relations in Stuttgart,
Germany, published an ology of German translations of Pakistani short
stories. It appeared as Vo e XIV in the Institute's series "Geistige
Begegnung" ("Intellectual Encounter") and is entitled _Th der Pamwein-
schenke ("At the Toddy Shop"); its editor is Rolf Italiaander.

In one of the two intioduOtory chapters Mr,4italiaander
outlines

briefly the political history of Pakistan andhis own, connections with
the communit of writers and poets in that'country, and in general justifies
the edition an s selections and exclA)i9s. It is most unfortunate that
Mr. Italiaander di t restrict himself to reporting facts rather than
engaging in political prophedy --,which proved to be wrong, given recent
,developments in Pakistan -- and chiding this generation of authors for not/
choosing politics as the subject matter for their stories more frequently
than they do. Besides, he'shows a cultural, snobbery of the worst sort. It
is by no means objectionable in an introduction of this kind to point to
the difficulties.writers in an emerging nation encounter, i.e., the high
'rate of illiteracy as an obstacle to a wide readership; but -- and this is
the point -:-___coMpassionate understanding here takes the tone of a patronizing
pat on the back. The praise turns sour when pronounced from a position of
assumed superiority; it comes out sounding like an "A" foreffort. In view
of the title of the series, Mi. Italiaander's attitude strikes this
reviewer abeing highly ironical. Furthermore, it is not very helpful to-
characterize anauthor as "revealing the Asiatic mentality," since such a
vague and elusive statement is nothing more than a clich6.

The second introductionpresedts a concise review of the -precursors oft
Pakistani literature, the problems arising from the multitude of languages
involved, andShort*biographical summaries of major poets and their
achievements. It was contributed by Professor Annemarie Schimmel, presently
of Harvard University. It is, of course,a monumental taskto condense such -'
a vast amount of material meaningfully in fifteen pages, and the uninitiated
reader to whom this volume is directed can only regret that more space was
not Assigned ta introduce him to a totally new subject. However, given this
limitation, Prof essor_Schimmel acOdmplishes her task admdrably,,.

The appendix contains a glossary of vocabulary items and terms which,
were left untranslated In the takts, as'well as short biographies of the
authors included in'thigyolume.
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The body of ficti6n of this anthology is, divided into two parts: the
first contains twenty-three short stories by Wedt Pakistani writers; the
second, six by Eapt Pakistani writers. Such,a division, based on geopolitical
reasons, might at-first glance seem arbitrary. However, the reader will
discoVer a marRededifference in the narratives, qualitatively and in mood,
between those stemming from the wes ern portion yi1 comparison to those that
originated in the eastern part of Pa istan. In fact, he will regret that the
number of stories included in the t parts is not reversed; for in literary
merit those from the eastern region are fSr superior.

The great majority, seventeen, of'these narratives were translated into
German by Franziska Weidner, with Anna Valeton contributing, six, Annemarie
Schimmel three, and Detlev Chalid and W. A. Oerley one each. It is impossible
for me to judge the accuracy or quality of these trapslations becaude many of
the stories were translated twice, i.e., from the original language into,
English and then into German, and I am unfamiliar with the original languages.
What is noticeable, however, is that there is, particulagly in the West
Pakistani stories, a certain laxity of language that goeVbeyond the colloquial

)1

and strikes one rather s jargon This may be the translator's idiosyncrasy,
or it may be a literary' device fashionable amoilig the particglar group of
writers whose works were included in this volume.

Of the stories from West Pakistan, four deal with the upheavals in the
wake of the partition of India and-Pakistan. Three trett the problem of
people caught. in the relocation process and the hostilities encountered.
"Toba Sek Singh" by Saadat Hasan Manto, set in an insane asylum, is the only
one of these stories to create a viable, unique hero in the person.:Of Bishan
Singh (see Maki-a, VI, 2-3:14.:23). Of course the setting itself and the
fact that Bishan Singh utters only one sente ce, an nintelligil4e conglomer-
ate of languages, gives this narrative itp spec /flavor. Unfortunately,
the tour-de-f oTce ending spoils an otherwise' uccessful pieceof fiction.
Bishan Singh, who refdses to be relocate , is sprawled.out in the mud in the
no-man's land between India and Pakis :n,,.and this after fifteen years of
refusing to lie down.

/.
And interesting twist is also provided by the opening selection of'the

antbdiogy, "Primarily Autobiographical," by Q. N Shahab. The narrator is //

the-traditional fictional hero of Urdu.lite re who cynically adjusts om
a pre-Indeper\dence to'a post-Independence existence

informs the read4r that the new freedom for the Muslims in Pakistan is_
availabi.Lity of alcohol, but that at least Pakistan protects the faieffOf
girls who, being refugees, are forced into prostitution.

Five of the West Pakisani stories deserve special mention bedause
they stand dut from the rest stylistically -- though that may be hard to
judge in translation -- and in subject matter and ifogrmal aspects, They are
more concentrated, more integrated, and lead better to the point. they wish
to make There is the story of twenty-one-year-old,Otto Kruger ("Hitch-

hiking," by Qurratulayn Hydar), who-is on a world tour -to gather experience
and *ho is killed by a stray bullet in Vietnam, Even though KrUger is to
a large extent 'stereotyped as a serious anckihtense German, his story is
unencumbered by unnecessary detail. Every word in this sparsenarrative
contributes directly, 1.4 contrast to many of thesother stories. Simp city
of expression ip also characteristic of Saadat Hasan Manto's "The B ck
Shalwar," which deals with an interesting thOugh not original syst of
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barter. Iis part confidence game, pare Robin Hood story, but without
being so pat, as are many.",,of the West Pakistani stories, whi makes for somuch tedium.

Very-touching, though often choppy and devold of:ilecesar.ry transitions,
is Mumtar"Shireen's "The Defeat." It clearly bears the imp int of John
Steinbeck (the author translated Steinbeck's The Pearl into Urdu), depicting
an,,old man's tenacious struggle to retain his dignity, a f ghtlhe inevitably
loses. Equally unforgettable is,a peasant's struggle, cre ted by Sagheer.
Hussain in "The Lonely Scholar." This peasant finds the mans to attend the
university only in his old age. At the university he lea s a lonely existence,
being mocked by the younger students. He fi ly meets a young poet and
spends a night conversing with him, just as e_had envisioned college life tobe. Milt because he fears the poet will tirelif him on closer acquaintance,
he leaves the university, returning to his village to cherish the memory of
this one night.

The outstanding selection among those from West Pakistan is "Of
Blackened Face," by Jamal Abro (see p. 153 of this issue). Not only is the
story excellent, but it is formally4bnique among its companions. Written in
almost telegram style, it is at the game time a symbolic construct of imagery,
and the combination creates a startling and intriguing tension. To achieve
social protest with subtlety is in itself remarkable, but to achieve it in
this form is doubly admirable. The story concerns a cobbler whose body.,
bears all the marks of human cruelty,.

it
had stolen a silken cloth from a

grave which had been decorated with it in celebration of the birth of a
wealthy Men's son,. The reason for the theft was poverty: the cobbler's own
son was ill with diphtheria, and the medicine cost more than the cobbler had.
Upon discovery of the theft, the city people had trampled, brutalized, stoned,and dehumanized him, and as a final indignity led him through town on a
donkey. The silken cloth is then put back on the grave and the cobbler's sondies.

The remaining We Pakistani stories need not be mentioned'in detail,
. for- nothing distingu shes them. They all share a noted absence of imagery,
and where it is employed it fails to be integral to the story and strikes'
one as being tagged on. Furthermore, readers who expect a great deal of
peal color permeating these pages will be disappointed, the publisher's
advertising'notwithstanding. No "mysterious glamor of a strange world,"
but rather pettiness, poverty, corruption, and greed are the themes most
frequently used. Many of the stories show indebtedness to,foreign writers
--I Boll, Hesse, Steinbeck, to mention but a few -- and moat of them do not
manage to go beyond being imitations.

The, stories from,East Pakistan are radically different and all b8ar
discussing. Among them are two contributions by Syed Waliuliah, "The
Ca o" and "The Way Out," which, being so divergent in subject matter and
tr ment, testify to the au'thor's wide-range and versatility. "The
Carg iamy favorite of __the entire volume (see Mahfil, II, 2:23-27) It
tells the simple story of two young fishermen and an orphan waiting in vein
for a cargo .of molasses; They are hungry and dread returning home empty-
handed to their hungry families. An old man asks to betaken home by-them, .
but dies during the voyage. After the fishermen deliver the corpse to bi
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relatives, they go on down the river to their own homes. What makes this
tale so irresistible is the mood permeating it. It is a fully lyrical
mood, subdued intone, in which the themes of life and death are treated.
The great manifestations of nature, water, night, and moon, the noises
come alive in Waliullah's poetical language; night, death, and the river are
viable agents without being abstracted personifications. Hovering over the
narrative is a sense of mystery that allows the reader to participate in ,-

this world of wonder and be touched by the phenomena of life and death.

"The Way Out" takes us into a totally different world, that of a
train fuil of refugees. A young man, haunted by memories of the bloodshed
he saw during the partition, tries desperately to establish a link of
communication with a little girl siting across the aisle from him. How-
ever, his attempts fail; he frightens the girl into thinking he is mad
and in order to protect her froth-this fear he searches the compartmen to
find the deranged man. When he cannot find him there, he opens the ...-oor
of the moving train to look for him outside. Here is a story,Which deals
with a brutally grim reality in a fashion that lifts it out of the trite
and sentimental which mark so many of the West Pakistan stories; and its
simultaneous starkness and subtlety fill the reader with horror and com-
passion dust as in "The Cargo," the author here takes an individual
situation, but intensifies it so that it transcenip the purely individual.

A similar process is at work in Syed Mahmudur Rahman's "The Parade,"
in which an idealistic and dedicated village teacher searches for means to
keep his students uninvolved in corrupt politics until their religious
education is completed and has made them righteous and pure men who will
then end all corruption as.the new gbneration of leaders. He sees his
hopes thwarted and is upitaged by the politicians; at the end, he is left
not only to face his failure but to see the very strategy he had devised
to prLtect his students perverted to seduce them. Here again the writer
takes a situation and locality which are, in themselves, of little import
andlets shine through them a significance of a far wider impact.

The central image of "The Leader," by Abu Jafar Shamsuddin is that
of a python that seems to want to devour everything. It is, structurally,
a classic short story in that it concentrates on an extraordinary event and
does so concisely The narrator, who directs a good deal of sarcasm toward
himself, earlier in life had discovered hip talents as a party speaker quite
by accident, because he was attracted to atparty,functionary's beautiful
sister One day, at the time when the famineof the 1950's was already
being felt, he spoke on foreign policy at a large rally in Bengal. He saw
an immense train of emaciated women approach from a distance. This sight
so paralyzed the speaker that, when the women were quite close and, screamed
for rice, he felt so threatened, as by a python, that he took to his heels
and fled The trouble is, that years later he is still running. What
strikes one particularly,inthis story is the horrifying reaLity.of hunger
and the discrepancy Of this reality co the setting of a rally, rthe speech
on foreign affairs, and the speaker's own motives. All elements of the
narrative are well integrated, and the tone in which it is told, unites the
incongruity and absurdity of what'it told.
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In Sarakat Osman's 'How
, bed Ali Got to Heaven," we again encounter

a very simple tale in a very simple form with not only shattering social
implications but also implications for transcending the narrow confines of
its characters and settina. We meet a very poor man who dreams of heaven
as a place without work aid whose wishes for possessio are modest indeed.

77

He even has a fixed image of the houris, a touching f on of his wife
and a young girl he once saw at a railroad station. When he is fraudulently
indicted in a court of law, his defense and the necessary bribes to
officials cost him all his money. He dies at night, making possible a
naked burial, which is illegal but cheap. His widOw spends her last two..,

rupees for funeral prayers.

.r
A widow is also the central character of the last story in the

collection, by M. Abu Taher. The title could as well be translated "The
Sacrifice" as "The Victim." This twenty -year -old girl follows her
mother's footsteps in her desire to remain faithful to her dead husband's
memory; she thus refuses to remarry, thereby condemning herself and her
mother/to the most abject poverty. Her great beauty, which makes it
impossible for her to find work and to mingle with other people, keeps':
her indoors. Once, however, she ventures to market at dawn, before anyone
is about on the streets, and she is trapped by a white slaver. When she
realizes the fate that awaits her, she drowns herself rather than submit.

All the selections in this volume share in common the, sense of
victimization. Their protagonists are the little people, at the mercy of
corruption and defeated in their efforts to maintain themselves and theit
families, and most are thwarted in trying to salvage some personal human
dignity. None of the twenty-nine stories gives a glimpse of a world that
is or'promises to be orderly. Neither are there apocalyptic visions or
great passions except, perhaps, the image of the python in "The Leader."
It ii this conformity of outlook that makes the colleCtion somewhat suspect.
How far is it truly representative of Pakistani literature? Is it the
editor's predilection of mood, tone, and subject matter, or is the lack of
variety and span really iypical for contemporary writers, as the publisher's
advertising suggest?. The example of "The Cargo" seems to indicate other-
wise,

Renate Gerulaitis

Oakland University

SIR MUHAMMAD IQBAL. Jeavid-nama. Translated from the Persian with
Introduction and Notes by A. J. Arberry. London: Allen & Unwin,,1966,
151 pp.

English was the first language into which one of the major works of
Iqbal, auTgx,e khadv ("secrets of the self"), was translated. First
published in Lahore in 1915, that philosophical poem came out in England
only five years later in the translation by the old master, Professor R.
A. Nicholson, who included in his translation the text of a letter from
the poet's own pen elucidating some of his thoughts. Javid-nama, his
most significant work, however, was to be introduced to the Western world

. ' :,
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first in an Italian translation (1952), then in German (1957); only in
1961, nearly thirty years after the publication of the originaL text in
1932, was an English rendering printed in Lahoie.1 This English version
of the poem, being written in verse form, does not satisfy the needs of
scholars who care more about exactness than elegance. Despite its charm
and beauty of style, this version remains a very free translation, which,
however much enjoyable for some, is less reliable for others. Moreover,
it does not provide the reader unfamiliar with Persian with sufficient
explanations of the text, without which the depth of many ideas in the
poem and their background cannot be felt and appreciated.

These were perhaps the reasons which motivated the late Professor A.
Arberry to prepare a new translation,' Ar y was a great Master of

Islamic literatures who many times had prove P s unique ability by
nransla:ing some cf the famous works of literature, philosophy, and religion
from Arabic and Persian into English. This was not the first time he put
his hand to Iqbal. He wias drawn to the great poet-philosopher 'many years
before. Already in 1947 he had translated The Tulip of Sinai, a'settion
of the bock padam-e mashreq ("the message of the East"); in 1948,./he
Pers-,,an Psalms 'zabur-e 'ajwn); in 1953, The Mysteries of Selflessness

(romuz-e bekhodii; and finally in 1955, The COmplaint and Answer, part of
a book entitled bang-e dare ("call of the caravan").

Scholars unanimously consider javidnama as Iqbals magnum opus, the/
CL.medd of the Islamic East and a modern classic of world literat}'re.

Indeed, the poetic beauty of this'work is as faiscinating as to rank i
among the best poems of classical Persian literature. Its philosophy,
born Gut of a deeply-felt. concern for the miseryi4fid decadence itf;4hich
the Muslims of the subcontinent and of all the Middle.Eastern countries
were submerged, was doubtlessly of such strong impetu4, as,to help create
a new nation. But the message of e7-74-nama'is too sublime in its vision
to be limited to the fate of Muslims only. It is directed to mankind in
genera:. Its scope-is to form a new man who is fully'aware of his self, -

:poten:u.dlly ..:eative and actively sharing with God inn the task of ruling
over the while udiverSe. One should read along with this work Iqbal's
asrar-e beithcdi and payam-e mashreq, now fully available
in excellent German translations,2in order to realize that the poet, though
immedia':e4 occupied with the btate of the Muslim nations: their cultural
and zeligious entity being threatened by blind imitation iand hasty import
-of only the g &udy values and habit of the West` -- is trying to build a
more comprehensive system of thought by way of synthesizing the egocentric
and materialistic concept of life prevailing in the West with the rather
spiritually-oriented wisdom of the East. Thus, he hopes to bring about
a ,practical philosophy which would encompass all domains of hump existence
and would be universally applicable to life on earth.

4 Obviously, it is not within the limits and scope of this review even
to tcu:h simply on the philosophy of Iqbal. Interested scholars can find
ample and ever-increasing studies of Iqbal's philosophy in many languages.
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Whatever place he may finally assume in the pantheon of human culture
among'the great poets and thinkersofthe world, it remains a fact that'Iqbal
with his ideas helped a great nation of Muslims to be born and.to secure
its independence. HA also managed with his works to set up a lighthouse
for that nation which many future generations will look to for guidance
at a time when the politiCal turbulence of the poet's own age will no longer
exist. In' addition, the problems of man's'quest for peace with himself Tid
his destiny, and man's need for an answer to the essential and Rverlasting
problems of existence haV'e also occupied the poet. The people of Pakistan
have every reason to be proud of Iqbal as the great spiritual founder of
their state who so decisively effected thetcourse of history for their
country and who; at the same time, was a genius which their land gave to
the whole world.

'Iranians are equally filled with both gratitude to and pliide in Iqbal.
TheS7 are gratefu'l for the tremendous,wealth of thought and poetic beauty
with which he enriched Persian poetry, which perhaps never before him was
used with such precision in.expression of philosophical ideas. They are
proud because of their cultural heritage and the great classical literature
from which Iqbal derived sd much. One could even say that he identified -

hiMself with the mainstream of Iran's old culture: He not only employed
the vehicle of Persian language in almost all of his more important and
significant works he also made no one less than Maulana Jalal al-din
RUmi his leader through the cosmic spheres. His attachmentto Maulana Rad
can be felt everywhere in his poetry. Despite the factthat Persian.

-poetry had along and deeply established tradition in India, Iqbal's
achievement must be conSIdered unique in every respect. During his life-
time Persian was no longer, the court or official language of India. The
old literary'traditions were fading; Western influences were growing With
the spread of English, which had long since pushed Persian aside. Neverthe-
less, we find Iqbal, who started writing Persian poems as late as 1915 when
he was already forty-two years old, using that language with all its poetic
expressions and its conventional figures of speech so remarkably well and
so superbly that it would be no exaggeration to say that he animated that
language to new heights of expression and thought.' Iqbal's amazing mastery
in writing Persian poetry must appear even more at astonishing mystery if
we remember that he, according to his biographers, could hardly speak
Persian Two short letters in Persian which he wrote im 1932 to the late
Professor Sa'id Nafisi3 clearly show the gap between the rather clumsy
style he might-have learned, in his environmentfor practial4purposes such
as letter writing, conversations, etc,, and the knowledge he derived from
the deep ocean of a literature many centuries olds which sved as the
course of inspiration for such a work as ,yaz,id-nama.

Peofessor Arerry's style of translation is often,criticized for lack
of conformity With modern taste and for the use of some obsolete words and
grammatical forms which alienate his language that of present-day
readers. No patter how true this criticism' m ght be, one must always keep
in mind that Arberry was in the first instanc a scholar to whom-ac'curacy
-was a far more Important criterion of transla on thanthe'external problems
of form and style, which are the concern of poets aneartists. The lucky
combination:of both'remains a rarity. The Italian and German readers of
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javid-nana are,perhaps more fortunate in that respect.. _27 poema celeste
is translated, as Italian friends and colleagues will agree and confirm,
in an.extremely elegant and graceful style which, though in prose, has a
great poetic charm, In addition to that, Professor Bausani has furnished
his translation. with a large number of footnotes which quite often are
more than simply an elucidation of a reference or an identification of a

\

proper name In many cases, he embarks on commenting upon the background
of a statement and explains Iqbal's philosophy. Professor Schimmel's Aoy

German translation is a Nachdichtung, a poetic rendering; yet her scho arty
,commi t in itself is a safe guarantee against any deviation from the
originll text:, ....,,gh a certain linguistic freedom can never be avoided in
a verse translation. Both Schimmel and Arberry have pladed the explanatory
notes at the end of the work. Besides that, SchimMel provides the reader
with an 1phabetical list of the names of persons and places which she ..-

explains. ,The lack of a similar index, or at least a cross reference, in
the English translation often confronts the non-Persian reader with_a _
problem of understanding. The word alast, for example, occurs in ,avid -nama
several times.' In verse 273 -- Arberry's version is numbered -- it is
rendered as "The day primordial" and is further explained in the notes.. In
verse 2131 we fin. "a moment of Alast" for the same term without an
explana',.'i:n or a cro s reference in,the'notes. Another example would be
haidar, which is expla ned with a reference to verse 1346, but passed over
without a note in verse 167. SimilarlY-,-4zar is explained in verse 605,
but no: in verse 716. The e are just a few r'andom selections to show that
an alphabetical list of names and_placesris-Well as cross referencing,
would have been i'very useful adjunCt to this volume.

in this general context of scholarly accoutrements, it must be added
that Professor Arberry does not seem to have tried anything more than copy-
ing. the bare minimum of explanations already available in other Western
transl tions of the text. I am sure that a greater effort on his part to
compreh nd the ideas behind a song or a group of verses which are not too
clear at

\
first glance would have revealed to him much more than he apparently

had been Ole tc offer in his notes, "The Song of Tahira" (p. 92), for
example, is in teality one of the most betutiful and famous_poems composed
by Tahira herself, which Iqbal must have read in some Baha'i source either
in India or in England. Arberry does not mention this.4 The second poem
under Tahira's name (p. 96) is a composition by Iqbal himself, reflecting
the principle of progressive revelations of God, which is so fundamental to
the Bat?1, and Bah7.'i religion Only in light of this basic teaching can one-
understadd what Iqbal wants Tahira to say. Arberry, apart from giving no

, cofiment on this point, unfortunately seems to have missed the messager5
The subject of verbsin the vss. 2287-88 and 2290-92 (i.e,, "meets," "turns,"
"passed away," "lies," "be" is "frenzied servant of God" in vs.2283 rather than
"passion' in vs. 2285 (p. 86) The true sense of Tahira's statement is, thus,
unfortunately lost.6

N
Iqbal's original Persian, due to the complexity of philOsophical ideas,is,

of course, sometimes not clear enough.` It would be the translator's' task to
remote any such obscurities. Arberry has no doubt achieved this task in most
instanLes. That some uncertainties have still remained and that some evident
mistakes have been made will be shown in the following examples which were
found cr. s :me randomly selected pages carefully compared with the 'original
text:7
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p. 54, vs. 1: haqq;,Arberry, vs. 835, "love" instead of
"God";,Bausani, "Dio"; Schimmel,"Gott." Of 'course, Arberry translates thisword correctly in many other places, even on the same page only two verses
later.

tlqbal, p.:745, vs. 5: nazar; Arberry, vs. 712, "glance," The poet ,

means,. I belie?, "reason" or "intellect," as opposed to "heart" (qabl)
in the same verse. Bausani, "sguardo"; Schimmels version is freer an4
somewhat different.

Iqbal, p. 134: nim-shah az tab-e mahan nim-ruz; Arberry, vs. 2121:
"midnight, a world half day in moon's gleam." More cor ectly,
be: "Midnight it was, yet middaY7Uth-e-gleam_pf_its oons."

Iqbal,..p. 136: . . . ke pa nagodha 'be jada-e ke dar u kuh-o'
dast-o darya n'ist; Arberry, vss.,2153-54, . . who never set foot on

, any high-road that ran over.
. . ." The line hould read: ". . . didnot run over. . . ."

Iqbal, p, 138: chand dar afkar-e pod bashi ir; Arberry, vs. 2187,
how iong will you be. . . ." should read ". for how long you

have been:" ". .

7--
Iqbal, p. 143: buy; Arberry(i, vs. 261; "smell" shou read "color."

Below I quote some examples of the difference in the trans ations
'which are'caused by the ambiguity of the pdet's expression itgel

1. Iqbal, p. 144, vs. 6:. kohnagi-ra az tamasha mir rad.

Bausani, p, 126: "Rapisce alla vista ogni vecchia

Schimmel, p. 110: "Reisst zur Schau emp*die Altesten Dinge."
4'

Arberry, vs. 2286: "Removes from vision the old and stale."

2. Iqbal, p. 145: bolbol az way rangha andukhteh.

Bausani, p. 127: "L'usignolo per lui ha tesoreggiato color

Schimmel, p. 111: "Die Nachtigall legt an ein bunt Gewand."

Arberry, vs. 2300: "The nightingale daubed with colors as
its result."

3. Iqbal, p. 161.: shisha-ra bogdakhtan 'ari bowad.

Bausani, p. 136:' "Non ci vunle nulla perfondere un pezzo
,di

-

Schimmel, p:'121: °Glap zu schmelzen t ein Kinderspiel."

Arbetry, vs. 25B0: "It were aksh me to melt a piece of glass."

.
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While speaking of what method of translation a translator should
adopt, Arberry quotes two passages from Reconstruction of Religious
Thought in Islam, a short one and a longer one,.both of'which Iqbal has
translated himself from javid-nama. These are, indeed, free interpretations,
a method which is allowed the author alone. For others, especially scholars,
loyalty to the original text must remain the prime concern. Professor
Arberry has followed this course. For his translation, he says, ". . . the
aim has been to adhere as closely as possible to the meaning of the original
PersianV (p. 16)\, Women and translations, some have said, have one quality
in common: they both are either only beautiful or only faithful. That this
maxim does not hold in the case of women needs no proof. As for translations,
I'sincerely hope that Arberry's translation of javid-nama will serve as
good evidence of the falsehood of this statement.

University of Chicago

NOTES

Heshmat Moayyad

1. The Italian translation, Ii poema celeste, with extensive notes by
Alessandro Bausani; one-volume translation, Bari, 1965, the German
translation, as well as the Turkish one of 1958, by Annemarie Schimmel',
Buch der Ebrigkeit, Munich, 1957; the English version, The Pilgrimage of
Eternity, by Shaikh Mahmud Ahmed, Lahore, 1961.-

2. Annemarie Schimmel (tr,). Botschaft des Ostens3;.Wiesbaden, 1963.

3. 1,qba:-nama (a publication of Danish Magazin, Teheran), 1330 A.H./1951,
p. 74, Aw

4. Professor Schimmel is also not explicitly clear in this song; see
Buch der Ewigkei,t, p. 106 and her introduction, p. 14.

5. See Bausani, /Z poema celeste, notes 144 and 147, p. 121 and p. 126.

6.
4
The German translation is also not free from this error. Sehnsucht
(passion) is made the subject of the above-mentioned verbs (pp. 110-111).

7. I have used the original text in the 1945 edition by Entezami MissiOn
Press, from which the quotations in this review have been taken. This
edition, incidentally, has many typographical errors; for example: p.
vs. 6, koshud for goshud; p. 14, vs. 9, ci,vr for var; p. 25, vs. 7, kosha
for gog71a, p. 145, vs. 6, nafas for nao0h; p. 149, vs. 5, gahi-gahi for
gah-gaki; p. 149, vs. 7, ad for u; p. 150, vs. 4, mnzr for mntzr (montazar);
p. 207, vss. 8-9, anbar for anban. This last error is a serious one which
should be checked perhaps with the manuscript of the text.
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NOTES ON THE CONTRIBUTORS

Ghulam.Abbas: born in 1909; has written only two books of stories, but is
considered very highly by all the critics. The story translated here
is from the second book, jaare kii caandni.

Jamal Abro:. b. 1924 in Sangi, Larkana District, Sind; he started writing
in 1940; his works deal primarily with 'social problems and- have been
translated extensively into, Russian.

Alauddin Al-Azad: poet, novelist, story writer, essayist and playwright.,
See MahfiZ, 11.2., for another story.

Robert Anderson: Professor of American Thought and Language at Michigan
State University and presentlyian acting editor for Mahfil.

Alessandro Bausani: Professor of Persian and Ur
Rome; author of histories of Persian and Paki tani 1 teratures; has
translated Iqbal and Ghalib into Italian.

Janet Powers Gemill: teaches EngliSh at Gettys5 rg Colle

Rehate Gerulaitis: holds a Ph-D, from the University of Michigan where
she submitted a dissertation on Goethe's East-West Divan; she teach
German literature at Oakland University.

at the University of

Zia Haider: works in the Bengali Academy, Dacca; writes poetry
short stories and-songs; has produced many stage and telev
in Dacca.

lays,

sion playa

Abdullah Husain: his*novel, udaas nasZen, won Pakistan's highes^tlitera
award; the Adamjee Prize, in 1963. The story translated here first
appeared in savera in 1962, and was his first published work. See,
Mahfil, 11.2., for a section from the novel.

Heshmat Moayyad: was educated in:Germany, has taught at the Oriental
Institute in Naples, and presently teaches Persian in the Department
Of Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations of the University of
Chicagc

N. M. Rashed: b, 1910; leading Pakistani Urdu,poet; his latest volume of
poetry is entitled laa = insaan ("nothing = man," 1969); has worked
for United Nations Radio in New York and is presently in Iran with
UNESCO% See Mahfil, II, 2, pr additional poems.

Enver Sajjad: adoctur by profession; writes plays and stories; paints.
The story translated here is froM his recent collection ista'aare
(Lahore, 1970), which he also illustrated.
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Pabitra Sarkar: has taught Bengali Literature at Jadavplir University;
writes poetry, acts; at present working for a Ph.D. in Linguistics
At the University of Chicago. (Mr. Sarkar has asked us to add the
following note to his translation of the original Bengali artiqle
that appeared in amrita (Calcutta) in February, 1970: "The author,

though born in what is now called East Pakistan, is not a citizen
of Pakistan, but belkngs to that narrow ethno-cultural unit called
the Bengali. He is concerned with everything that happens to his
culture, hence` his article. His being a Hindu is totally irrelevant
to what he has to say here. Further,-his purpose has not been to
flaunt his own opinions,, bu to present in-summary the ideas of the
proscribed authors.")

Annemarie Schimmel: Professor, Center for Middle Eastern Studies, Harvard
University; author of Gabriel's Wing, the highly acclaimed study of,
Iqbal's thought; has extensively translated into German from Arabic,
Persian, Turkish, Sindhi aritiOrdu.

s

Syed Waluillah: author of several novels, plays and books of stories, has
received several literary awards; works in the Foreign Service of his
country. See Mahfil, 11.2., for another story.
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